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ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
Has Paid Dividends of

51-2%
Since 1907
HON. FRED E. LAWRENCE, Bank Commissioner
in his last report to the Governor and Council,
S3id concerning Loan and Building Associations:
' •These excellent agencies of thrift and encourage
ment of home building and owning continue to play an
important part in our financial activities. In com
munities cf sufficient size and prosperity to support

them they should be afforded every encouragement, at

they have demonstrated themselves to bs the most
large

scale yet devised.”

Shares in the April issue are now ready. Deposits
are made monthly in any amount from $1.00 up
to $50.00.
TELEPHONE 430
48-49-T-tf

CAMDEN

CORPORATIONS

Camden Vessel Company, organ
ized at Rockland, to build, op rate,
and sell boats; capital stock. $.">' “
all common; nothing paid in: par
value of shares. $100: three shares
subscribed; directors—President.Alan
L. Bird of Rockland; treasurer, Jessie
M. Stewart of Thomaston; and
Lillian, B. Barter of Rockland.
Bean Vessel Company organized at
Rockland, to build, operate and^e’.I
boats; capital stock, 510.000. all com
mon; nothing paid in. par value of
shares subscribed; directors. Presi
dent. Alan L. Bir4 of Rockland;
Jessie M. Stewart and Lillian It. Bar
ter of Rocklar.d.

is usually blessed with the vision cf the
tangible, whereas the indifferent man is.
blind to opportunity.

Saving regularly and investing safely will
rr.aka you a “go-getter.”

Open ar account now with the Rockland
National Bank.
4
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On< of Esten W. Porter’s duties as
general manager of the O'Flaherty
Service In Greater New York is the
compilation of a series of booklets,
descriptive of the suburban com
munities. His latest work in this line
■is a handsomely illustrated folder en
titled “Tarrytown on-the-Hudson—a
town rich in legends, and where
stands Sunnyside, which is t-h< home
•of the famous American author,
Washington Irving."
It is the object of the O’Flaherty
Service to interest New Y’ork stores
in suburban advertising as offs red
by dally and weekly newspapers
within a radius of 50 miles around
New York and offering New York
merchants 5,000,000 potentia] cus
tomers—“the world's richest and
most compact market,” as Mr.
Porter’s
convincing booklet ex
p.-asses it. The O’Flaherty service is
no experiment. It has been used with
splendid yesults by many of the
most progressive merchants of New
York for more than twenty years.
Mr. Porter, with a finger constant
ly on the public pulse, uses as the
text of his latest circular his former
fellow townsman. Gen. Herbert '34.
Lord. Director of the Bureau of >h\
Budget. The application Is thus:
"An important personage. It is his
d-uty to s e that tne United States
I gets full value for every dollar ex
pended; that no money he misted;
that the various departments and bu
reaus live within their means and, if
possible, save something out of their
appropriations.
“Another important personage is
manager of the Family Budget, the
Woman Who Buys. She holds much
I the same relation to the home that
i Gen. Lord does to the Government.
'She is the counselor and consulting
'expert for the entire family—and h •
restxinsiblllty Is heavy. To her
her's Advertising News is of th»
greatest importance.”

CAMDEN, ME.

a

He that lives well in the world •••
is better than he who lives well in •••
a monastery.—Dr. Samuel Johnson. •••

Esten W. Porter Uses Former
Townsman To Illustrate
Point For O’Flaherty Ser
vice.

CAMDEN AUTO SALES CO.

savings on

•••

GEN. LORD AS A TEXT

ROCKLAND, ME.

systematic

•••
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KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

of

ROCKLAND VESSELS

ALL THE HOME NEWS

30x3 ..,............................................. $ 8.50
30x3'/2 ,............................................. 10.25
. CORDS
- 30x3/2 ,............................................. $12.50
• 31x4 .. ............................................. 18.50
32x4 ..,............................................. 20.00
33x4 ..,...................................... ..
21.00
32x4'/2 ,............................................. 26.00
34x4>/2 .............................................. 28.50
Other sizes in stock at the sanje attractive figi
WE GUARANTEE these TIRES and make our
Own Adjustments Here.

agencies

Rockland, Main, Tuesday, May 6, 1924.
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Here Are Some Extraordinary Values in
TIRES—FABRICS AND CORDS

effective

cu

TIRES
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SPEAKING
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INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

SUMMER COTTAGES AND BOARD

The Rockland National Rank

About this time of year The Cou
rier-Gazette Jiegins to have inquiries
by persons who wish to come to this
part of Maine during the summer
season. They seek tq rent a cottage
or to find board. There is no prepared
list of such accommodations any
where to be had, but there ought to
be. We propose carrying in our col
umn of classified advertising an
nouncements of this character, which
the paper will convey to distant points
and copies of which we can mail in
response to inquiries for Information.
The attention of those with boarding
accommodations, or cottages for rent
or sale, is invited to this opportunity
to obtain publicity at very small cost.

. Rockland, Maine
M'.'MEMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM'jjljj!

the S Fan of
hNorfh National Bank,
He Searched the World for Treasure—and

found it at his own doer step.
Many people maka the mistake of going far

for what they might find near at hand.

The

Easy and simple way to get money is to
save

it.

By

determining

to

save

Every issue of The Courier-Ga
zette is a salesman, visiting three
times a week the homes of this vi
cinity and soliciting business for its
advertisers.

syste

matically, you will find the pot of gold you
seek at your doer.

An account can be opened with this bank for systematic do-

posits of one dollar or moro every week.

j

„YS<X

Limited United States Depository

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

MATTRESS
100% Pure

Silk Floss Mattress

THREE CENTS A COPY

MAIN STREET FIRE SCARE

The stock
the Maine Music
The proprietors of the Maine Music
Wilson & White Compariy are Louis W. Fickett of
Frank B. Averill’s article in last Company in
block was ruined Saturday by a fire Rockland and C. B. Snow of Portland.
Thursday’s
Courier-Gazette, con
which broke out in the basement of Approximately
$16,000
worth
of
cerning the old lime-coasting days, that establishment and
nearly stock was being carried at the .time
was the subject of widespread in reached the third story of the build of the fire. Mr. Snow came to Rock
land immediately upon receipt of a
terest in maritime circles, and was a ing before it was extinguished.
The second and third stories of telegram from Mr. Fickett.
revelation to readers of the present
this block serve as an annex to the
This fire was fought under diffi
generation.
It was to be expected Thorndike Hotel, and the rooms pre culties because of the great volume
that Cap:. Averill’s list of , Rockland sented a bedraggled appearance after of smoke with which the block was
owned vessels was not complete— | the lire, particularly on the second soon enshrouded. The fire was prac
| floor,- where the firemen had been tically all at the rear of the buildings,
imposing as that list was.
] forced to cut numerous holes, and hut it spread rapidly upward between
The Courier-Gazette is indebted to where tons of water had been the partitions. One of the chemicals
« I worked two streams at the rear of
Capt. J. r . G-egory ar.d Capt. Joseph poured.
The demand for rooms is always the block and three were operated
Melvin for the following .additions:
omparatively light at the weekend, from the Main street side.
Adela S.‘Hills
B. S. Kimball
tnd it so happened on this occasion
Gas masks loaned by t'he American
ship
A. .1. Bird
that the only tenant of the annex Legion proved of much assistance,
Antelope
Calista
was Mrs. C. H. Berry, who has a but even then the firemen were ob
Alleghany
Charm
suite of rooms there.
Mrs. Berry liged ito take turns. Edward Walker,
Citizen
Alice, sloop
made a hasty exit with her personal Thomas E. Shannon and Laforest
C. A. I.ibby
Alice A. Hall
effects, and a few minutes later the (’olson were overcome by smoke, hut
Caroline, bark
Aimon Bird
attractive rooms which she had been soon recovered, after being carried
Caroline Ellems
A. H. Kimball,
occupying were flooded with water into the open air.
bark
■bark
and smoke.
»
The fire started about 11.35 and the
Aldana Rokes
Clarissa Bird
tfhe business of the hotel was not all-out was not sounded until 3.20
ship
Addie Schlaefer
Charley Woolsey interrupted in the slightest degree: p. m.
Bob
♦ ♦ • *
in fact the guests in the main por
Cornelius Hanrahan
tion
of
the
house
would
scarcely
have
Losers
by
the
fire, all of whom were
Cavalier,
ship
Clarendon
known there was a fire had i.t not well covered by insurance were:
C. L. Allen
Cynosure
been for the noise incidental t » the
Mrs. Emily C. Hitchcock and Wil
Carrie E. Cookson
Fire Department.
liam W. Case, owners of .the White
Emma C. Verrill operations of the
Georgia Berry
• ♦ ♦ •
& Case block: Maine Music Com
Frederick Eugene
1). H. Hodgkins
Louis \V. Fickett, one of the pro pany, E. M. O’Neil, proprietor of the*
brig
Defiance, bark
Frank and Nellie prietors of the Maine Music Com Thorndike Hotel; Aimon P. Richard
Equal
pany, which has now undergone tw » son, tailor; and the Little Flower
Fannie Keating
Empire
baptisms of fire under the present Shop. The aggregate of the losses
Frances Hatch
Elizabeth
ownership, toTd ja Courier-Gazette would probably be less than $30,000.
F. L. Jones
Eliza Ann
reporter that his first knowledge of
ThVre has been universal praise for
Fortuna Thompson
the impending disaster was furnished the manner in which Chief Engineer
Gold Fish
Florence Mayo
by a thin wreath of smoke which Havener handled the fire, and some of
George W. Kimball
made its appearanee^near the north the warmest praise came from travel
Hanson Gregory
Gentile
ern display window.
ing men, who have abundant oppor
Gertrude Horton
bark
”1 believe the place is afife’.” ex tunity. to see how such fires are
Geo. W. Horton
Israel L. Snow
claimed Mr. Fickett.
handled in other cities. Chief Haven
bark
Isaac Achorn
His stenographer and a traveling er’s remark to a Courier-Gazette re
Geo. Albert
Joseph, brig
salesman, to whom the remark was porter was thoroughly characteristic
Genl. Cass
Joe Hall
directed, th -ught he was joking, but of the man: “You can’t Wight a fire
Golden Cloud
Josiah Achorn
a akly changed their minds when unless you have good men with you.
Henry CnstofT
John Adams
Hud and Fr. nk Jennie Pitts, bark 1 opened the door leading to the That’s what 1 had.’’
• ment and was confronted by a
Jlayor Snow was well pleased yes
Gertrude K. Smith
ume of flame and smoke.
Mr. terday to receive the following letter
Growler, bark
ett
to Central Fire Station from E. W. MacDonald, secretary of
J. Chauncey Craft s
notified the
crew.
A the Rockland Chamber of Commerce:
John C. Gregory Maynard Sumner
« .ieral alarm was quickly sounded.
“7 want to take this opportunity to
Mary Wise
J. Wakefield
When Mr. Fickett returned to the* not omy call the attention of the City
ship
Martha Ir.nls
store the smoke was si dense that he Fathers, but every citizen of Rock
Leona
Melbourn
could save nothing but the valuables land. to the fact that the Rockland
N. A. Farwell
Laura Frances
contained in the drawers of the safe. Fire Department is to be commended
Louis? Crockett Nellie Hewett
Miss Arnold, clerk and stenographer, for the most excellent work dene Sat
Lion
(brig
saved a few articles which could be urday nt the so-called Maine
;;«’<•
Livonia
Ocean Eagle
most conveniently taken.
The Company fire. A short time ago I
Lanson Dean
bark
stock contained 20 pianos, together heard some very severe criticism of
Louisa Dyer
Otis
with three belonging t > other parties, the Fire Department, and it so hap
Lightfoot
Ophir
and stored in the basement.
Early pened that last Saturday I was in a
Lucy Alexander Oroville, bark
Pathfinder, bark in the afternoon the pianos which position to witness its work in fight
Lizzie Guv till
had not been badly damaged were ing a most stubborn blaze, and 1
Planet
.Mansfield
Richard Bullwlnkl, removed to Mr. Fickett’s stable and again assure you that it was of the
Maria
Xpert tuners and finishers were highest order.
There was not a
Marietta
Samuel Rankin J
hastily summoned from Bangor and minute wasted* and the fight waf car
Sarah E. Dix '
Mountain Eagle
Portland. There were also 20 large ried on with the best of judgment on
-brig
Pennsylvania
Victrolas In stock.
the part cf every fireman present.
Quail
Sarah Hamilton
Mr. Fickett was at less to account
“I believe that Rockland is very for
Rambler, bark
Silas Wright
for how the fire had started. A small tunate indeed, in having a volunteer
Tyrant, brig
Rena
fire had been started in the heater department such as it has, but the
Robert B. Smith Trader
during the early morning, and later time is fast approaching when we
Sarah F. Bird
William Wilson
k was fixed for the day by putting on must look forward to a larger regu
S. C. Loud
Wa ve
- Star
Wiiliam Gregory more coal. The basement had be n lar department. Before this can be
Wanderer, yacht inspected by Chief Albert R. Hav- done it might be of interest to those
Surbeam
ener within a week, and his report! who are in the habit of criticizing, to
S. J. Gilmore.
had been to the effect that It was watch the work of this department so
“immaculate.” This repor was cen that they may see and he convinced.
‘Nathan F. Cobh is able to add the firm<d by an insurance Inspector who
“1 would be pleased to have you
following list:
visited the basement shortly after notify Fire Chief Havener of my
ward.
feelings in this matter."
Sinbad
Charles Carroll
Mary Cobb
Helena
Nathan F. Cobb Pifrola
Edith Halt, brig
Theresa Butler
Ella F. Crowell
'brig
John Bracewell
Inez
Lena F. Dixon
Joseph Baton, Jr.
Onward
Henry Norwell
Iharkentine
Northland
The Extreme Simplicity and Exacting Construc
Charlie Hanley
Arctic
tion of the Maytag Washer accounts for its pres
E. Arcularius
Zamora
O. M. Marritt
ent supremacy.
Leon tine

THE

MARK

OF

MERIT

AVOID WORRY!

ALBAPOL
AUTOMOBILE
—\ND—

FURNITURE POLISH
CLEANS AS IT POLISHES
Sheds Water, Makes Automobile
Tops, Waterproof, Water Cannot
Wash It Off. Protects Varnish and
all Metal Parte of Autos. Albapol
is non-inflammable and a solvent
for hard grease; will not scratch
wljite.

FOR SALE BY
Vcazie Hardware Co., .Rockland
Motor Mart, Moody’s Garage, M.
B. & C. O. Perry, Rockland Hard
ware Co , Fireproof Garage, Rock
land; Curtis Hardware Co., Cam
den.

The Maytag is of Aluminum Construction,
Strongly Made and Rugged, yet so light that it
can be moved on its easy rolling casters by the
slightst touch.

L C. SMITH & CO.
46-69

ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

BANK

ROCKLAND, - - '■ MAINE

Office Hours, 9 to 3
Saturdays, 9 to 12

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

The long, eilky fibres
specially
grown
and
processed the DAYSON
way assures an unusu
ally good mattress:

All the Comfort
in the World.
See the complete line of
DAYSON Bede, Springs
and Mattresses at your
dealer’s.
Write us for
folder No. 124.
H. L. DAY
CO.
Mfrs., Bangor, Maine

A

TO THE PUBLIC
It is requested that all com-

plaintse to tho Health Officer be
in writing and signed by the com

plainant.
This will
give the
Health Officer something to go by,

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
31 3-31 5 Main St.

Rockland.

Tel. 745-J

H. W. FROHOCK, M. D.

OREL E. DAVIES

“W JLZXT TF.D

to exchange naw furniture for your old. We must keep our sec
ond hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new mod
ern furniture for your old; a^o ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY INC. 279-285 Main st-’ "’^."tf

ICE
Service Guaranteed
Telephone 361-W

. Numbr 55.

A GROUP OF CHAMPIONS

ICE
Ton Lot* $3.50
> S. D. BEATON
PROMPT SERVICE.

TEL. 672-M
41-tf

F stands for Females and Freshmen, sometimes called Frosh. In the
casq of this particular group it also stands for Champions, because to th4
Freshmen girls belongs the distinction this year of having won the interclass
basketball senes, the biggest indoor event of the school year. Pep is the
password in Rockland High School nowadays but if you will note the tall girl
in the upper right hand corner you will find another cause for pep, as the
tall girl is Dct Breen, the coach, and Dot’s work on the varsity teams harf
stamped her as a human dynamo. She is smiling, and what coach would not
smile after winning a school championship with material compiled from the
entering class. The players in the above group are: Top row, left to right—
Ruth Koster, Captain; Annie Leonard, Mabel Fales, Mary Sylvester, Dot
Breen, coach; bottom row—Evelyn Perry, Florence LeGage, Estelle Hall,
Alice Hodgkins and Alice Merrick.

THEIR LIBERTY WAS BRIEF
Andrew Cronk Brought Back To State Prison and
Kehoe To the County Jail.
Thomas Kehoe who ran away from
the Knox County jail last Thursday
was recaptured aboard the trawler
Osprey in Portland Saturday, and
was brought back yesterday by
turnkey Hokes.
From the Press
Heralds report of his capture the fol
lowing extracts are taken:
“Quivering wheh v his hiding place
was discovered, Kehoe came slinking
out like a wet dog Into the engine
rdom. “What’s the matter?” Inquired
Patrolman Br?wn, who
first
come upon the muclFTRinfeu cnnvwt.
Ktill shaking. Kehoe replied that ihe
was afraid he .would lie shot if he
showed himself. When assured that
no such a thing would happen if he
came along quietly and did not try to
escape again, he readily accompanied
the officers on deck and then to po
rt co headquarters, where he was
locked up.
“The Port loud police received 4n*
formation' late Saturday afternoon
from Rockland authorities that they
(believed Kehoe had come here on the
trawler.
“A description of the escaped con
vict together with tin* information
that he was probably hovering around
the waterfront was read out to the
day class of ollie: rs at roll call Fri
day morning, and Patrolman Brown,
shortly after going on duty, made a
visit to the Osprey. A search of the
vessel', however, failed to disclose
the presence of Kehoe, while Capt.
i Wise told the officer that a man
answering Kehoe’s description had
signed up for the trip to the fishing
i banks, but that be had not showed
up, having disappeared from the ves
sel late Saturday afteroon.
“The officers on searching the ves

sel, demanded that Capt. Wise muster
his crew on deck for an inspection.
Kehoe, however, was not among them,
and the officers further demanded
that all missing members of the crew
be produced. The captain was un
able to do so, and the officers then an
nounced, their intention of giving the
ship another eearching.
“This time, they were successful
and it was when Brown peered into
the stoke-hole that he discovered
Kehoe half burled in a pile of soft
ocal. Kehoe readily admitted his
identity, and according
fiot re/ J^eared to toe glad thdt the
ordeal was over. Kehoe, at tne time
of his escape, had served paHt of a 90
days’ sentence for a misdemeanor.
“The Osprey, when the officers
made their last and successful visit
to the ship, was making ready to
cast off for a trip to the fishing
grounds, and in 15 minutes more, ac
cording to the story told the officers
by Capt. Wise, the trawler would have
been well on her way down the har
bor.’’

TEN DIVORCES GRANTED

MEN FOR MARINE CORPS

♦ • * •

Andrew Cronk, alias Cronkite, the
convict was captured in St. John. N.
B. last Thursday, and brought back
to the Thomaston State PrLson SatAxrday. He complained of sore fiet,
and at no time showed any inclina
tion to give trouble to State Proba
tion Officer Pish, in whose charge he
was. It will probably be some time
before he has another opiK>rtunity to
get sore feet l»y running away from
prison.
Cronk is reported to have told
Deputy Warden Colgan that he spent
two nights in Rockland after escap
ing from State Prison, and slept
where he, could look into the police
station.

I Heavy Alimony Allowed In One of
According to Mpjor I zander
the Cases in Lincoln County Su- Clapp, in charge of the New Englt
District of recruiting for the Mai
i preme Court.
Corps, a number of Maine men i
I lAt Wisoasset Thursday Associate being received at the Portland 1
Justice John A. Morrill granted the cruitlng Station and at the Boa
office, 402 Atlantic Avenue. It is
divorce libel of Eleanor A. Leighton,
often that the V. S. Marine Co
prominent Portland society woman, opens its doors to a large number
(from her wealthy husband, I)r. Adam recruits and when it does there
P. Leighton, on grounds of cruel and usually a rush of men to get in t
abusive treatment.
In addition, he “sit on top of the w’orld” with
granted her alimony of $400 a month Marines. A great many men betw<
as long as she lives or remained un the ages of 18 and 35 years are nei
married. The case was uncontested by ed and any Rockland man anxious
Dr. Leighton. Mrs. Leighton is a join the Corps should get in tot
daughter of Silas B. Adams, a well- with the Portland Station. A curd
the Boston Office, 402 Atlantic Aver
known Portland business man.
Nine other divorce decrees were will bring any information desire
granted by Justice Morrill during
The May meeting of the Dirigo
the term: Wesley (’. Love of Southport, from Anna Love, residence un State Hand Engine League will lje
known: Alice F. Dalton of Wiscas held Saturday evening in Andro
Al
set, from Joseph P. Dalton of Massa scoggin Engine hall. Topsham.
chusetts; Alta M. Brown from Ar bert R. Havener, the president of the
thur F. Brown, both of Waldoboro; League will preside. The election of
Dora A. Butler, from Charles L. But- officers, the matter of playing ’hrough
5 lor, both of Waldoboro; Hortense A. Iron pipe and the decision as to the
! Sidelinger, from Adnoriam H. Side- League Muster will have the atten
President
; linger, both of Nobleboro; Sidney D. tion of the delegates.
Martin of Bremen, from Ella E. Mar Albion S. Niles and Ex-Foreman
itin of Long Branch, Calif.; Maria I.. Charles H. Nye, Sr. will represent
;J)egraux, from Andrew Degraux, the Rockland “Vets."
| both of Bremen; Sadie B. Ware of
Wonderfultvalues in coats and
Waldoboro, from Edwin A. Ware of
dresses, Just arrived at Cutler-Cook
Pittston; Bertram E. Hume from Co., Rockland.—adv.
Annie M. Hume, both of Boothbay
Harbor.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

CUSHING ASK8 TRANSFER

and will save time otherwise.

Publ ic Health Officer.

WITHINGTON

Issue

Capt. J. F. Gregory, Capt.
Joseph Melvin and N. F. Maine Music Company Loses Entire Stock, When Blaze
Works To Third Floor of Wilson & White Block.
Cobb Add To Capt. Aver
ill’s List.

VINALHAVEN, ME.

r-

Volume 79.

Tuesday

OLDEST GRADUATE OPTOME

TRIST IN KNOX COUNTY

(April 15, 1896)
And fitting comfortable glasses at the

right price ever since.

70Tu&Stf

Adjut.int General Hunacom has re
ceived u rei|u st from Captain Stan
ley II. Cushing. F Battery, 240th
Coast Artillery Corps (Thomaston),
that iie lie placed in the National
Guatd Kt serve, the n quest being
made on account of business reasons.

TO A BOY

I wish you gladness every day,
I wish you strength t«> push ahead;
May no obstruction bar your way.
No dangers till your heart with dread.
May you he
When you
May failure
When you

firm and unafraid
are mocked for being right;
leave you undismayed
’
have tried with all your might.

May all the rich rewards of chance
Be placed within your reach, and

How $1.00 bought $2500, is a story
The sweetest pleasures of romance.
To you in fairest measure fall.
every automobile owner should hear
BEFORE they insure their automo
And better than all else beside,
9
bile?
George Roberts & Co.. Inc.. ’ ‘More splendid than the widest fa
1 wish your watching mother pride
10 Lime. jvL. sjlreet, Kovkland. Maine.
la every triumph you may cl
—adv.
64-73
—Author Ua
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CITY COUNCIL’S BUSY NIGHT

WHERE ARE WE AT?

Curfew Law Seeks Another Trial—Appropriation Re
solve Totals $223,152.—City Asked To Repurchase
Fire Horses—Carver For Assessor; Philbrook For
Patrolman.

A Pertinent Question In Regard To the Present School
. Controversy—Law May Be Invoked.

VERY EASY TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED J

THREE TIMES A WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Hoekland, May 6, 1924
Personally appeared Frank S. Lvddie, who
on oalli declares that he Is pressman In the
other "f the Rockland Publishing Co., and
that nf the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of
Mac :i, 1924, there was printed a total of
9,406 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.

Notary Public.

WISDOM AND UNDERSTAND
ING:—Whence then eometh wis
dom? and where is the place of un
der-handing? Behold, the fear of the
Lord, that is wisdom: and to de
part from evil is understanding.—
Job. 28:20,28.

KEEP COOLIDGE”
A very good suggestion is put forth
J,y a business man, namely, that
, vi ry business concern in Maine
write a personal letter to five of its
acquaintance* in different parts of
the country, inviting them to consider
Maine for their vacation. The let
ters can offer to supply printed matter
and information, to enable the people
to plan their trips, and as the State
of Maine Publicity Bureau, with
headquarters in Portland, is ready to
offer every assistance in this respeot.
replies could be turned over to them.
The Publicity Bureau is publishing
a new edition of its general booklet
‘•Maine
Vacationland
the
Year
Around" which describes all of the
resort sections of the State. It also
publishes a guide book in which is
listed all of the hotels, eamps, board
ing houses, farms and other places of
public entertainment as well as a list
of boys’ and girls’ camps and those
catering to business, professional and
other women who like the out door
life freedom with the daily routine of
the boys' and girls' camps but who
tannot register for the season, their
vacation period being confined to two
or three weeks. Camps where men
during their vacation may receive
setting-up exercise and some other
fi ,i.tures of the boys' camps are also
biing organized. This literature is
for free distribution to any one whb
may lie interested to come to Maine.

LAST NIGHT'S MEETING IN A NUTSHELL

See

While the excrement relating to Rockland’s school af

fairs appears to have subsided in a considerable measure,

DODGE

tjuestion still exists as to the legal status of the present
schoof committee, and the legality of Supt. II. C. Hull’s
election.

James F. Carver elected assessor for thres years to succeed G.

K. Merrill.
Harold W. Philbrook elected patrolman to succeed John H.
Post, resigned.

BROTHERS

Next week designated as Cleanup Week.

Move to purchase fire herses sold by City left to the Council
as a committee of the whols.

Order passed for a fire alarm box at the corner of Spruce and
Maverick streets.

The city budget, covering a period of 10 months, and amount
ing to $223,152, was adopted.

Four

lermany’s jiarliamintary election
icates almost the first real note ol
m-ise since the armistice was
ned. The forces that have won
favorable to the adoption of the
wes plan for the rehabilitation of
' pe's industries. If Gt i-many will
lly go to work the great probkm
construction is solved over

J. F. GREGORY
SONS CO.
416-418 Main Street

and a

GOOD

If

MATTRESS

$10.50

before grave complications ensue.
A Big Stock of

Intimation has been made, openly, that if Supt. Hull

HAMMOCKS

will" resign, the members of the old school hoard will

to select from.

follow his example leaving the City Council free to ratify

Coupe

For Sale
Steamboat Mascot, gross tonnage
36, net Iff; 63 ft. long, 15 feet 5 in.
oeam; draws 6 feet water; engine
single vertical inverted compound
keel condensing; steamer rebuilt in
1920 including boiler and engine.
Can be inspected at Marine Rail*
way in Brewer.

DON A. SARGENT
Care Union Iron Works, Inc.

BANGOR, MAINE

COUCH
HAMMOCKS

BOTTOM

chosen illegally, he desires to have the matter remedied

Passenger

BURPEE’S

SPRING

through a hill in equity, asking for an injunction or re

the new charter is in error and the committee has been

Nicholas is believed to lie the man

A SUIT OF BLUE is sure of Her approval.
In fact is there any color that becomes you
more?
This season it has the stamp of smartness.
In addition to plain blues, different shades,
here are many variations and mixtures of
blue that are very attractive in color effects.
Price $35, $39.50. Some have extra trousers.
Special shirts in blue; neckwear too. Exclu
sive and new to decorate you. Straw hats
too.

WITH

no secret of its intention of invoking the law,- probably

validity of the school committee’s acts threshed out.

I'nder ordinary circumstances the Upon motion of Alderman Ulmer the DYER'S GARAGE, INC.
City Council plays its May engage bequest was accepted.
45 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
ments to empty scats but this is not
Mayor Snow said he had received
an ordinary year, and when the city trom th? Chamber of Commerce and
fathers gathered around the horse other sources numerous requests for
shoe table last night they beheld a a clean-up week. He suggested that
"gallery" which occupied the entire next week be none too early, and Al
seating capacity, and overflowed into derman Richardson’s motion to that
the corridor.
It is not quite clear effect was passed.
A proclamation useless. They still have a reasonable
what caused this large attendance— | and the necessary details will appear tenure of life, but not suitable for the
particularly of
women—.but
the j in the city papers.
city's use and as such the city was
night's proceedings ran such a wide j Came now the reading of the entitled to sell them. As to their re-''
gamut, that nobody could have felt I monthly reports from the city de purchase 1 would, say that the city’s
neglected. The business was tran-l partments.
funds are not too .replete, yet hu
sacted with the utmost harmony. I City Clerk Keene's receipts for manity has a great claim, and 1
Twice only did the interest lag and ] April were $216.70, mainly from dog would suggest that the Council give
this was on the second and third i taxes.
the matter full consideration."
eadings of the salary and appropria- j Robert 1". Collins presented his
The matter was finally left to the
ion resolves. City Clerk Keene put first report as tax collector, his re City Council as a committee of the
on extra sliced as he waded through ceipts for the month being $*> 514.
whole.
the dry details, but slime of the
Marshal Davis reported 23 arrests,
The report of the committee on
women could not repress a yaw n, and 20 of which were for intoxication. Accounts and Claims showed the
for the moment they were doubtless The receipts of the department were monthly roll of hills to have a total
envying their fortunate sisters who $270.
*
of $13,722.
were listening to the Neararerjazzy
City Auditor H. W. Keep presented
Aldermen Ulmer and Duncan pre
concert.
his report for the period Feb. 11 to sented the following ILst of one-way
The high spots of the City Council .March 31. inclusive. It showed a net streets under Lie summer traffic
meeting have been alluded to in the increase in liabilities of $21,710. and regulations:
introduction of this article.
a net decrease in assets of $6,797.
School Street—One way going west
First on the program was the elec
City Treasurer Morey
reported to Post Office; two way going west
tion of city officials not eh 'sen at that the month's receipts wcie $38.- from Post Ofti e.
the sessions in March and April, j 427. the disbursements $27,007, and
Spring Street—One way, going
Interest largely centered on the as-1 the treasury b.lan e $11,419.
east.
sessorship for which th :e had been' Alderman DeRochemont’s petition
Elm Street—One way, going east.
four candidates, including <1. K. Mer-|(or a sewer from Railroad avenue to
Oak Street—One way. going west.
rill, the Democrat whose term has pleasant street was referred to the Orient Street—Two way.
xpired.
The contest gradually : committee on Public Works,
Parking
In their report to the Methodist simmered
down to Fred II. Sanborn I Alderman Holmes’ order for a fire
Park Street—I's
sides, west
quadrennial conference, now in ses and James F. Carver.
Aa agree- i hydrant on Limero.k street, near thoi white line.
sion at Springfield, the bishops took ment hail evidently been reached be- ! residen e of the late ReubeS.
Orient Street—North side.
strong ground against war. condemn fare the meeting, for Mr. Carver re- Thorndike was referred f> "be com'Oak Street—North side.
ceived
the
appointment
and
unan;
nuttee
i
n
Fire
Departtr
m.
ing it as "the law of the jungle."
Elm Street—South side.
He
ele ted
imous confirmation,
Alderman De H . hemont thought
School Street—North side, west of
Emphasizing the duty of America to for three years.
'that there snould be a ime system
use her vast resources and wealth for
Mrs. E. D. Spear was appointed i relative to th'' issuing of permits to Post < ffice drive.
Limerock Street—Both sides, west
Mayer Snow , in this conthe succor of other nations, the blsh and confirmed as a trustee of the pi. .nhei s.
if hyd-ant near Main street.
Public Library
I
nection.
said
that
there
had
also
ops indorsed the statement 6f Presi
Tillson Avenue—East of Hotel,
The resignation of John H. Post, been many complaints agiinst pro
both sides.
dent Coolidge that the nation could as patrolman, was accepted, and miscuous wiring.
'This City Coun
Alderman Ulmer stated that there
not maintain itself by material pros, the Council proceeded to the election cil will o i its best to enforce these
were some objection to the limits on
perity alone. "We believe profound' of his successor, Mayor Snow pre laws," he said. •
T.illson avenue and Park street.
senting the names of Harold W.
The petition of Carl E. Davis and
ly.” they said, “that the United Philbrook, Jesse Linseott. Earl V.
"Practice is the only thing that will
30 others relative to the repair ef tell what is best,” said MayorJJnow.
S'ulis of America should co-operate Chaidflr*~ *’d George C. Simmons. Thomaston street, from South Main
The rules could be adopted as po
AvTiiT fift other naitions ol tf\ 7rld in -r-c_
The ^T,..rr.
resutT: —streeT to the Thomaston line, was lice regulations, which could be mod
First
Second
endorsed
hy
Alderman
Dunean.
The
bringing about world justice and
The committee might find
Ballot Ballot street was declared to be impassable ified.
world peace. We," therefore, give our
other occasions where a better ar
. I
4
Philbrook ..
at times.
rangement could be made, but it is
heartj- indorsement to the proposition Linseott ....
.2
1
"1 will agree that this street is in necessary to have prompt action.
that our country shall become a mem- Chaples ....
poor shape and should have some at
Alderman Richards m referred to
Walter J. Fernald was confirmed tention,” said Mayor Snow.
l>er of the permanent court of inter
the criticism which has been made
marshal,
the
position
Alderman Richardson, chairman of about tin speeding of tire apparatus
national justice. And it is our firm as deputy
which he has so capably tilled for a the Fire Department committee, was
in Main street, and intimated that
conviction that all nations should number of years.
able to add a word in favor of re
The matter of reimbursing the po- I pairs. having been w.th the Chem there would be less trduble if motor
agree to submit to impartial tribu
ists did not ail race for the fire
nals all disputes that threaten the lice for temporary absence on ac ical when it made its recent vain the moment alarm s tunded.
count
of
illness
was
left
to
the
police
attempt
to
get
to
the
tire
on
upper
world and which cannot be adjusted
"I think the alderman is right.”
committee.
Thomaston street.
said Mayor Snow.
"As regards the
by the usual process of diplomacy.”
f'l think wjk should utline a polIThe matter was referred to the speed of lire apparatus the chief as
The bishops recommend the removal icy and adhere to it." said May r Highway committee.
sures me that it should not ex eed
of tiie present "amusement ban” of Snow.
The city’s recent sale of a pair of 25 miles an hour on Main street
The
City
Council
was
officially
in

fine
horses,
which
has
caused
dis

the Methodist discipline, which, they
I think some
formed by Alan L. Bird that the late cussion in some quarters, was re during the rush hour.
of the complaints have been a little
say, "has proved an embarrassment ex-Mayor Edward A. Butler had
sponsible for the presentation of a
to many pastors and to the largest made a bequest of $3060 to the city petition signed by 197 persons, ask exaggerated.”
The matter of moorings at the pub
success of the church,” and failing to for the purchase and erection of a ing tli.it the horses be repurchased,
lic landing was dis ussed.
Aidercorrect “the evils named as detri- striking and illuminated clock, with and placed on the City Farm.
man Holmes of the City Property
the suggestion that it be placed in
"The petitioners are doubtless ac committee reported that the harbor
m< ntal to the recreational life of our the Court House tower if arrange
tuated by the most humane motives." master had promised to give the
people.” It is probable that this rec ments can he made.
Mr. Bird's
lid May ■ S ow. "nevertheless we
matter pr nipt attention.
communication was accompanied by : have two sides to consider.
These
ommendation will come In for
‘."he committee on Fire Department
ohe
from
City
Solicitor
E.
C.
Payson
I
horses
were
si
id
or
traded
in
for
$100.
stormy discussion.
reported . dversely on the iietition of
relative to the acceptance of the gift. , They were not so crippled as to be Rev. 11. E. White and others asking
(or i fire alarm box nt the corner of
Recalling
those
heart-breaking
Spruce and Maverick streets. anil Al
early years of the World War, how
derma n Richardson suggested that
anxiously we watched the i>apers for
the district he provided with a num
news of the Russian armies under
ber (54) by puttfhg a wheel on the
fire-alarm repeater which is to be
command of the Grand Duke Nicho
installed at Central Fire Station.
las as they poured themselves mighti
Alderman Cha.se was insistent up
ly upon the eastern armies of Ger
on a box.
He slid the community
many. promising gnat success, only
was a congested one, made up of
I wooden houses, few of which had
in turn to he themselves poured upon
telephone with which to notify the
and pushed back in defeat. Grand
file station, and much valuable time
Duke Nicholas, the brilliant figure of
would lie lost in getting to the box at
that period, passed into obscurity
Bird's store or near Dr.'W.
M.
Spear’s residence.
from which the news dispatches are
Alderman Richardson
admitted
just now lifting him as the hope of
that the conditions were bad. and
the Russian exiles in Paris, that he
that there was necessity for a box.
may he called back to lead a party
but had hoped that the assignment ef
a number and the use of a wheel at
for the restoration of Russia to
j the fire station would solve the
condition socially and politically that
problem.
shall enable her to take equal place
The order for a box, presented by
I
Alderman
Chase, finally had a pass
once more among the nations of the
age.
•
world. This hope builds itself upon
j A license was issued to the Dondis
a belief that the present soviet regime
j Amusement Co., owners of Strand
is toppling and needs for its over
, Theatre.
i City Clerk Keene read a rnmniuthrow only the coming into action of
1 nieation from Samuel Blotner of
a strong leader who can rally the di
Methuen. Mass., asking for a' license
vided forces of the unhappy country

President "Coolidge's decision to cut
out official handshaking was so sen
sible- an act that we hope he will ad
here to it. He weakened a little bit
when tiie i>a^ty of school •hildren came
in on him. and that perhaps was
natural, but it Is a silly piece of busi
ness to shake hands every week or
two with several thousand citizens
whose names he cannot possibly re*3lH should he ever afterwards meet
them on the street car.

HAMMOCKS

Nobody is more anxious than Mayor Snow to have the

Plea for Curfew Law presented by Knox County Ministerial
Association.

Voted to cover Lindsey Brook at the point where it passes the
High School building.

COUCH

The faction which is opposing Supt. Hull makes

straining order.

City accepted the late ex-Mayor Butler's bequest of $3000 for
purchase and erection of striking and illuminated deck.

Summer Furniture

52-57

FOR SALE
Two Marble Imposing Sur
faces, size 31x38 in. and
30x60 in.; also Shafting
and Pulleys.

Inquire at This Office

the present school committee as elected last March. Mayor

OIL

Snow makes it very plain that he will he a party to no deal:

PAINTED
AWNINGS

also that if legal mistakes have been made in the election

that hold their

of cither the school committee or Supt. Hull lie desires to
have them straightened out. and he has already taken steps

color

Refrigerators of AH Sizes and Prices, from $18 up

to tliat end.
The belief that Supt. Hull was not legally elected is

OLD HICKORY
FURNITURE •

We have a b:g stock of the
famous
OLD
HICKORY
PIAZZA FURNITURE.

based on several grounds, none more conclusive, perliaps,
than the result of the second ballot, w hich according to mem

Wears forever.
Comfortable
and the weather will net af
fect it at all. A big comfort
able Rocker only

bers present, showed five votes opposed to Mr. Hull’s
election, four in favor of it and one vote a blank.

The committee to receive, sort anti count votes an

$5.50

nounced that io votes had been cast, and that six were
necessary for choice.

A roomy Rcckor with
Back and Seat, only

Those who contend that this was an

illegal declaration of the ballot say that the blank vote

P.ced

$7.50

should not lie counted and that the number necessary to

choice would consequently be five instead of six—in which

A splendid High Back Rocker
with Reed Back and Scat, only

event Mr. Hull would have been defeated.
Sustaining this contention is the well-known hook on

$9.00

parliamentary law. known as Roberts’ Rules of Order. On
page 195 of that hook is found paragraph.^ of Article VIII,

Also many styles of Tables
and Settees.
Prices range
From

which says in part: “All blanks are ignored as simply

$5.50 up

waste (taper, and are not reported, the members who do not

VISIT OUR

wish to vote adopting this metlud of concealing the fact.’’

On page

BARGAIN

ANNEX—HUNDREDS OF TRADES

Exchange Ycur Old Furniture For New—We Will Take Jt

191 in the same article and paragraph appears

iujrpii;

this clause:

"VTitfi. a quorum is present,, a majority of votes cast,
ignoring blanks, is sufficient for the adoption of anv motion
that is in order.’’
’
Had ballot No.

2

I I RMTIW: CO.
ROCKEAND' •A-'tlAlNF:

been declared legal it would have

had the effect of defeating Mr. Hull, and should have been

so declared, it is claimed.

-r—

And in such event a third ballot

could not have been taken without a motion to reconsider,

s

made by one of the prevailing side, on the same day or tiut

next day.
The public does not for a moment harbor thought that
the school heard intended to take any action prejudicial
either to personal or community interests.

With that fact

in mind The Courier-Gazette hopes the matter can he ad

justed from an entirely inqiersonai angle, with view only to
what is legal and proper.
with considerable favor.
The min
isters instructed Rev. E,- V. Allen
to write to the various communities
which have curfew ordinances, and
he has received reports.
The ordinan -es differ in minor respects,
but’attempt to keep children under
16 off the streets after 9 o'clock.
The consensus of opinion seemed to
be that the law is practical and pro
duced satisfactofy results in the
communities where it was being
tried.
‘Later I was empowered by the
Ministerial Association to bring the
matter to your attention.
I come
in no presumptious spirit.
Chil
dren going about on legitimate er
rands, and having excuses from their
parents, are permitted to remain on
the streets later.
• But there is a great deal of loit
Removing Snow ...................... 1.000.00 ering on the streets after 9 p. m.
Highway ................ ..................... 19.000.00 We face a question of juvenile delin
One indication is truancy
Sidewalks
.............................. 3.009.00 quency.
Mothers’ Aid ............................. 1.875.00 from school: another the spending of
4.600.00 the hours of the night on public
Water Supply
city Lighting ............ .. ............ 10.125.00 streets.
This is not a blue law; it
4,000.00 is not a Puritanical law. but it gives
Sewers ........ 4...........................
1.732.00 the police a chance to deal with un
Permanent Improvement ..
700.00 due loitering.
Board of Health ..................
2.250.00
“I have heard only one objection
Election and Registration
Fire Department ...................... 1.500.00 It is said that when Rockland had
900.00 this-law once before the police offi
Fire Alarm
275.00 cials would take children home and
Memorial Day
Pauper Fund
7.500.00 find the parents away at a dance or
If the parents
Public Library .......................... 3.750.00 some other place.
1.100.00 are unwilling to assume the respon
Purchase Police Patrol
Police Fund................................ 1.650.00 slbility. it seems perfectly legitimate
800.00 lor the community to have something
Public Landing
Purchase Fire Hose............... 1.350.00 to say.”
Repairs Public Buildings
4.000.00
Mr. Rounds' remarks were greeted
265.20 with applause.
State Road...........................
The matter was referred to the
Repair* Steam Roller ...........
350.00
Contingent ...........
8,000.00 committee on ordinances.
Bond Issue. July, 1924 ......... 16.500.00
Alderman Ulmer reported a dan
New High School
.............. 42.000.00 gerous chimney on Rankin block.
Mayor Snow said the owner had been
Purchase New Fire Alarm
575.00 notified, and that if heed was not
System. 2nd payment .......
280.00 given the city could proceed to re
National Guards ......................
700.00 pair it anil collect the cost.
Red Cross ...................................
Common Schools ................... 18.080.00
Deputy Marshal Fernald was made
High School ............................. 15.640.00 constable for Ward 4.
An important matter which came
Industrial Education ..............
800.00
Supervision .............................. 1.062.50 before the Council was the covering
School Repairs.......................... 1.600.00 of the brook back of the High School
Text teooks ................................
The advisability of doing
1.600.00 building.
School Supplies ...... 7..................,. 2.400.00 it now. v hile earth can be obtained
320.00 from tha High School basement ex
Conveyance .............................
240.00' cavations, was urged by Alderman
Medical Inspection ............ ...
Hanseom. Corrugated pipe. six feet
Eenner Hill School Im400.00 in diameter, was regarded as the
prov*ments ...........................
most feasible method of handling the
....... $223,152.11 water, and was guaranteed to Ia< 20
Total
years.
The cost is $12.50 per lineal
* V » *
foot, and about 200 feet will be nec
The- City Council found itself con
essary.
fronted v.-lth an old acquaintance
'“Have we any choice about the
known as the Curfew Law, anxious matter?” asked Alderman Richard
for another trial
sin.
Major Snow said he had received
“None, whatever.” said the Mayor.
a number of requests for tiie adop
And it was voted to proceed with
tion of such a law. The police force the work.
is limited and has much territory to
Alderman Hanseom reported an of
cover, but under a curfew law the fer of $350 for the unused iron sprink
police would have power to send ler. As this was the original cost the
home any children they found in bad committee feels that it is making an
company.
The mayor did not in advantageous deal, and the City
tend to be put on record at this Property committee was authorized
time as favoring a curfew law or to so dispose of it.
viewing It with disfavor.
"No sentiment exists about this,
Rev. W. 8. Rounds appeared before
the Council in behalf of the pro does there?" asked Alderman De
Rochemont.
ponents.
*
The smiles which met his ques
("The question of the Advisability
of a curfew law was brought before tion did not seem to indicate that
the Knox County Ministerial Asao-’ anybody is contemplating a Home for
ciation,” said Mr. Rounds, “and met Aged Sprinklers.

to establish a merry-go-round in
this city, and run a few gimes of
skill.
"We have plenty of games of skillnow," said Alderman Ulmer.
I
move we play ours and let Blotner
stay where he is," And the board
so voted.
The salary resolve had its final
passage.
• • * •
The appropriation resolve, or city
budget, is made up for ten months in
order to complete Ihe calendar year,
which, under the new charter, coin
cides with tiie municipal year. It
carries a total of $223,152.11, itemized
thus:
Notes Payable. D. E. McCann $1,700.00
Salaries ...................................... 29.732.41
Insurance ....................................
800.00
9,000.00
Interest

—

CJeveiard, as temporary chairman of
the convention. Senator Wadsworth
I f New York is to be the permanent
Charles D. Hilles of tfie Republican chairman.
National C untnittee expressed the be
lief that Coolidge would be nominated
We are in accord with tin general
on the first ballot with 1039 *uf the
expression
of regret that Gov. Cox
1109 votes.
Mr. Hilles said that, at the meeting should feel It treat to decline to bt q
jf the National Conventjpn lb Cleve candidate f.r the L". S. Senate,
land Wednesday, the feeling was gen service .as Qcyertuir of Ms-srachu
eral that the candidate for -Vice
belief that he wi|
President should lie from the West, warrants th
and that, likewise, the chairman of ably represent that State in the J
the committee on resolutions should tional councils.
come frofti that section.
’In all'probability," said he, "a dele
For Over a Quarter of a
gate from the West will place Cool
idge in nomination. Early in Janu
Century My
ary. I predicted that President Cool
idge would have not less than 1000
delegates on the first ballot. Now 1
Has hel.-nd thousands of people of
tin prepared tj say that he will be
acncs and pains such as Rheumatic
nominated on that ballot with at least
Neuralgia,
Congested
Lungs,
1030 votes, even if Senator Johnson
Strained Muscle:. Very good for
carries the California primary. Sena
Colds and Coughs, will check
tor I.a Follette will have 28 votes of
any cough if taken at the first
the Wisconsin delegation and 13 vi ter.
stages.
It has helped others: it
of South Dakota."
will help you. At your druggists,
Mr. Hilles said further that the
35 cents.
committee on arrangements had
DR. C. K. DONNELL
Agi•eed unanimously to the nomina
55-57
tion of former Senator Burton i f

THE POLITICAL WORD

Indian Vegetable Oil

>F

Railroads Industrials
Public Utilities
’

?

•

■ N making up one's list vf investments it is well to give a
careful analysis of the daily evotations to determine the class
of securities to buy—Railroad. Industrials or Public Utilities.
This is a good barometer to be guided by as it affords a fair
comparison between the different classes from day to day.
There are many reasons why industrial securities maintain
their high standard in these lists
•

1.

They are engaged largely in the production of the neces
sities of life"—that people must have.

2.

They are not limited in the profits they make.

3.

The world is their market, they are not ponfined to a
small area for their output.
•

4.

That while industries are partly dependent on railroads,
neither Railroads or Public Utility Companies could
t
operate profitably without' industries.

,

*

The Sawyer Boot & Shoe Company’s 7% Preferred Stick,
with the participating feature to net 8%, makes an ideal Indus
trial investment.
There Is No Bonded Indebtedness.

Ask For Illustrated Booklet

“The Moccasin” For Details

Sawyer Boot & Shoe Co.
A Successful Maine Corporation

BANGOR, ^lAINE
55-lt

Cvery-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gaztte, Tuesday, May 6, 1924.

TALK OF THE TOWN

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

May 8-9—Camden—Legion Minstrels in
opera boast-.
May H—Mothers’ Day.
May 12 -Dance recital by pupils of Jen
nie Haney Percival at tiie Arcade.
May 12-National Hospital Day.
May II la- -Annual Money Raising Cam
paign of Llttlefleld Memorial Cbtireli
May la—Play. "That Rascal, Pat,” at the
M K. vestry at 7 30.
May 19-21—"Ship Aboy!” musical revue,
under Masonic* auspices
May 20—Annual roll-call of Miriam Re
bekah Lodge.
-*
May 21—Extra meeting of Baptist Men’s
League
May 22—Annual gift ball of James F
Scars Hose Co in Kimball Hall.
May 30 -(Memorial Day
June 5—Knox County W. C. T. U. Con
vention.
Juno 18 Rockland digit School commence
ment In Park Theatre
June 1ft—Primary elections.
June 24—Detnoeiatic National Convention
tncets in New York.

Weather Next Week
Weather outlook for the week in
the North Atlantic States: generally
fair hut with a probability of showers
Wednesday or Thursday;
normal
tempt rature.
Knox Pomona Grange meets wjth
Hope Grange Saturday.

This is the week of the "turkey
supper” ladies’ night dance at the
Elks Home Thursday.
The Bay View Society has another
of its supper-dances tomorrow night
in the Tttwn -hull. Head-of-the-BrfJr.

GREAT REDUCTION IN 1923 GOODS

SPORT COAT MODELS

STILL

Exceptional Values

$35.00

MATERIALS

COLORS

Downey Wool

Gray

Blocked and Cut Teddy Bear Cloth

Tan

Flamingo Cloth

HIGH GRADE CLOTHING

ON

AT REASONABLE PRICES

Oat Meals...................... 10c per roll
Polly Chromes................20c per roll
1 lot of Papers for all rooms 8c per roll, with Straight and Cut Borders
Varnished Tiles, 20 cents per roll

—AT—

;

GOING

Overplaids

Camel’s Hair

Stripes

rhree

Page

_ Peavy Bros.

THE C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE

HAND TAILORED

AT THE NORTHEND
We are the ones who sell Barrelled Sunlight—also the home of Masury Paints

Suits and Overcoats

Green

v

Women's and Misses’ Sizes

Earlier in the season these values were priced at..........$45.00 and $50.00

The Licensing Board meets Thurs
day night in the City Council room
at 7.30.

RISING ASTONISHES BATH

Fred M. Blackington lost one of his
valuable horses Saturday through
the breaking of a leg.

Clever Rockland Pitcher Had 19 Strikeouts—Feehan
Fans 20 In Easy Victory Over Vinalhaven.

For quality, style and fit we know of no better
clothes than Peavey Bros, make and we can and
do sell this make of high class clothes at prices
way below that of any nationally advertised line.

Coats for less money .......................................................777.7........... $20.00, $25.00
Coats for more money ..................... ..................... $39.50, $45.00 up to $65.00

As the season advances Twill Coats gain in popularity.

We are

showing a big line of embroidered, braided and self trimmed.

Colors:
Prices:

Navy, Tan, Sand, Black.

Aurora Lodge, F. & A. M., will bold
its regular meeting Wednesday night
with work on the Entered Apprentice
and Fellowcraft degrees.

Gilchrest, c .;..
Burgess, rf ....
I SAW RICH

$25.00, $29.50 to $45.00

FULLER COBB-DAVIS

Many local radio fans heard the
Harris Shaw organ recital, played in
Billy Williams has been hauled up
NU*. Shaw's home church in Spring- in the house fur a few days on ac
field.
count of a severe cold.
Willis
Ayer is bearing up well under the
The Maine'better Carriers' Associ added strain jf presiding dxer the
ation holds its annual convention in joint debates in Billy’s absent e.
tltis city on Memorial IJay. The pro
gram is still in a tentative form.
The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary
has its regular circle supper Wed
Miss Agnes Flanagan of the High nesday at G. A. R. hall. Mrs. Emma
•School Commercial Department has Douglass Is chairman of the supper
a position as stenographer and book committee.
Officers are requested
keeper at Fireproof Garage.
to be present at the meeting as there
will be initiation.
Tilt South Thomaston Masons Club
is giving another supper and danco
John J. Wardwell was in Machias
Friday night in Grange hall, with last week and reclassed the threemusic by Smalley’s orchestra.
masted schooner Frederick J. Lovnlt,
j on which repairs have been made
The epidemic of breaking plate since the craft was in collision with
glass continues. M. B. & C. O. the Steamship Everett in the Vine
X’erry are the victims, losing the big yard last September.
The Lovatt
plate in their Main street door.
will proceed light to Port Greville,
N. S., to haul out for caulking,
Deep Sea trawlers will land two painting, etc.
more fares at Portland this season,
after which its contract with the can
''Patchy” Saville and
l.inwood
ning c. tnpanii's will have been com Rogers will manage the next local
pleted.
boxing iHJUt, which is to be held in
the Arcade, May 28.
Ofte < f the
The white warning signs on the principals In the main bout will be
Fluregit
of
Biddeford,
city curbings were painted by Mar Thomas
shal Davis and Harold Philbrook. who who hag met some of the best buys
worked until 'the wee snia' hours of of today, without having the K. O.
the morning. Do not park cars in pinned onto him. Attemirts are being
made to have Freddie O'Brien of East
the prohibited areas.
Boston sent into the ring against
John b. Donohue writes to Rock him.
land friends that he is arriving home
The tugboat
Eugenie Spofford,
the last of the week. His request for
reservations nt the Night Court were which is being/built hy the Camden
promptly honored by Manager O’Neil Yacht Building & Marine Railway
Co., is timbered out and partly
of the Thorndike Hotel.
ceiled and the shaft log has been in
David Wardwell of Rock
(Harrison P. MaeAlman, who was stalled.
(legislated out of his position with the land is master builder of the craft,
lalne Music Co. by Saturday’s tire. which was designed by another
..- ——. T7Ke'agency
TCr~-———“—
~. ... — ROL'WSJWstripbaflitfiFToTrrr J. Wardo‘f- OiePuMeF
The boat will become the
IBrush Co. for the local territory. well.
”Mr. MaeAlman was with this con property of the John L. Goss Corcern n little over a year, and proved 1 oration, Stonington.
a very sue i ssful agent.
Willard E. Overlock of Washing
ton was in the city Saturday, accom
The 1 own of Vat mouth has adopted
panied hy Dr. Sat born of Waldoboro,
daylight saving by a very large ma
and at Knox Hospital submitted to
jority, at.d in one of . the largest
a “going" over which left him in a
town in, clings ever held thebe.
rather more cheerful frame of mind.
Many other towns would doubtless
Am X-ray was taken of his injured
fall in line were the advantages bet
leg, and he was assured by Dr. Wal
ter understood and prejudice re
ler M. Spear that he could return
moved.
home for continued nursing.
Here's
hoping for the early recovery of The
Before you insure your automobile Courier-Gazette’s valued friend and
be sube you learn about ‘‘The First Washington correspondent.
and Only Policy of Its Kind In Amer
Wonderful values in coats and
ica.”
George Roberts & Co., Inc.,
10 Limerock Street, Rockland, Maine. dresses, just arrived at Cutler-Cook
Co.. Rockland.—adv.
—adv.
51-72

Mr. Murray of the John B. Rog' i s
Producing Co., has arrived and will
begin work tonight on the Masonic
production. “Ship Ahoy” to be stag' d
in Park Theatre, May 19-21.

ELLIOT

tAt Saturday’s game
in
Thomaston and the Senator
twore that look of complacency
which loyal fans the world over
are wont to wear when the
home team is winning.
Sen
ator Elliot's specialties are
business and
polities, but
he would instantly
plead
guilty to having a warm corner
in his heart for athletic sports.
I saw him reclining on the safe
side of the catcher’s fence
watching with unmistakable
satisfaction as “Tippy” fanned
an even score of the Island
batsmen.—The Sporting Edi
tor.

Rockland High School plays U. of
>1. freshman team at baseball in
Orono today. Coach Jones is not too
optimistic as he will be unable to-p it
his full strength on the field. local
men who have had any experience in
track athletics are urged to come up
to the Broadway Athletic Field
P. A. Rose, buther L. Blake and o’nights after school and help de
F. M. O’l-aughlin of New York have velop a High School track outfit.
been in the city and Camden for a
The police are often called front
few days inspecting the yacht which
has just been completed for them by their beats to answer the teflephbne
the Camden Yacht Building & Marine gong, only to find that it is some
child who wants to know the time of
Railway Co.
The ease with which Thomaston
day. This is one form of annoyance;
High School has already defeated
The Chapman concert last evening another is found in the multitude of Lincoln Academy and Vinalhaven,
saw the Baptist church packed with calls which come in after a fire coupled with the report that Cam
an audience that listened spellbound, alarm, when the police themselves den is weak in the box this season,
to the remarkable playing of the have all they possibly can attend to. makes it quite apparent that the
pianist Nylreghuai. A more extended These acts on the part of an unthink pennant race in the Knox and Lin
review is reserved for the Thursday ing public often interfere with effici coln League is between Thomaston
ent service.
issue of this paper.
High and Rockland High—in other
•
___
words, between Feehan and Rising.
Chief
Albert
R.
Havener
of
the
The Rankin block hydrant is re
Thomaston has already two vic
Rockland fire department was jnueli
ceiving a coat of scarlet Vermillion
tories in pickle, but Rockland is not
pleased to receive in this morning's •
paint, offset by a white top. If this
scheduled for a league game until
mail a letter of appreciation from
one comes up to expectations all the
next week. The standing:
Mrs. Emily C. Hitchcock for the abb'
Main street hydrants will be so
Won B.iist P.C.
manner
in
which
the
departmt
nt
treated in order to increase their
Thomaston .............. 2
0
1.000
handled the Maine Music Co. lit?
visibility and prevent thoughtless
Rockland .................. tO
0
.000
Saturday. The letter further conjautomobile parking.
Camden .................. j 0
0
.000
tained a check for $50'as Mrs. HiteH;- i
Vinalhaven .............. 0
1
.000
cock’s token of appreciation to tilt j
Lincolft .................... 0
1
,00Q
The Penobscot Bay Dental Club
fire fighters.
held a free extracting clinic Satur
« • • •
____
day at Dr. Peaslee's office, Thomas
Thomaston 12, Vinalhaven 0
A pair of city horses became friglcton.
This clinic was given under
'When you write the word ‘'Fee
ef s(l in front of the city stable .8:
the auspices of the local Red Cross
urday forenoon, and started' dov nI han" yo(l have written tbf full ac
Nurses, who were assisted by Misses
count of this game which took (dace
Mcboon and Rogers of Lewiston. Spring street dragging a dump ca<
on the Thomaston grounds Satur*
Miss Mcboon, a former Rocklard girl Fred Cheyne of the Chemical undt
A word or two
is now doing dental hygiene work. tcok to stop them, but was protectin day afternoon.
The clinicians were Drs. Chase and his machine at the same time at '1; might b? said about the chilly weather
they got away from him. Turning i to be sure.
The only lacking evi
bebel of bewiston.
the corner of Spring and Main streets j dences of winter were snowdrifts
one of the horses fell and before " and Aurora Borealis.
All members of the Rocklnnd Vet
could get started again a bold nt
The cold and raw wind did not
eran Firemen’s Association are re
of the pair had been made by It e seem to affect Feehan'B pitching arm.
quested to meet at their hall 457
E. Blackington. Had the an! la however, for he struck out 20 V.'s
Main street Friday evening in full
made their getaway on Main s ictf and allrfwed only one hit.
Davidson
uniform, at 6.45.' The Drum Corps
somebody would probably have ">en was the only man to reach third,
also will be present and a |>arade will
injured and property destroyed
and there were but two other innings
start from the hall, where the hand
in which the Islanders saw firFt base.
tub Albert R. Havener will meet and
The solitary Vinalhaven hit was
proceed to Tillson avenue for a pre
made by Cassie in the 6th inning.
liminary try-out.
This will be the
(Feehan, as usual, distinguished
first time the tub has been cut this
himself at bat, making a home run
season.
Foreman Havener plans to
and a double. The home run, tech
have it put in first class shape for
nically was only a three-bagger, as
the season's musters.
the hall was imperfectly relayed
back into the diamond.
Parker F. Norcross entered upon
Condon, the new backstop, was a
his new duties yesterday as retail
busy individual, with 21 chances,
Salesman for Albert C. Jones, the
on which he made but one misplay.
Apperson dealer for Knox and Waldo
The other Thomaston players did
counties,
(Mr. Norcross will have
not have work enough to keep the
charge of the retail sales, as Mr.
chill off.
Jones is the Maine representative
Davidson, the Vinalhaven pitcher,
t.n wholesale for Apperson Motors.
vs.
had good speed, but rather a ten
This connection will allow Mr. Jones
dency to groove the ball. < With bet
to devote his entire time to the
ter support, however, he would have
wholesale end. 'Ray Hall. Hall’s
held Thomaston to a much smaller
Garage. Damariscotta, has taken the
tally. The score:
agency for Apperson cars in boncoln
Thomaston High
county.
C. D. Young, a prominent
lumber man in bincoln county with
ab r hh th po a e
a residence in Damariscotta, has reGrafton, 3I> .... 4 3 1 1
It ft ft
eentlj- taken delivery of an Apperson
Condon, c ........ '5 <2 ,1 11 19 1 1
sedan.
Feehan, ............ 4 4 2 6 0 2 0
Newbert, lb ... 4 1 11 1
6 0 0
Rev. James H. Gray, who was pas
Stone. 2b ........ 4
1 2 2 ft 1 0
tor of Pratt Memorial M. E. Church
Vinal, cf .......... 4 1 0 ft 0 ft 0
Teel, ss ............ 4ft i >1 1 0 ft
from 1915 to 1917, and who subse
quently became presiding elder of the
Sawyer, if..... 4
0 0 0
0 0 0
Rockland District of the East Maine
Elliot, rf .......... 4
0 1 1
1 0 0
BROADWAY
FIELD
Conference, died Sunday at his home
in Boothbay Harbor, aged 53 years.
37 12 9 13 27 4 1
2:30 Sharp
He was a native of Point Elgin, N.
Vinalhaven High
B. and graduated from the Boston
ab r bh tb po a e
University school^ of
Theology.
Davidson, p....
4 0 0 00 30
Rockland and Rockport were among
Cassie, ss ........ 4 ft H 1 1 2 0
his numerous pastorates.
He was
Amero, if.......... 3 0 0 0 2 1 1
regarded as one of the strongest
Sanborn, 3b ...
4 0 0 0 0 10
pastors who ever occupied the local
Smith. 2b .... '3 0 0 0 4 2 0
Methodist pulpit, and was held in es
Young, cf
2 0 0 0
1 0 1
pecially high esteem by all denomi
Avery, lb....
3 0 0 09 02
nations.
Ill health compelled him
to retipe from the superintendency
two years ago.
The funeral ser
vices will be held Wednesday after
noon in Boothbay Harbor.

Frank W. Crandon of Rockport was
arrested yesterday for alleged assault
and battery upon Harry R. Gray. The
fracas took place on a Southend
wharf where a vessel cargo was be
ing discharged.

BASEBALL
BELFAST HIGH

ROCKLAND HIGH

SATURDAY
MAY 10

BASEBALL

Trawler Teal landed a cargo of
fresh fish at Portland the last of the
week, and in the parlance of the
street it was "some” cargo, for it
weighed out at 342.000 pounds.
A
Portland paper says: “She being
loaded to her deck, the fish hold being
plugged so tight that it was neces
sary to use some of her empty coal
bunkers to take in the overflow. It
being without question the biggest
lot of fish ever landed by one ves
sel at this port.
The bulk of the
catch will he landed at Burnham &
Morrill's where the steamer was
docked, but after discharging a few
thousand pounds of halibut and 20,000 pounds of mixed fish will go into
the sheds of the Dirigo Fish Co. The
catch was matle on the Western
Banks, where the fish this year seem
to be found in greater plenty than
ever before. Complaint is made that
beam trawling is destructive to the
fish species and without question
considerable waste attends its op
eration. but the oft shore fisheries
show no falling off in the catch, al
though there is no disguising the fact
the in shore fishermen do not find
the fish as easily as in years gone
by.”

The Black and White minstrels,
that was given by Rock|>ort High
School last Friday will be repeated In
Uniont nt Town hall Friday, May
9 th.

3
3

SPECIAL

DEMONSTRATION
—FOR—

HOUSE-BUILDERS
TESTING AND METHODS OF LAYING

0 0
0 0

0 7
0 0

2
0

LAMSON

& HUBBARD HATS

HATHAWAY SHIRTS

1
0

YALE AND CARTER’S UNDERWEAR

'29 1 1 1 24 11 5
Thomaston .. 30340200 x—12
Vinalhaven ..) 0000000.0 0—0
Home run, Feehan.
Bases on
balls, off Feehan 2, off Davidson 1.
Struck out. by Feehan 20, by David
son 6.
Double play, Amero and
Smith. Wild pitch, Davidson. Passed
ball, Gilchrest.
Hit by pitcher,
Feehan. Stolen base, Feehan Um
pires. Gleason and Fifield.
Scorer,
Winslow.

Burpee & Lamb

• • « •
Rockland 11, Bath 2

'Rockland High Journeyed away
from the old homestead Saturday,
and in the Bath everglades defeated
Morse High in most substantial man
ner. The Times says:
Energetic Elmer Rising of the
Jones coached team of Rockland High
School turned back Morse High in
a lop-sided and uninteresting nine
inning fracas by a 11 to 2 count. The
slender Lime City southpaw met with
little dilltculty in striking out 19 of
Coach (Hayward's patched up outfit
which stcured but three hits, only one
of which was a real wallop. On the
other hand the Rockland hoys failed
to go on a batting spree against the
Morse
moundsmen,
the
veteran
"Hank" Sheridan who lasted six and
a half innings, and the freshman
twirler, 'Bill’ Oliver who finished the
sarnie in the bojj, errors, (figuring
largely in the ten runs made. F.
Stuart at shortstop was the only
Rockland player who had anything to
do, having four putouts on flics be
sides energetic Elmer and his hust
ling backstop, Knight . one of the
best catchers in the State.’’
The score:
Rockland

.. .
.
TllurpWey, 2b"v
Ludwig, ct
Thornton. Sb ..,
Fifield. rf...........
Massalin, rf
Fd Stewart ss.
Cameron, if ..
Fk. Stewart lb
Knight, c’ .
Rising, p ..........

Give

MOTHER

,5

i

i

a

38 11

7

8 27

of

■

Mother’s
Day

High

0 0
1 1 1
1 0 0
3 a ti
’214

Box

. .

SUNDAY

Chocolates

ab r bh tb po a
4 2 tl 11 1 l l
1 2 3 0 0 0
3
1
4

a

SEE OUR CANDY WINDOW

0 0
0

0

tMLMOS.
OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM, - - ROCKLAND

Morse High

Spinney, 31» ,..
Sheridan, p, lb
Perry, rf.............
McDonald, ss ..
Oliver, lb, p ..
Butler, 2I> ....
Wilson, c ....
Benson, If .......
Dow, rf .............
Veilleux, rf ....

ab r bh th po
40 0 0 5 2 1
40 0 0 0
ft
o o 1
3 10 0 2
4 0
1 1 7
'4 1
1 1 3
3 0 0 0 4
3 0
0 0 3
1 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 1 0

after a. long, hard ride and a belated
dinner they were in anything but
suitable condition for racing.
Elmer
Emery, in whom much confidence had
been placed, failed to finish in the
mile run.
The local athletes are very grate
ful to Submaster Phillips, who offi
ciated In the capacity of coach, and
who was one of the four to place
cars at their disposal.
The others
who furnished cars were Lyford
Ames, John Robishatv and Samuel
O’Brien.
IRocklnnd is to take part in the
track meet at Camden, June 5, and
may engage in a dual meet with
Morse High in the near future.

31 2 2 2 28 11 12
Rockland, ... 00030800 0—11
Bath ................. 0 0000020 0—2
Two-base hit, Ludwig.
Sacrifice
hits. Thornton. 2.
Stolen bases,
Frank Stewart,
Fred
Stewart.
Knights. Double play, Sheridan and
The B. and P. W. Club are having
Oliver.
Bases on balls, off Rising
1. off Sheridan 3, off Oliver 2. another popular dance at Temple
55-57
Struck out. by Rising 19, by Sheri hall, Friday, May 16.—adv.
dan 1: by Oliver 3.
Hit by pitcher,
1855 ........ ................................... 1924 r;
Murphey, Frank Stewart, McDonald.
Umpire.
Duley.
Scorer, Philip
Rounds.

1

•••«

Camden Getting Ready

The Camden Athletic Club is getging undvr way for a busy season
and expects to give the fans some
good, clean, snappy baseball on the
High School athletic grounds. The
differences and difficulties of last
season have been Ironed out by a few
concessions all round, and everybody
is pulling for “our team.”
John McGrath has been elected
manager *1o look after the general
husimss of .the team. He is a
hustler and the fans can be sure (there
will he some battle royal on the
home grounds this year. Rockland
and Thomaston It Is said will have
cracker-Jack trams this year, and it
•is hoped that these neighbors of ours
will be able to arrange several games
with our Camden boys during the
Coming season. There will also tie
(tames with high class teams from
a distance, as the Bok Prize is gen
erously being offered again this sea
son by Rdward Bok. and Camden is
out to win it this trip. Get brhind
our team, and root for all you are
worth.—Camden Herald.

«•••

The State papers are reporting that
Elmer Rising, the Rockland High
School pitching ace, has already
signed with the Easterns of Brewer,
where he did such good work last
season.
Rising teCls the Sixwtlng
Editor that he has several offers
under consideration, but has not de
cided.
• • • •

Memorials** I

I E. A. GLIDDEN & CO. |
WALDOBORO, ME.
WHIinilllllM

MARRIED

HAD NARROW ESCAPE

Archie Robishaw Accident
Victim on the Barge Rockhaven.
Archie Robishaw, an emp'.oym of
the Rockland & Rockport Lime Co.,
had a very unpleasant experience on
the barge Rockhaven late yesterday
afternoon which resulted in hia be- I
coming a patient at Knox Hospital
with both legs rather badly crushed
and serious cuts and bruises about
the body. The big hatch cover of the
Rockhaven was up supported by the
so-called A beam.
Robishaw was *
on tliis support when the heavy hatch ,
cover feli. Jambing both legs between '
the hatch combing and cover
Tto
bom s were broken as examination at) . I
the hospital proved, but the lejl \ I
muscles are in such condition that’ '
Mr. Robishaw will be incapacitated
fur sumo timo to come.
He (s. a
resident of Pearl street and .single.
The barge was at the Fiva Kilns
wharf at the time of the accident.
The patient was reported as resting
comfortably at Knox Hospital this
morning.

Worton-Mears—Union, April 18, by Rev.
E. H. Vfford, Aims Norton and Miss Frances
Mears, both of South Thomaston.
Ronqudtf-iWlncBpamr—ThomasOoh, May 4.
Rev. R. H. Short, George. A. Ronquest of
Don't insure your automobile until
Vinalhaven and Miss Doris Wlncapaw of
you have heard how $1.00 bought
Warren.

DIED

$2500.

George Roberts & Co., Ino..

Limerock
Street,
Rockland,
Watts—South Somerville, April 2.8, infant 10
Maine.—adv.
54-72
daughter of .Mr. and Mrs. Frank Watts.
Simnifins Brooklyn, N. Y.. May
. Annie,
wife of Elden Simmons, aged f.« years.
A baby should never sleep
Funeral services Thursday afternoon at 2
o’clock from residence of Guy Haradcn, 377
with its mother, older children
Broadway.
should sleep alone, in a room
Perry -Rockland, May 4, Ell Perry, aged
ilia I lia« plenty of outdoor air.
70 years.
Kalcr Rockland. May 3, infant daughter
Rocklad Red Cross. ,
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kalcr.

+

BAKED
BEAN
AND SOCIAL

SUPPER
DANCE

At GRANGE HALL, SOUTH THOMASTON

FRIDAY NIGHT, MAY 9
SMALLEY’S ORCHESTRA
SUPPER 5:3^TO 8:00.

ICE CREAM ON SALE

Proceeds to Benefit Knok Lodge Building

56-SS

Our Athletes At Orono

JOHNS-MANSVILLE SHINGLES
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 7
AT OUR YARD

W. H. GLOVER
CO.
< 'j
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Twenty-six school teams took part
in the track meet at University of
Maine Saturday.
Rockland High
was represented hy eight athletes,
and won 3 1-3 points, thanks to
Richard Snow, who tied with two
other athletes in the pole vault. The
distance was 9 feet, 9 inches.
Fred
Ripley was second in the tryout for
the 100 yard dash, but came in third
in the semifinals, when he was pitted
against two of the best sprinters In
the State.
Richard Snow and Sid
ney Snow made an excellent show
ing in the high jump, but did not
score points.
The Rockland boys had based high
hopes on the running events, but

WESTINGHOUSE
Small Light and Power
DURO

Residence Water Systems
A Size for Every Requirement

A. T. NORWOOD
WARREN, MAINE

*

Every-OtHer-Day
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Page Four

GARDENS THAT PRODUCE RESULTS

VINALHAVEN

ROCKPORT

EMILIO AGUINALDO

cular pieces are called ‘carta di
musica,’ meaning paper- to writ#
music on.
"The well-known flat-bread of the
Norwegian peasant is made by mix
ing coarse barley meal and water,
rolling the dough thin and baking it
over a round lint baking-stone under
wiili.i a fir. of fagots is kept burning.
Enough of ihis bread is made at one
baking to last a whole winter. Holes
are punched ill the cakes so that they
can be strung on a pole, and placed
across the ceiling. It often happens
in seme of the peasant homes of
northern Norway that a man can
j r^ach up and tear off a piece of this
| bread as he wants it.

THE STAFF OF LIFE

Many Ways of Making It
Mrs. John Carter and daught r
William, E. Murphy is attending
Abbie ' Rockland arrived Friday and
Lodge
in
Portland.
Are Found In Many
The Amateur Gardener Is Lured Back To the
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Almond
I Mrs. Lillian Millman of Bath was
i
Lands.
By Thoughts of Spring.
Millet.
I the guest of her mother, Mrs. Cora
Whitney, last week.
The Maine Farmers' Supply Com
"Though bread may pose as the
Mrs. R. A. Burns was at home from
pany has started business with -a
pancake,
the scone, the tortilla, the
Bates College for the weekend.
small crew which they expect to in
:h W. Shoemaker, Director, School of Agriculture, International Cor
Mrs. Sarah Buzzed of Simonton
carta dl musica, and the biscuit in
By
crease right away. They have had
respondence Schools, Scranton, Pa.
spent Sunday wifh her sisters. Mrs.
various countries, getting the where
an unusually large sale on chicken
Nancy Tribou and Mrs. Annie Deane.
shells this season. Schooner Ella Eu
withal to buy it or tti. preparation of
Gardening is a favorite pastime to many city dwellers and a
Mrs. O. E. Page returned Tuesday
Dora. Cap!. Fred Wood of Orland, has
it is of necessity one of the chief in
from Newton Centre. Mass., where
been engaged to furnish material for
gourci of considerable income to people in all walks of life.
terests of man end woman in every
she has been spending the winter
the work
clime—even though in the South Sea
1 - your garden producing an income anti better health for you?
with her son, Kev. Arthur Page and
Vlnalhaven High played Thomaston
Islands it grows on tr.es.” says a
family.
High at Thomaston, Saturday, with
1 lave you ever thought of the possibility of making an attractive
bulletin from the Washington, D. C.
Tortillas: Flapjacks By Another
Mrs. Burleigh Feyler returned Sat
a genre of 12 to 0 In favor of Th< masheadquarters of the National Geo
Name
v well as a profitable garden in your backyard?
urday to West Somerville, Mass.,
ton.' Quite a party accompanied them
graphic Scclety.
after spending the week with her
“In Syria the hearth is often two
in Cpt. Edward Greenleaf's motor
"The Aral) wetnan digs a pit in the ptones between which fagots are
/
Many backyards will yield as much as $100.00 worth of vege parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eben C. Crock
lioat
sand anil builds u hot lire in it. Then placed and the bread is cooked on an
Walker Fifield lias been In town the
table i>. a season. Few gardens will yield less than Sio to $20 worth. ett.
1 she rakes away the
embers anil iron plate placed on top.
Miss Lovinla McDermott has repast we, k.
l plasters her dough on the lict sides.
Some of the Indian tribes of
1 turned from Boston where she has
Leah Arey and Muriel Chilles were
I when tile bread is done, she picks it't'np United Staffs make a kind
I been spending the winter and will
in Rockland Saturday.
■ off with a pair of tongs.
I
flour
from
acorns
which
be employed in E. H. Crie's during the
Lyf 'td Ross and sister Eliz ibetlt.
Arabia’s “Wrapping Paper” Ercad J'heV soak in Imiling water, mould
I summer.
■ 1
visited their father. James Ross, at
F
a flat cake ar.d cook in the
' Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sylvester of
Knox Hospital Saturday.
"Th.
deliciously crisp
Per.-Ian into
run. Tli tortilla of the Mexican Is
Camden were guests of her parents.
Sir Galiahnd Corps of Girl Re: bread which is bought In enormous
, ,,,
, .
, e rr. ist as much
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry Sunday.
serv. s will present their minstrel
tint. pmcakellke
sheets
somatimes.
, a part
* , of. h s costume
, ,
1.. , . .
,
,
, ,
ler background as lus huge peaked
Mrs. Annie Laurie Small, who has
show May 23. The performance will
•ti) Inches long is prepared In a num- ,
. ,, .7 V. ...
.Per of, wavs, ihut. that custom::r;ly
.... . ha<.
It
is
a
kind
of
flapjack
which
It
been confined to her home by illness.
consls f three part*—port one. min
,
,
, ,
f takes a cultivated taste and a gasI is reported to be improving, which is
strels; part two. musical numbers
seen for sal in the capital c.ty of
. ,
.
r .
1.,
tronomte trick or two 'to appreciate.
pleasing to her many friends.
and readings/ part three, a on act
Persia is baked ill large ovens in
.
.
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i , . . ..
,
. .
.
.
lit is made trom Indian corn which
Miss Madeline Jones of Rockland
play it tila-d. “Carrotty Neil.” It
which
the
dough
is
spread
out
oti
1
I uttftv
has
been
parboiled
and
crushed
into
was the guest of Miss Katherine
will be given in Memorial hall.
I great pi’.eA of rwl-hot pebbles. Ami
;a paste and is baked on an iron or
a . ' • ?..\t .a’ /
Robarts Sunday.
Misses Lida and Rita Gie.itlaw
DYERS GARAGE, INC.
' in -olden days Pure was
,as no profiteer.
■ .
.
. .
,
^M3trS--sMyS.HMCLONS>
. ■v
..
stone plate but not enough to make
Rev. Arthur Page of Swatow.
vlsitid Rockland Saturday and also
!
ing
in
the
staff
of
life
in
e
tne Persian .
45
PARK
STREET,
ROCKLAND
China, who is on a leave of absence,
witnessed the ball game at Thom
J kingdom. A baker who left tihe I tile tortilla brown.
“Ca.-«ava root makes one of the
and has been spending the winter
aston.
straight and narrow path of his just I
The American Legion had a large
with his family in Newton Center.
profits was thrust into his own oven principal foods of Une people of trop
<? Lical America. From the coarse meal,
Mass., is a guest at the home of his
attendance at the May Ball given in
V
and nicely browned.
s nnewhat resembling oameal, thin
Memorial hail Thursday night, music
mother, Mrs. O. E. Page on Spear
“in some parts of the Arab king
, *
round cakes are made.
by Line's Orchestra.
street. Mr. and Mrs. Page expect to
An exclusive photograph just re dom the husband dots the houstht hl
Arthur Arey and Leslie Stinson ceived from the Philippines, of the marketing and after 'having pur
return to China sometime in August.
SIMONTON
Scotch and Indians Have Scones
gave a married folks dance Satur famous
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robbins were
Emilio
Aguinaldo—the chased various necessary commodi
“In India the natives eat round,
day
night
at
the
Armory.
Souvenirs
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
*
1
principal figure in the Filipino in ties. he (then buys a large shee t of
The annual meeting of the Com of May baskets were presented.
flat cakes of unleavened wheat bread
SfcSJS
EARLYCaBBMEroi.iowtoevt.ATE
PEAS'
Brann Sunday.
surrection
against
the
Americans,
-----------,
native
bread,
which
is
of
doughibu
;
S
The minstrel performance given at munity Association was held in Com
which did not end until this very pliability, and rolls up his purchases called ‘chapatties.’ The cook shapes
them with his hands and bakes them
Union hall. Friday evening. May 2, by munity hall Thursday evening, pre
able commander was captured. He in it.
NORTH HAVEN
on a griddle on th'* coals. They re
’.'AS
the members of the Rockport High ceded by a delightful fish chowder
has strictly otserved his oath of
“The Egyptian baker makes ‘puff
semble to s<me extent the thin sheets
, ..
EARLYPEASandBEANSfolicwedS l/jY___ u .
School assisted by local talent, was
allegiance to the United States and
’ because he wishes to get the'
,
4
.
.
,, .
supper served under the direction of
Mrs. Mabel Wore, ster of the refuses to take part in island poli ball
” •’ (
J
A,
,
. ,
.
... I made of wheal Hour and water, called
enjoyed by a large audience and was
largest leaf out of tile small-.'ti
Mrs. J. C. Melvin, assisted by Mrs. Frajikiin Square House. P.oston, Is a tics.
..
,
stones,
which
arceaten
in
Scotland,
one
of
the
be«t
musical
entertain

"
.pARCW|pS-j2_k.ai i-iu at.x ?L'S—T-A
amour t of flour. One wr.ter de. ,
...
. ,
ij
“One of the most interesting of the
ments ever given in Rockport. The Fred Buzzell. Mrs. Ernestine Iluz- guest of Mr. and M’s. H. M. Noyes.
scr.bes it as a hole wrapp d in a I
, .
,
.
”
S^fcdfecfixaa^5C S£>£aArifca£<afc*Mfc'
' A
,
.
. .
,, ,
. „ unleavened breads is the Passover
program fotlows: First Part—Inter zell and Mrs. II. C. Annis served.
c. ust.
The dough is rolled out as
.
Mis. M. G. Perry who spent the
,
bread which-has b«.en used by orthoe&
a£>tSxfi cSb <£b <& dL a££2c&a£,
‘is
.1
y jZS
locutor, Harry McDonald.
Ends— While the tables were being prejKired past week in Boston, returned home
,
...
T.
thin as a pie crust and the edges of,
,,
,
Idox Jews
since
the time
of. Moses.
Lowell Payson. Lloyd Rhodes, Ross the members were delightfully en Saturday morning.
,
.
.
. ... It
i two pieces joined all around; the >
isjnnde
much
like
the
most
primitive
Spear. Leon Poland. Huse Tibbetts tertained with vocal selections by
{heat d<As the rest.
C. E. .Mills arrived last week hiv
(bread—a mixture of flour and water
and Francis Dow; musical numbers— Mrs. Cody with Mrs. Tulle nbioom at ing spent the greater part of the win
\r fru.uutiiibwfeii'iSiziittfiiiZAttt tAt/i f
In Norway “The Bread Har.gs High”,baktd in round cakes—and resembles
opening chorus, entire company. "My the piano. The committee in ch irge ter in Lis Angeles with his son. Dr.
By NELLIE MAXWELL
■ ; b<^^^V0Ni0NS
1*
Jungle Bungalow," Raymond Payson; wish to thank all those who provided Lloyd Mills.
“The Ecuadorean woman follows a the calcined remains of cakes made
very
interesting old custom. She from coarsely ground grain which
"Old
Plantation
Moon.
”
Angie
Welt;
The
concert
given
by
the
North
> r
'/
......
food and material for the supper.
"I Didn't Ask. He Didn't Say, So I These officers w re elected: presi Haven Riml at th
J
tk?s
bread in the sha;>e of i ople have been recovered from the Swbw
A
FEW
CHOWDERS
church Friday‘j
J'S?
lak -dwellings of the Stone Age. In
Don't Know," Lowell Payson; “Chile dent, Bert Witherspoon; vice presi night was a success in every way.
jand animals for All Saints Day.
Con Came," Marie Brann; 'I'm Just dent, Ralph Miller; secretary, C. .1. Besides the numbers by the liar 1 the
“The Sardinian housewife has a b’g those days, however, the grains used
HERE is co more substantial,
Too Mean To Cry,” Reta Packard; Mathews; treasurer. Mrs. J. C. Mel school children sang in a very accept
wanning dish to serve on u cold I baking day once every week. Fleur i were barley and a one-gT&ined wheat.
I is knead d in large earthenware j
"As Long As I Have You,” Francis vin; directors. Ray L. Simonton. able manner. A trio by Misses
night tlittu some form oi chowder.
First Bread From Barley
Dow; "My Sweetie's Sweeter Than Ralph Miller, Cecil Annis anti Mrs. Alma Duncan. Florence Smith ar.d It may he corn, frtsil li'-h, clams, ' lx)W.s and relied very thin on a table j
“Egyptologists believe that barley
That,"
Helen
Clancy;
"The
Pirate
|
that
is
.
o
low
that
the
cook
must
I
Louisa Bray was a pleasing addition, or salt codfish; ail arc appetizing
Fred Buzzell.
T I? 'j
I was the first grain used by the
Bold,” Huse Tibbetts; “It Ain’t Gain'
kneel before it. Nearly every home
,
. .
, _
...
The midweek public dances will also the mandolin anil guitar number when well prepared. W.iere fresh
.. ancients in their bread-making, but
To Rain No Mo’.” Leon Poland be resumed beginning next Thursday by Miss Allira Stone and Rev. M. G. clams are to be obtained the fol has its own flour miil mad. of blac
wheat must have come into use soon
"Hula Lo.” Ross Spear: finale by en night and thereafter every Wednes Perry The boys received a gentruus lowing will he enjoyed:
lava and fashioned almost like those;
after barley. Loaves of bread are
tire company, assisted by "De Honey day night. Music will he furnished by amount in their collection.
Clam Chowder.—Clean, pick over
linearthcd at I'ompeii and Herculan
< represented in sculpture on ancknt
Dwarf Ballad.” Second Part—Cele-1 Dean's orchestra.
eum. The woman performs the whole
L
Billy Dean has
Calderwooil hall will open to the one quart of clams, using a cupful
bration of Coon Town Wedding; j lately acquired a new piano player in public M iy 16 with a grand May .ball. of cold water; drain, reserving the process of cleaning and grinding the monuments. There were two quite
familiar varieties—a small round loaf
A well. Planned Garden
Character Song. Mrs. Loring Pail- the person of Mr. Kenney of Provi Etimiaation dances will be one of the liquor and heat to the boiling po.ni,
wheat, sifting the flour, and biking
brook; Song and Dance, Wilbert I dence. R. I. and he is said To be a features.
then strain. Chop line the hard i the bread. She uses very little somewhat lik? ou»* muffin and an
elongated toll sprinkled on top with
Perhaps equally as important. I to confine his garden to paper for Meservey; clog dance. Walter Nutt: ^jzanl
The usual Saturday night
Mi- A. B. C<K>per. wiH have co.- parts of tiie clams, cut pork into I yeast and her baking must be done seeds like thp modern Vienna roll.
finale
by
Assembly
Chorus,
Miss
j
small
pieces,
using
a
one
and
onethere is health to be dug out of the , tile ftrst few days.
L
. .community dances ,wi!J afeu .'.i’ con- natituiv
sale Saturday foi Mothers’
Incidentally the Vienna roll was inCross was
. ,
,
„ and
half inch cube of fat salt pork to
last for a week. The large thin cirGardening on ]iaper merely eon- (. ,harlotte
,
... the accompanist
, ' •inueii iis ,heretofore.
Ice
cream
Day.
tredu ed into th United States dur
soil.
The digging will produce an
of
the
evening,
with
comet
TtsirL-by
,
try
out
in
an
iron
frying
pun
;
add
yifts in making a diagram of the „. . ,
.
_w. i PA.' “f itngeade will be on sale
There will be special music at the
ing the Civil War when a ‘war bak
appetite and the results of intelli garden to he. Including those vege Cleveland 5^ hittier.
one sliced onion, fry for five min
khorus was j
church next Sunday and in the
ery’ operated in the basement of the
utes. Parboil four cupfuls of po
gent digging will supply the means tables which you would like to have strong and well sg^ported by Miss
evening Rev. >1. O. Perry will give an
U. S. Capitol turned out jwoducts to
tatoes cut into cubes fur live min
and which you perhaps will be able Cross who desfi.ves special mention
to satisfy the appetite.
PULPIT HARBOR
illustratid lecture on “Norway."
[feed the populace of Washington.
utes in boiling salted water; drain
The for her able- support, as does also
There is nothing mysterious about to grow with the best success
| “Tin Egyptians evidently first
and put a layer of the potatoes in
this process and nothing especially space required for each kind of Mrs. Rutjy yjanborn as musical direc
Capt. Solomon Ihirsons is getting
learned the use of leaven and taught
the bottom of the chowder kettle,
SWAN’S ISLAND
tor. M^s Welt and Miss Brann were
diffl ult ex.ept the Inclination to put vegetables should he considered.
it to the Greeks, Jews and Roman
add the chopped clams, sprinkle
The row
be plotted kit espec^Juy good jn their solo parts as about 200 pounds of fish a day from
•-ip--and effort i:p<« c<F»v»rk
who passed it on through the na
^-.-.ck Crustacean. Capt. Maynard with salt and pepper, dredge with
also Mias Clancy In b«t song and one tub of trawl.
' IvTiTTflr'
t|»*
B(®KS
nl c rn'js'»jiiaii.,
■ i kHw-t*i?y -rabjeeHtL —----- ——
flour, add the remaining potatoes,
Herrick,
is
again
in
commission
and
that
can
bAhandled
so
as
to
keep
I
dance,
and
Miss
Packard
in'her
song,
Murray Stone of Camden was in
brimte condition of their soil, but
j "No story on bread would be com
sprinkle again with salt and pepper
liuylng lobsters at Mackerel Cove.
Just Too Mean To Cry .” Ray  town for the weekend.
many conditions that are considered the garden growing simething use-j‘
$
plete without at least a reference 4o
and add two cupfuls of boiling wa
ful
at
all
times.
I
mond
and
Lowell
Payson
received
Most
of
the
fishing
boats
at
Mack

Will Sampson. Augustine Whitunfavorable are not really so bad as
the black bread of Russia, which ha«
ter. Cook ten minutes, add a quart
These
preliminary
steps
will
be
(hearty
applause
and
Leon
Poland
in
erel
Cove
and
at
Joyce
’
s
beach
have
WIENS
STORES
mere. Herbert Parsons and William
they seem and it is more a question
I for so long bi n the staff of life to
of
milk,
the
soft
part
of
the
clams,
Save
time
and
insure
accuracy
of adapting the doll to the vege greatly appreciated as the season j h'3 song. "It Ain't Coin’ To Rain No ( Ladd are painting th ir boats and been refitted' and launched, anil a and four tablespoonfuls of butter.
the masses. The United States has
with Potter Sales Books. Write our
I Mo”’ was recalled several times. getting them ready for the summer considerable fl.et is now at the moor
tables or of planting the kinds of advances.
Boll three minutes, then add eiglit
its d-i.-'tinctly typical forms of bread,
Service Department for suggestions.
ings of both places, and the active
The accompanying drawing illus ! Francis Dow. Huse Tibbetts and Ross season.
vegetables that will do well on the
such as the hoe-cuke, the corn-pone
milk crackers split and soaked in
Edward Dorr who has been care work of'the lolister season has com cold milk to moisten. Reheat the
soil you have than it is to be dis trates a pirn that may serve as a j Spear in each of their solos were unTNE POTTER PRESS
J and the 'spoon bread' of Dixie, nnd
531 SOUTH ST
WALTHAM, MASS
working basis for almost any home 1 usually good. Mrs. Philbrook was at taker of the beam trawlers that are menced.
couraged in Che matter.
clam water and add a tublespoonithe rich brown mass that is served
During Thursday’s gale the motor ful of butter and flour cooked to
It has been 'designed for | her best In character songs, and a moored in Woost r creek has given
In planting any garden, unques garden.
ivith Boston's Saturday nifc'ht beans.”
14ST261
garden 50 feet by 90 feet that will : special number by L. True Spear was Up the job. A Mr. Stanley of Swan’s boat of Cl've'.and Trask at Old Har gether. Add to the chowder Just
tionably the first thing to do is to
bor*
parted
her
moorings
and
went
be
occupied
during
the
season,
and
j
enjoyed.
Mr.
Meservey
and
Mr.
Island
has
charge
at
present.
start with a paper and pencil.
as it is ready to serve as the clam
Rodney Hunt and Joseph Belmore ashore and broke two planks in her liquor has a tendency to curdle the
Mu h time, some backache, and is arranged with necessary econo-'Nutt in their songs and dances were
hull.
Th"
gale
was
heavy
and
dam

my
of
the
land
in
question.
It
jnay
ver
>
’
<U<?ver.
Another
special
number
aie
painting
the
floats
and
landing
many heartaches will be avoided by
milk.
simply making out a plan that may serve as a guide for a plot of any |on fhe program which w’as very runs at the Norton cottage. Capt. age would have been much greater had
Lobster Chowder.—Remove the
pi
asing
was
the
saxophone
solo,
by
net
the
local
fishermen
seen
the
ac

size.
Herbert Cooper is putting the boats
be systematically followed,.
meat from a two-pound lobster and
Master
Ashley
Nutt
in
costume.
cident
early.
They
w
nt
to
the
rescue
After the plan has been made
in prime order. F. A. Joyce who is
Many gardens are
similed bycut into small dice. Cream two tayieliling to the temptation to rush and the space arranged for the va- Harry McDonald as interlocutor was caretaker, is dolling things up in and hauled the boat out on the shore. blcqiocnftils of butter, add the liver
were
good.
The
exact
proceeds
at
The
Parkhurst
Fisheries
Company
grand style getting ready for the
ahead and buy seeds at the corner nious crops, the varieties of each
of the lobster (the green pari) and
(grocery or from some alluring cata crop to be planted must be deter his part in a very easy manner. The family due to arrive- about June first. of Gloucester has leased the fishstand two milk crackers; scald n quart of
This is a very important end men in their solos and jokes Mr. Morrow who has leased the cot formerly owned by Joyce and Stanley, milk with a slice of onion, remove
logue without having any definite mined on.
step and will Ibe discussed later on exceptionally good and performed tage for the season will arrive about and have appointed Linwood G. Joyce the onion and add milk to the lob
idea of just iwhat is required.*
its manager. Mr. Joyce is now tak ster. Cook the body bones ten min
this writing were not known but it is the middle of next month.
The beginner at least will be wise in this column.
expected that they will clear about
utes in water to cover, strain and
Martin Joyce who is driving team ing fish.
3100 and those who took part and had hauling pulp wood at Vlnalhaven.
Walter Robinson and Maynard add to the chowder. Season with
the affair in charge are to lie con called on his father, F. A. Joyce, Sun Robinson, both of Boothbay Harbor, salt and pepper and serve at once.
gratulated for its success.
visited the island and went to
Corn Chowder.—Take a can of
day.
TURN ME OVER
C. 0. HARADEN
I'renchboro and thence to Bar Har corn, four cupfuls of diced potatoes,
bor, whence they will sail a boat back one and one-half Inch of salt pork,
' The Black and White minstrels.
one sliced onion, four cupfuls of
to Boothbay Harbor.
I'that was given by Rockport High
Miss Beatrice Stockbridge, one of milk, eight crackers, three table11 School last Friday will be repeated in
“It is surprising how free from decay
th» honor students of Rockland High spoonfuls of butter and salt and
Union, at Town hall Friday, May
the
teeth can be kept by using gum
pepper
to
taste.
Combine
as
above.
OF ALL KINDS
School,
is
visiting
her
parents.
Mr.
9th.
(©, 1923, Western Newspaper Union.)
and Mrs. Seth G. Stockbridge at their
after each meal.”
home in Atlantic.
Every issue of The Courier-Ga
Harry Sager and family cf Gld
zette is a salesman, visiting three
Harbor are preparing to move to At
You know how hard it is
times a week the homes of this vi
lantic where they will occupy the
Will Go Anywhere
cinity and soliciting business for its
IT’S
to get the children to clean
li use of Merton Staples.
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
advertisers.
Telephones 156-M or 629-J
AWFUL
Work of eliminating the dangerous
The Famous Sheet Music you see adver
their teeth. By giving
turn In the highway near the house
tised in ail the leading magazines..
GOOD
234 Limerock St.,
ROCKLAND
them WRIGLEY’S you not
of Capt. Roscoe Kent is well under
Over 220 selections—send for
NORTH APPLETON
49-tf
catalogue
way. The roadway will be straight
oftlyreward themfor clean
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.
ened
and
considerably widened.
Owing to the recent heavy rains
/
ing their teeth, but the
Since the advent of, the automobile
several cars have been stalled in their
i: has been a very dangerous corner.
journeylngs, and had it not been for
reward is actually the
Hanging May baskets is now in
the timely assistance of accommodat
means of performing this
vogue.
ing neighbors, <ach with the aid of
Andrew C. Smith has taken over
faithful Dobbin, these cars might
important service!
PLUMBING
the management of the general store
still be each in Its own particular
formerly
conducted
by
Clarence
“Slough of Despond."
SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
WRIGLEY’S aids digestion
Smith.
,
Miss Helen Meservey is teaching
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
George Smith and Mr. Dagg tt of
the school at North Hope and board
too,
and acts as an anti
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
Ellsworth ami Capt. Carter < f Bar
ing at home.
REGULATION SIZE WITH
septic
wash for the mouth
Harbor have been business visitors
The heaviest rain of the season,
PiPE & PIPELESS FURNACES
NAME AND ADDRESS OF
to
the
island.
accompanied
by
a
gale
which
reached
MAKER
AND
NET
WEIGHT.
IN
and throat. Sev
HOT WATER AND STEAM
Mrs. Mary Stanley who some years ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
the proportions of the "line gale" oc
HEATING
eral flavors-all of
ago used to be postmaster at
curred Thursday, in consequence of
I. AW
Minturn, whose heme is now in New
20 Franklin Street.
Rockalnd
which there was no school.
W R I G L E Y
London, Connecticut, anil her daugh
$4.50 per I GOO Sheets
Stanley Meservey of Camden was
Telephone 424-1
ter,
Mrs.
Ellen
Bridges,
also
from
quality.
at home Sunday, driving a new car.
For Pound Size
137-tf
New London, have been guests of
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Pitman of
Postage 15 Cents Additional
Mrs. Hattie Stanley at Old Harbor.
Salem. Muss., visited his brother, B.
The Flavor Lasts
Mrs. Bridges has returned home, and
A. Pitman, this week, also his fa
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Mrs.
Stanley
plans
to
spend
the
sum

ther, W. H. Pitman on Appleton
Postage 10 Cents Additional
mer on ttx island.
Ridge. The trip was made by auto.
For each additional 1000 sheets
Walter Stanley nnd family of Min
As the result of ids season's work
ordered at same time, add to the
turn have moved to Boston.
Frank Perry has the pelts of more
Capt. and Mrs. Emery Joyce have
price of first 1000, $4.00 and 16
than 50 muskrats on exhibition.
returned from Portland where they cents postage for each 1000.
Ed. Richards was a guest over Sun
spent
the
winter.
Capt.
Emery
is
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ii Depends on You!
by the way every
now busy getting summer cottages in
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
Frank Perry, returning to his work
Ai-9
order.
where hereabouts,
In
Camden
Monday.
For Half Pound Size
You cannot go wrong if you
Haddock is plentiful in the bay
So far as has been observed by the
invites You to be
Postage 10 Cc^ts Additional
make our 180-page Catalog (mailed
though the fishermen her as else
writer, C. A. Towle is the first in the
as happy as
where are hampered by the scarcity
on request) your guide, in purchas
neighborhood to have done any plant
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
of baR.
ing. which includes sweet corn. If
Young America
ing agricultural needs.
Captain and Mrs. Butman of Old
Postage 10 Cents Additional
damp weather is favorable fftr its
We list “everything" at 1924
Harbor made the trip from Portland
For each additional 1000 sheets
sprouting It surely ought to lie send
to Swan’s Inland in a motor boat, ordered at same*time, add to the
prices.
ing forth a sprout here and there.
stopping one night in Rockland.
price of first 1000, $3.50 and 10
The gay and festive fish peddler is
(324)
The K & W dealer in your
The steamer Vlnalhaven remained cents postage for each 1000.
again
with
us.
and
fresh
end
and
neighborhood will serve you well.
at her dock at Swan's Island al! day
haddock tickle the palate after a term
egetable
Thursday, on account of the storm
Write for your Catalog, today.
of months spent chewing the dry, but
there was no mail to or from the
delectable codfish, and even the 1111KENDALL and WHITNEY, Portland, Me.
lower and
nljQUALITY and
island.
putian smelt has a place on the trill of
Dealers in Agricultural Merchandise
Smelts are running in the brooks.
arden eeds
fare all its own.
,cE
since 1858.
BM
May
night
came,
hut
not
ushered
in
i/o/’ result*
Rockland.
Maine
Know the tremendous pulling power
as usual by a May hall to the disap
pointment of many.
j
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HORSEMEN AGOG

die told bint to visit the stables of
layer C. H. Searcy of Louisville,
ho is also National Republican
ommltteman.
Stokes told bint
earcy had a colt raced as a three
ear old last summer and touted
im highly.
He did the Canton,
track in 2.07’A and this was.why
kes lecommended bint to look
vei
ter the Searcy horse.
Before invading Kentucky bint
filed Searcy by phone. The Mayor
the Southern city told the Fredicton horseman his horse was for
,le.
The price was $7300.
Lint
pped the next rattler, found the
orse all he was reported, and closed
le deal.
This wiggler will be foreost in the ranks of those trying to
tthrone the Presque Isle champion,
)hn R. Braden.
IChesley H. Searcy is the son of
liver Axworthy.
He won the only
at that Anna Bradford's Gill 2.01
st on the Grand Circuit last year,
was Stokes that drove and ma' keri
m.
The horse Is now in Stokes’
ble and probably will remain there
cing on Ohio tracks, until early in
ne.
The horse is named after
yor Iqarcy's brother.
He was
20.
His dam was Mallse

V
•

famous Clay King,

was made on the mile
oledo.’ July IS.
IChesley* H. Searcy is a notable adtion to the world fimous ranks of
3rses that will start on the Maine
id New Brunswick short ship this
immer, John It. Braden. 2.02%;
kson Gratton, 2.01’A; Dan Hedgeoqd 2.04’A and Roy Gratton 2.01%.
W. H. Keys, the well known St.
ephen. N. It., horseman re ently
•quired a line racer in Early Dillon
10 at Chicago.
The St. Croix valy reinsmen paid more than $1100
r him.
He was regarded as one
' the bargains of the spring sale,
e reached St. Stephen early this
ionth.
Early Dillon was bred by Charles
mes of White Hall, Illinois, and was
aled in 1918.
She is black and
ands 13.2 hands.
She is by Early
aper, sire of
Heir
Reaper,
)4%, and a number of others
the 2.10 class while her dam
as Maxine Dillon 2.24% dam of
instant Dillon 2.13% and a number
others.
(Early Dillon took her record before
e went to the races last year, havg been campaigned by Henry Haw
ns, the well known Illinois horsean.
She started nine times, won
ur and was second twice, third
ice and four once in the mudge.
te only time she was outside was
ten she had to be drawn by Illness,
te addition of Early Dillon will till
' e , vacancies in the Keys stable
■' used by the departure of Jenny H.
is, his star picer, for Readville.
The new owner of Jenny H., W. L.
' »on of Calais has placed her in
I
stable of A. S. Rodney to 'he
led for the $10,000 pacing event in
-Age Park, Windsor, Conn., early in
by.
Jenny IL, will remain in the
jdney cate for a trip through the
ty State circuit and they will refn to the Keys stable for a trip
rough tlje Maine and New Brunslek fair circuit.
Calais will fix up * its h alf-mile
_ack this summer.
Much attention
(11 be paid to the surface of the
ral and new stalls are to be built.
•While many prominent horsemen.
. -eluding Keys, have repeatedly dt ;ed rumors to the effect that Anna
adford’s G-irl and at least one
her Nationally known horse, were
ming to Maine, the reports peiit that Maine horsemen have corL
ed this star.
Hher new horses that entered St.
■phen thLs spring are Gertrude
id, a pacer eligible to the 2.17
' is; Billy Directum, a green trotter
I a. four year old green pacer by
>erty J.

RE MUSCLES
Vacations are often
spoiled by soreness re
sulting from outdoor
games. A good massage
with Vicks often gives
surprising relief.
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Warren Ixidge, 1. O. O. F., has an

Keep Your Hand
on the Wheel and
Shift Qears
Lever on right prc-tclccu
gean—depress cluck—
gears are shifted mechan
ically

Apperson has done more to
promote safe driving than any
other engineer. With the me
chanical gear-shift, the driver
shifts gears without taking hand
from wheel or eyes from the
road. It positively assures a
quick, certain change of gears
in every emergency and gives
the driver greater confidence in
his absolute control of the car.

i

FIREPROOF
. GARAGE CO. .
and

It will be worth your while,
regardless of- the car you are
now driving, to drive this car
today.
»

ALBERT C. JONES
Maine Wholesale Repre
sentative for Apperson
Motors,, Inc.
Direct Factory Branch

j

.
;

GLENMERE

UNION

Ur. Carlson who has been living
in tile Capt. Joseph Seavey house
bought a place in Elm< re re ently
and moved in.
The next day \ the
house eaught fire and burned flat
and now the family is back in the
Seavey house again.
Mrs. Roland Thompson is home
from Hsbron sanitarium.
Miss Marguerite Wincapaw Is
spending the weekend ;t Mosquito
Island, guest of the Freemans.
Mrs. Frank Harris lias returned
from a two weeks visit in Thom
aston.
Eugene Smith was in Thoninrton
Friday after a load of’grain.
Charles Wiley and Charles Davis
are working at Wallston this week
for Mr. Hickey.
The bailies Sewing Cir,:lc meits
May 8 with Mrs. M. J. Harris.

Mrs. Merle Bennett, who has been
visiting her mt her. Mrs. Lula Wil
liamson, has returned to her home in
Waltham, Mass.
John L. Lenfe.st who has had em
ployment in Boston for the past six
months is home fur a few weeks.
Meric Messer is having a large oi!
tank installed at his garage.
IE. A. Matthews is at work in the
blacksmith shop at the quarry.
Robert Farris is driving a brand
new auto.
»
All. and Mrs. I). J. Phillip^ of
Amesbury, Mass., were guests of
Airs. Bertha Simmons the past week.
-George Yeato.n, State Hortlculiurii* ir.d George Babb of Augusta
wore business callers in town Friday.
Amos Norton and Frances Mears
b .th of South Thomaston, were mar
ried April 18 by Kev. E. S. I’fford.
Miss Phyllis Wyllie cf Thomaston
is a guest at tli • home of H. E. Mes
ser.
The Easter supper at the Congre
gational vestry was a great success,
netting the Aid about $23.
Tuesday evening. April 29, marked
the 50:h wedding anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. Enters m F. Clark.
Rela
tives and friends gathered to help
celebrate the event nnd a most en
joyable evening was spent in this
hospitable home.
Cake, hot cocoa,
homemade candy and oranges were
served.
The .guests departed at a
late hour leaving many nice gifts,
among them several pieces ef gold
mid im per money and wishing the
bride and groim nyony more years of
'Yfirtw) life.
The nWif-meetir.g o' the CothJi^Jrl^
tional Ladle*’ Aid will be held at the
home of the president. Mrs. Bertha
Simmons next Thursday.
It is ear
nestly h( ped all will make an effort
to be present as there is business of
importance to be brought before the
meeting.’
Tht High School beys and girls of
Rockport who gave so successfully
the Black and WIu
Minstrels In
Backport last week will present the
same pi --.ram in Union had, Friday
night cf next week.

Wonderful values in
dresses, just arrived at
Co., Ko kland.—adv.

coats

•and
(’of.l;

Every Issue of The Courier-Ga
zette i9 a dalesman, visiting three
times a week the homes of this vi
cinity and soliciting business for its
advertisers.

OUT OF THE GLOOM
Many a Gloomy Countenance in Rock
land Now Lightens With Happiness.
A bad back makes vru gloomy.
Can't be happy with
hac-‘“
aehe.
. _ '
The aches and pains of a bid back
Are frequently due to weak kidneys.
Doan’s P.i.s are recommended f r
weak kidneys.
So Rockalnd citizens testify. Ask
your neighbor !
***’
Mrs. W. R. Flnn-dpr^CBypkej StL

Rockland, says: “When I was young
I had a had spell of sickness and it
left mV kidneys in a weak and dis
ordered condition. 1 was unfit f r any
kind cf \v: rk f r ah. ut a year. There
was a steady, duU ache in my back
over my kidneys and it made me mis
erable. Everything I undertook t-> d >
was a drag and I had blinding diz/’.y
spells. As another of the family had
used Doan’s Pills with good results
I sent to the Pendleton Pharmacy and
got two boxes. After using Doan’s I
became much better and my kidneys
have never bothered me since.’’
60c at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
Co., Mfrs., Buffalo,
Y.

FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MAFCUS, 313-315 Main Street
Reck,and, Maine

EVERYTHING MUSICAL
We Have For

PIANOS
Standard Makes

Ivers & Pond
Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhail

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20c AND 25c
Accordions, $4 to $100
$7 to $12
Auto Harps,
$3 to $7
Brief Cases,
$35 to $85
Clarinets,
Chinese Gongs,
$4.50
Cornets,
$1-5 to $100
Drum Traps, $30 to $100
Harmonicas, 1 5c to $2.00
Harmonica Holders, 50c

Mandolins,
$4 to $25
Metronomes, $4.50 to $7
Music Cases $1.50 to $20
Music Stands, $1 to $2.75
Music Rolls, $1 to $3.75
Saxophones. $85 to $200
Strings for all Instruments
Violins,
Violin Bows
Violin Supplies

V.F. STUDLEY INC.
Telephone 7 I 3.

ROCKLAND.

283 Main St.
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PINE TREE PRODUCTS

WARREN

zer Reports That Speedy
Ones Ard Being Imported
To Beat John R. Braden.
While the past few seasons have
teen splashed with highest grade of
acing known in the history of the
State, yet more brilliant clashes are
lue this summer between light liartess fliers are predicted by those
laltnlng knowledge of racing eondilong in Aroostook and the Canadian
trovinces.
John It. Braden’s rule in
<othern Maine is to be disputed thi“
ear as never before.
Strongest in
he line of contenders is the new
''rederieton, N. B.. pacer, Chesley II.
iearcy 2.U&H. imported from the
llue Grass region of “Oi’ Kaintuck."
?hls Searcy horse will probably ’be
Iraden’s strongest contender for racng honors, tut there will b? others,
lany others, seeking the title.
"John R. Braden and Presque Isle
fiust be humbled." is the cry from
lorthern Maine and New Brunswick
owns.
Money is nothing, if only
ohn Willard's veteran campaigner
ises hia crown.
"Flashy horses from many parts of
he East have been netted by the
oraemen up North.
Many are
nown to be speedy propositions.
Hhers are gambles.
John II. Braen will have his work cut out for
lm to wade tlyough the classy
elds this season.
Fredericton horsemen went to
fork in earnest to seek a horse that
•oukl lift Braden’s title. J. T. I Jut
ook a trip out through the Middle
Vest early in March to look over
vallable horses.
He was unable
3 And anything that promised to
ive the Braden horse trouble.
He
nally visited the stables of H. H.
tokes of Springfield, Ohio.
The
ell known Springfield trainer was
freed to admit to the Eastern buyer
e hud nothing to send up against
le Presque j»i. horse, but rev in
tended that bint take a trip down
irough Kentucky.

*—— ■ i

invitation to work at the 18th Dis
trict meeting in Hallowell, compris
ing Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner,
Richmond and Cooper’s Mills, May 2G.
Warren will work the first.
Mrs. Lloyd Thomas, -who was
culled here by the illness of her
father, A. B. Conic, returned to her [
home in Lincolnville Saturday.
• |
A 6 o’clock supper wil! be served >
by the Indies of the Cungregitional
Circle at the church parlors May 8
with Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs. I. E. J
Starrett, Miss Fannie Thomas and J
Miss M. Grace Walker as housekeep- '
ers.
|
Charles Biackington was engaged
Friday and Saturday in hauling the
household goods of Dexter Hart to
the Hills rent at Weston Hill.
Lloyd Spear is clerking at the new
drug store for G. H. Gardiner
Miss Elsie I.ermond, who has been
the guest of her mother, Mrs. Clara
I.ermond the past week, returned to
Feverly. Muss... Saturday morning.
Mrs. Florence Sprowl of Rockland
is visiting at the home of her t.ephcw
Pearl Hilton.
Brown Crockett of Boston is the
guest of his parents, .Mr. ard Mis.
Bert Crockett making the trip down
by automobile.
Mr. and Mrs. Grland Barrows of
Rockland have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Levi Rokes for a few days.
Charles Pease bought a new I’ord
touring car the past week.
Mrs. Fannie E. Brown of Thomas
ton was the weekend guest of her
daughter, Mrs. W. F. Overlook.
John Sldensparker, proprietor of
the Central Oarage, was in Cnion
Saturday on business.
Friday marked the end'of the con
test at S»tarrett’s grocery store in
prich purchasers of groceries were
permitted to guess the number of
seeds in a squash exhibited ill the
window.
The winners were an
nounced ns follows; first prize, a din
ner set. won by Forrest Spear; sec
ond prize, a live dollar gold piece,
Mrs. Annie Watts; third prize, a $2.50
gild piece, Arthur Starrett.
H. N. Hilton, who resigned as boss
of the spoolers at the woolen mill,
concluding his duties at the end of
the past week, was presented by his
help Saturday morning with a very
attractive mahogany smoking stand
as a reminder of their long associa
tion.
To say that Mr. Hilton ap
preciated the thoughtfulness cf the
girls is expressing it lightly.

LI

------
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Estate of James Y. Wooster
| pressed its determination to encourage foreign trade. The new State i.ISa0^
’’ll
,ot
licui nt noctunnu
Rockland on the 18th day of April,
,
,
...
i1 new
J \r • j Pler- 1000 wet long, turmsh- s the best . a Ii. ld»i.
and Varied of facilities for handling export or' Ceonte I.. Young. Eve utor on tlx* estate

I

Maine nas Many
Industries — Behold This
Interesting List.

Maine. Pom Jhe earliest days hav
ing played an important part in
shipbuilding and foreign trade, now is
taking keen interest in the Eleventh
National Foreign Trade Convention
that will he held in Boston on June
4, 5 and ii
Last year the Pine Tree
State produced $94,000,000 worth of
pnper and pulp, and $30,000,000 worth
of boots and shoes, $17,000,000 worth
of cann' l and cured fish and clams,
$8,000,000 worth of canned vegetables
and fruits and $2,000,000 worth of
furs,-a considerable portion of which
products were shipped to foreign
lands.
If there is a way to boom
this trade still more the entire State
will ben- fit.
The coming conven
tion. it i believed, is destined to
mark a revival in the traditional po
sition i f all New England in foreign
trade, where it formerly was a
pioneer. Last year the foreign trade
of the r.tire country totalled $7,959,884.334.
Perhaps 'because of the Yankee in
genuity nf her sons, Maine always
lias had seme industries which were
unique and whose products always
were salable In the four corners of
the eart'i.
Deservedly she has a
great summer resort business but
still it is not sufficient to maintain
her population, steadily giowing,
without manufactures. While com
mercial sh.pbuildlng has declined to
a mere reminder of what it was half
a century ; go along the crast of
Maine, flier" still are turned tut an
nually h.i idreds of pleasure craft of
various tyi es.
This is an industry
that is qrewlng.
Several concerns
have bull’, up a wonderful reputa
tion ami considerable foreign busi
ness 'bv on dueing birchbark canoes
of the Ind un type, almost, impossilile
to purc iase elsewhere,and other ca
noes of canvas, pleasure,yachts and
motorboats. South America already
tuys m i iy Maine canoes, nnd ex
porters sty that the Held has hardly
been sci itched.
• * • •
IRowtlin fs are another product that
Is widely sold, and moccasins once
again remind one of the Maine In
dians.
The moccasins of M'alne
manufactute have proved their pop
ularity ni t only in this country but
in Cana.11 and overseas.
With the
gradual Hturn of stable business
conditio s. say the manufacturers,
moecasi is may yet be shown in
every s'.p r store the world around
because
their lie 'uliar superiority
to eertnii uses.
Maine also ex
ports sn Vi.hoes, skils and various
ether similir products. Perhaps the
most universally known product of
the Pine Tree State is Poland Water.
It is claimed that “the sun never
sets on Poland water,” because it is
said on (very eontinent, and prob
ably hardly a passenger ship leaves
an Amcican port without a supply
on board.
Maine also ships abroad
marine c.igines, shijes, textiles, die-kkislff!
i.p from her hardwoods
aid whi b go all {t.er the world,
plli-bo' s, made of her soft woods

of .lames V. Wooster, late of North Haven. In

car,B°e*’ ,Ther* also ,a,r* otlJer said County, deceased, having presented his
Maine porta- that easily could lx? tie- first and final account of administration of
vt loped for similar purposes, al- said estate for allowance :
Ordered. That notice thereof be given,
though they would lie farther re three
weeks successively in The Couriermoved from fills country's great Gazette, published in Rockland, in said
cities. ‘’tc-ckton Springs, the outlet, County, that all persons interested may atoc (%„
.. p v .
* i.
-i
i teni1 at a Probate Court to he held nt Rock
al tilt B.ngor & Aioostook Railroad, ian(|( on j|,e twentieth dav of May next,
for inst.mee, already has a great and show cause, if any they have, why the
pier and enough water alongsdde to said account should not he allowed.
ADEIjBERT I. MILES, Judge of Probate.
accommodate good-sized trans-AtA true copy Attest:
52-T-58
HENRY H PAYSON. Register
l\ntic kine-s. Through Portland in
1922 there were shipped in trans-At
Estate of Elsie M. McIntosh
lantic trade 599,312 tons and the ex
KNOX COUNTY In Court of Probate
ports covered a wide variety of man he’d at Rockland on the fifteenth day of
April,
A. D. 1924.
ufactured goods. Nearly 20,000,000
Helen A. McIntosh, Administratrix on the
bushels of grain was one item. The estate of Elsie M. McIntosh ,late of Rockland,
principal
imports received were ir. said Coutity, deceased, having presented
him clay
/.1.1V f..nm
first and final account of administration
•China
hina
clay fiom England, oil from ! her
of said
eslHltf for allowance:
Tatnp.ee, pulpwood from New Bruns- ; Ordered, That notice thereof be given three
wick and wood pulp from Norway I weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
a newspaper published In Rockland, in said
and Sweden.
County, that all persons interested may at

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland

for

Augusta, A }7.00 a.m.. 17.30a.m., tl lOp.m,

Bangor, A$7.00a. m.. ’7.30 a. in., tl.lOp. m.

Boston. A§7.00 a tn.,t7..»Oa.m., |1- 10 p.m.
Brunswick,A$7.00a.m., +7.30a. m., fl.lOp. in.,
|5.35 p. m.
Lewiston. A$7 00a. rn., 17.30 a. m., fl 10 p. m.

New York, tl 10 p. m.
Portland, A§7.00a. ra., 17.30 a. m., tl.10 p.m.,
f5.35 p. in.
Waterville, A$7 00 a m., 17.30a m.,ft.10p.m.
Woolwich, A >7.00 a m., 17.30 a.m., fl. 10 p. ra.
fo.35 p. in.

A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
wich.
t I tailv,except Sunday.
I). C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS,
4-27-24 Y. I\ & Gcn'l Mgr. Cen'l Passenger Agt

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE—SPRING SCHEDULE
STFAMSHIP BELFAST

Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturday at 8.00 P. M. (Standard Time) for
Boston.
Return Leave Boston. Mondays, Wednes
days and Fridays at GOO P. M (Daylight
Saving Time).
Leave Rockland Tues
days, Thursday'! and Saturdays at 3.00 A.
M. (Standard Time) Camden 5.43 A. M *,
Belfast 7.15 A M.; Bucksport 9 00 A M ;
Winterport 9.30 A. M ; Due Bangor 10.00 A.
M
Return Leave Bangor, Tuesdays, Thurs
days ami Saturdays at 2.00 P. M ; (Standard
Time) for Boston and way landings, due the
following morning about *7 00 A. M.

tend at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
land. on the twentieth day of May nfxt, and
show
cause, if any they have, why the said
STATE OF MAINE
account should not be allowed.
Knox, ss.
APELBKRT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
At a Probate Court he’d at Rockland in
A true copy Attest:
and for said County of Knox, on the
52 T
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.
eighteenth day of April, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and twentyEstate of Harriet Boardman
four.
STATE OF MAINE
MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES
Whereas a petition has been duly filed Knox, ss.
BAR HARBOR LINE
praying that the balance remaining in the
At a Probate Court held at Rock’and in
Standard Time
hands of George L Young, executor of the and for said County of Knox, on the 15th
estate of James Y Wooster, late of North day of April, In the year of our Lord one
Leave Roek’and Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Haven, deceased, on settlement of his final thousand, nine hundred nnd twenty tour.
Saturdays at 5 A. M. for North Haven,
account, made at a Probate Court, held at
Certain Instrument purpbrtlng to be the Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
Northeast
Rockland, within and for said County, on last Will and Testament of Harriet Board - Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Harbor 11
April 18th, A. D. 1P24, may he ordered to be man. late of Thomaston, in sabl County, A M
distributed among the heirs of said deceased, having been presented for probate and ap
Return Leave
Bar Harbor Tuesdays,
and the share of each determined.
•
plication having been made that no bond Thursdays and Saturdays at 1.00 P. M. for
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to all be required of the executor named in the will Rockland and way landings.
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
BLUE HILL LINE
Order thereon to be ‘published once a week, all persons Interested, by causing a* copy of
three weeks successively, in the Courier-Ga- this Order to be published three weeks suc
Standard Time
ette, a newspaper pub'ished at Rockland, in cessively In The Courier-Gazette, a news
Leave Roc! land Tuesdays, Thursdays and
said County, that they may appear at a pa|K*r published at Rockland in said County, Saturdays at 5 00 A M. for Dark Harbor.
Probate Court, to be held at Rockland, in that they may appear at a Probate Court to South Brooksville, Sargcntvllle. Deer Isle,
and for said County, on the twentieth day of be he’d at Rockland, in and for said County, Br.xiklin. Sou»h Biudiiil, due Biuehlll 1. 00
May, A. P. 1924. at nine o’clock in the fore on the 20th day of May, A. D. li»24, at nine A M
noon. and show cause. If any they have, why o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
Return- Leave Biuehlll Tuesdays, Thurs
the prayer of the petitioner should not be any they have, why the prayer of the pe days an ! Sntitrda.vs at 12.30 P. M. for
granted.
titioner should not be granted.
Rocklnnd and way landings
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge of Probate.
ADELRERT L MILES. Judge of Probate.
At Boston connection is made via the Met
A true copy—Attest •
A true copy- Attest :
ropolitan Line express, passenger and freight
.’2-T-58
HENRY H PAYSON, Register
52 T 58
HENJIY II PAYS3.5. Rcgl tar steamers for New York and points South
and West.
Estate nf S. Henry Gardner Jr.
Estate of John M. Witherspoon
N’AINE STEAMSHIP line
STATE OP maim;
STATE OF MAINE
Knox,
ss.
Fortiand New York Freight Scrvics
Kr.ox, ss.
At a Probate Court,held at Rockland In and
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
Direct Frelfdit Service between Portland
for said County of Knox, on the ISth day for -said County of Knox, on the 15th day and New Yorl is resumed from the New
of Anrll A. I) 1921 Samis H. Witherspoon of of April, in /lie year of our Lord, one thou State Pier. Portland, Me.
Sailings Tues
North Haven having presented hlr petition sand, nine hundred and twenty-four
Thur.'idn.vs and Saturdays tach way.
A Certain Instruments, purportlrg to be the day;.
that the actual market va'ue of so much of
Through rates and direct track connections
the estate of John M Witherspoon, late of last Will and Testament of S Henry Gard with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
North Haven In said County of Knox as Is ner, Jr., kite of Rockland, in said County, roads
having been presented for probate, and app.lsubject to the payment of ‘the State In
F S. SHERMAN. Supt., Rockland. Maine.
herltance Tax, the persons interested In the catlon having been made that no bond be
It S. SHERMAN. Agent, Rockland, Me.
succession thereto, and the amount of the required of the executor named in the will.
Ordered, Ti.at notice thereof be given to
tax thereon may be determined by the Judge
all persons interested, b.v causing a copy of
of Probate:
Vinalhaven ar.d Rockland
Ordered; That notice thereof be giv^n to Ibis Order to be published three weeks suc
the State Assessors and all persons inter cessively in The Courier-Gaeztte, a news
•
Steamboat Co.
ested
In
the
succession
to said paper pub.lshed at Rockland in said County,
property, b.v causing a copy of this Order to that tiny may appear at a Protiate Court to
Tiie direct route between
be pub'ished once a week, three weeks suc be held at It ickland, In and for said County,
cessive* In The Courier-Gazette a newspaper on the 20th dav of May A. I). 1924, at nine ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
published at Rockland in said County, that o'clock in the foreiaion, and show causo. If
ISLAND
they may appear at a Probate Court to be any they have, why the prayer of the petit
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
he'd at Rockland, in and for said County, on ioner should not he granted
(Subject
to
change
without notice)
ADELBERT
L
MILES.
Judge
of
Probate
the 20th day of May A. I). 1924, at nine
Don’t insure your automobile until
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. THURSDAY, JAN. 3.
A true copy- Attest :
o'cloik In the forenoon and b? heard in ref
1924.
you have heard how $J.OO bought
52
T
58
HENRY
II
PAYSON.
Register
erence to the determination of said tax or
Leaves Swan's Island daily except Sun
$2509.
George Roberts & Co.. Inc.,
any question that may tfrlse in reference
Estate of Helen G. Pendleton
days at 5 30 A M for Stonington, North
thereto.
STATE OF MAINE
10 Limerock
Street
Rockland,
Haven, Vinalhaven and Rockland.
ADELBEP.T L. MILES, Judge of Probate Knox. ss.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M. for
Maine.—adv.
54-72
A true copy Attc- t:
At a Probate Court held at Rock’and In
52 T 58
HENRY II PAYSON. Register and for said County of Knox, on the 15th Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, and
Swan's Island.
day of April, In the year of our Lord, one
W. 8. WHITE,
Estate of Char'es H. Achorn
thousand, nine hundred and twenty-four.
WALDOBORO
General Manager.
STATE OF MAINE
A pctKion asking for the appointment of 'Rocklnnd, Maine. Jan 3. 1924
Knox sa.
Lawrence I! Dunn as administrator on the EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES ..((I .........
A; a Probate Court he’d at Rockland in estate uf Helen G. Peudleton late of Tlioma .ton
Stated meeting of Wiwurna Chap
and for said County of Knox, on the twenty- in said County, having been presented and
ter. O. E. S., Tuesday evening. May
third day uf Anri!. In the year nf our Lo-d. application having been made that no bund
13.
Dcgi ?cs will lie eonfcired upon
F. B. ADAMS, M. D.
one Ikouaand. nine hundred and twenty-four be required of said Administrator. Ordered,
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the That notice thereof be given to all persons
two candidates.
Lunch will , be
last Will and Testament of Charles H interested, bv causing a copy of this Order Office Hcurs: 3 to 9 a. m., 1 to 4 and
served at' tne close of the meeting.
7 to 3 p. m., and by appointment
Aeho-n. late of Rockland, in said County. to be pub’i.siied three weeks successively in
iEvery , veiling <f the cirni.nl givInivlnit been presented for protiate. and ap The Courier-Gazette a newspaper pubHsl.ed Day or Night Calls answered from the
plication
having
been
made
tiiat
no
bond
lie
_n undir the auspices of the Paraat Rock'.and In said County, that they may
office
required of the executor named In the will appear at a Probate (kwrt to be held at
g n>TSdrt~i5,jL'j£lifft'..Dt,2!> Band was
Ordered. That notice thereof he given to Rockland in and tor said County, on the 20th
403 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
ail persona interested, by reusing a copy of day of May A. I). 1924, at nine o’clock in the
one grand sq.-eesThe {’tar Thea
Telephone 160
54-tf
thia Order to be pub idled three weeks aue- forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
tre was attractively ilecor9.,ed Jqicesslve'.y In The Courler-Oaz tte. a news why tiie prayer of
petitioner should not
Not
Medicine.
Not
Osteopathy
the occasion, tne Hoar space"Nbeing
paper published at Rock’and. in said County, be granted
used for the booths and the stage for at)d *" gue depressersf’ the little 'hat thev r.iay appear at a Probate Court to
ADELBERT 1
^18, Judge of Probate. C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph.G
be he'd at Rockland, in and for; so Id Countv,
wood that the^xh^r
A true cops*. - * "■‘n
vaudeville and band concerts.
The
ti»a. n. :;:j. ’ jTTq!—Th’Xit 1 li
Chiropractor"
ii oths, dene in brilliant colors, were to kc
'>
iour TTihgue
>.iitie at nine o’clock in the forendraftv4nd show
Esta’.o of Sidney M. Burton
filled with a choice collection of he »i. . eys the Inner region^ «1t your cf.use. If any they have, why the prayer of
430 Main Street, - - - Rockland
tfTATE OF MAINE
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropractic
blankets, dolls, candy and other at moutti anil throat to see if there is the peti'inner ahould not be granted
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate. Knox, ss.
Office Hours;
tractive prizes. The members of the a "spot" to he found.
It is a great
A true copy- -Attest :
At a Probate Court liei'd at Rock’and in Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays, 10-12; 2-5;
W-T-58
HENRY H PAYaSON, RcgL.tcr
and for said County of Knox, on the fifteenth
Parag n Button "family" who had improvement over the teaspoon of
7-0. Tuesdays, Thursdays. 10-12; 2-5;
day of April, In tiie year of our Lord, one
Saturdays, 10-12.
Tel. 886
barge of the booths were Dorothy old days.
Maine’s si ft woods also
Esta e of Charles H. Grindlc
thousand, nine hundred and twenty four
Foelker. Floyd Benner, Eil t
Mc furnish a goodly portion of the
STATE OF MAINE
A petition a iking tor tiie appointment of
KNOX.SS
Finma A Burton, as administratrix on tiie
Quade, Edith Douglass, Idella Gen- world's supply of newsprint.
DR. 3. L. McBEATH
Al a Probate Court he’d at Rock’and In estate of Sidney M Bui ton. late of Thom
thner, I.u?y Arnold, Mr. and Mrs.
(■ne interesting problem that will nnd
for said County of Knox, on the 15th aston. in said County, having been pre
Osteopathic
Physician
Verne Hatt, Gordon Benner, Winnie be taken up at the convention will day of Aprl’, In the year of our Lord, one sented and application lia.hg bem made
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
tJiat no bund he required of said adminis
Adams, Ernest Smith, Gladys Barter, he that of apple exports.
England thousand, nln^ hundred ar.d twen y-four
Telephone 136
tadltlon asking for the appointment of tratrix;
Robert Coffin, Kenneth Heyer, Grace always used to take a very large M A Monte
leu Grind’e, as administratrix on
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to ail
38 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
Nash, Simon Murphy, Nancy Max percentage of Maine's winter apples, the edate of ('barles II. Grlnd'.e, late of persons Interested, by causing a < opy of tills
Graduate of American School of
well. Herbert Knight and Howard most of them being shipped out of Vlnalhaven, in said County, having been Order to be published three weeks success
Osteopathy
presented and application having been made ively in the Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
Rand.
Mrs. William S. Johnson Portland direct to Liverpool.
More that no iKU.d be required of said adminis published at Rockland, in said County, that
had charge of the ice eream served in recently, however, the increase in tratrix.
they may appear at a Probate ( our1 to be
•Ordered, That notice thereof be given to he’d at Rockland in and for said County, on
the hide room.
The vaudeville freight rates has exerted a depress
a’l persons interested, by causing a copy tiie twentieth day of May. A. 1>. Id.’, at nine Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
which included songs and dances ing effect on this trade, and the con of this Order to be published three weeks o’clock In the forenoon, ami show cause, If
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
was much enjoyed.
During the lat vention will consider ways and »uccesf.lvely in The Courier-Gazette, a news any they have, why tiie prayer of tiie pe
ter part of each evening the band means to overcome the handicap paper published at Rockland, in said Oounty titioner should not be granted.
Telephone 323
that they n.a.v anpeaf at a Proba’e Court
ADELBERT L. MILEH, Judge of Probate.
played for several dances.
The af and restore the apple market of to be he’d at Rock.'and In and for said
33 Summer Street, - - Rockland
A true copy—Attest :
fair was a financial success, the band Britain to the growers of Maine fruit. County, on the 20th day of May, A. D. 1321.
53 T 58
ILAI.'i H PA\gDN, R .
58-tf
at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and show
realizing about $200 as their part of
Clfa M. Shaw
The Maine fanners Association, cause,
If any they have, why the prayer of
the receipts.
STATE OF MAINE
which comprises thirty large com the petitioner should not be granted.
B.I1 Hart, who is a great favorite panies, i3 one of the State's leading
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate. Knox, ss
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
At a Probate Court held at Rock’and in and
A
true
copy
—
Attest
:
with Waldoboro audiences, will be factors in the production of canned
said County of Knox, on the 15ih day of
52-T-58
HENRY II PAYSON. Rei ter for
Diseases of the Eye;
April, in Hie year of our L(?rd one thousand,
seen at the Star Theatre tonight in fruits and vegetaihies ft r the home
nine hundred and tv.< nty-four. Ella M Shaw
Estate of Charles C. Kelley
the stirring Western drama, “Singer and foreign markets.
Maine was
Refractions, Etc.
of Union in said Comity, having petitioned
SS
Jim McKee."
The famous Pinto the largest single producer in tile to KN>)X.
407 MAIN STREET
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in thh court for change of name from Ella M.
pony will be much in evidence. Bill’s tal output last year of $2.712.681 and for said County of Knox, on the 15th Shaw to Ella M Coggan, Ordered, That
Hours: 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 3 R. M.
thereof be given to all persons in
leading lady is pretty Phyllis Haver, worth of tanned sardines, many of day of April, in the year of our Lord, one notice
Residence, 21 Fultoi) Street. Tel. 391-J
terested, b.v canting a copy of tills Order to
nine hundred and twenty-four.
who not long since was one ef Mack which were sent to outside countries. thousand,
Office Telephone 493-W
A petition asking for the appointment of be published three weeks succiKikivclv in tiie
Courier-Gazette,
a
newspaper
published
at
Sennett’s attractive bathing girls
F. E Burkett, as administrator on the es....
ta‘« of Charles G. Kelley, late of Union, in Rockland in raid County, that they may ap E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Thp American comedy is entitled
pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
Auburn, as probably few Maine
County, having been presented.
"Why Not?" and the International people realize, is the greatest centre said
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to land, in and for snld Comity, on tlx*
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
twentieth
daj of May a. D. ipl’I, at nine
News film will also he shown.
all persons Interested, b.v causing- a copy of
In the world for the manufacture of this
Order to be pub'i died three weeks suc o’clock In the forenoon, and show cause, if
IMiss Edna Yofjng has returned canvas shoes.
Residence
until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
any
they
have,
why
the
prayer
of
the
pe

Thousands of its
in The Courier-Gazette, a news
from Massachusetts where she spent shoes for babies go to Cuba, leaving cessively
paper pub’ished at Rock’and, In said County, titioner should not be granted.
Telephone 184
ADELBERT
L
MILES.
Judge
of
Probate.
the winter.
they may appear at a Probate Court to
enough at heme to take care of every that
A true copy A Nest :
be held at Rockland In and for said County,
Mr. and ^irs. Richard David and infant in the Pine Tree Stab'.
THOMASTON,
ME.
52 T-58
HENRY H PAYSON, Register
Au on the 20th day of May, A. D 1924, a’
daughter of Portland have been burn-made canvas shoes for adults nine
o’clock In (he forenoon, and show cause,
Estate of James Y. Woo3tcr
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Da find reailv sale not only throughout if any they have, why the prayer of the
STATE OF MAINE
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
petitioner should not he granted.
vid.
Knox. rs.
the Unit 1 States hut in Mexico,
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORZ
•George Law hns leased his house at Cuba, Columbia, Australia, South
A true copy—At’est:
for said County of Knox, on the < ighteentli
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
Killer’s Corner and will move his
32 T-59
HFNKY_H PAYSON. Register day of April, A. D 1924 George L Young,
Africa, Norway, Sweden and Den
LINE
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
family to Indiana.
BANKRUPTS PETITION FOR DISCHARGE having presented ills petition that tiie actual
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
mark.
market value of so much of the estate of
iPaul F. Dusha ef New York has
VELOPING.
PRINTING AND EN
If Maine has a more unique pro
James Y Wooster. late of North Haven, In
LARGING.
been in town the past week.
Jn
the
matter
of
Cecil
(«
Cooley,
Bankrupt,
said County of Knox, as is subject to the
duct than “sucker sticks," made for In Bankruptcy.
Mrs. John F. Duffy has returned
payment of tiie State Inheritance Tax. the
370 Main Street, Rockland
the candy suckers, it is hard to re
(To the Honorable John A. Peters. Judge persons interested in the succession t,lento,
from North Jay and opened her call.
Tho State also sends out of the District Court of the United States and tiie amount of the tax thereon may be
house on Depot street.
the Dl strict of Maine
determined b.v the Judge of Probate;
many tots of spruce gum. both as it forKleell
G Cooley of Washington, in the
Ordered, That notice- thereof he given to
Mrs. Jennie Einscott is in town for is dug from the tree trunks and as
H. M. deROCHEMONT
County of Kr.ox and State of Maine, in said the Slate Assessors and all persons Inter
three weeks after spending the win melted Into sticks.
Cattle salve, District, respectfully represents, that on lie ested in the succession to said property, by
103 PLEASANT STREET
ter in the South.
Her brother, steel tape si d leat'herboard are other thirtieth day of June. 192.3, he was duly causing a copy of this Order to be published
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Con once a week, three weeks successively in ,
Torsey Harvey of Everett, Mass., is
unusual products.
gress relating to bankruptcy; that he has the Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published I PLUMBING
HEATING
her guest.
The thr»e thousand industrial es- duly surrendered all his property and rights at Rockland, in said County, that they may
iMr. and Mrs. Arthur Scott of Rath ir.hiishmeriK of Maine employ more of property, and ha< fully compiled with ail a|»pear at a Probate Court to be held at
TEL. 244-W
the requirements of said Acts and of the Rockland, In and for said County, on the
have been recent guests of Mr. and
ban OO.Oiiti workers an J send their orders of Court touching his bankr.ipuy.
117-tf
twentieth day of May, A. D. 1924, at nine
Mrs. Fred W. Scott.
Wherefore he prays that he may be de o’clock in tiie forenoon and lie heard In
products (’trywhere.
These pro
Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney of New ducts are talued at $I50.000.ub0 and creed by the Court to have a full d’seharge reference to the determination of said tax
Yi rk has presented the Library with the annual payroll amounts to nearly from all debts provable against bis estarw or any question that ma\ arise In reference
ARTHUR L. ORNE
under said Bankruptcy Acts, eX"«?|rt such thereto.
a large collection of recent fiction.
SI 00.000.000.
The manufacturers debts as are excepted by law from such
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
Insurance
A true copy -Attest : •
buy yearly $230,000,000 worth of raw discharge.
(Dated this twenty-first day of April, A. I).
52 T-58
HENRY H PAYSON. Register
materials and it is interesting to note 1924.
Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co.
CECIL G. COOLEY, Bankrupt
Estate of Marion Beverage
, that some tt the tin. copper and raw
and
STATE OF MAINE
417 MAIN ST., .... ROCKLAND
wocl used had to be secured from
Knox, ss
ORDER
OF
NOTICE
THEREON
in the best wet weather logs
countries thousands of miles distant. District of Maine, ss:
At a Probate Court held nt Rockland in
This brings up one of the im|)or'On thh 3rd day of May, A. D 1924, on and for said County of Knox, on tiie fifteenth
ever invented
day of April. A. D. 1921, .1. Leon Whitmore
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
tant subjects to be considered at the reading the foregoing petition, It is
Ordered by the Court, that n hearlnR be having pres,med bis petition Unit the aetiuil
Boston convention—the effect
on hud upon tile .nine on Ihe l:llh dny of June. ' market value of so iimeii of ibe e«t:ity of
Attorney At Law
American Industry of the constantly A. II. 1924, before said Court at Portland, | Marlon Beverage lale ef Noiili Haven in said
growing importation cf raw arid 1 In aaid Diatrlqt, al ten o’eloek In the fore-i County of Knox, as is sohjeit to die paySpecialty:
PROBATE PRACTICE
I noon; and lit.' noli -e thereof
published
"f the S a e Inherllanee Tax. the |s r
11
semi-finished matirials from over
” " I in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper print'd sons Interested In the succetuilon thereto, 431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
aI.I District, ..and
,,,l that „I1
scan.
.Limes A. Farrell, j/esident ', in "said
all 1.,
known orz.zli
credi and the amount of the tax thereoh may lie
Telephones—Office 4S8; House 603-W
of the United States Steel Corporaand other persons In Interest, may ap determined h\ the Judge of Probate ;
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
..
„i • •
..
-v’,.:
i prar at the said time and place and show
tion an I tnairman ot the .National (»gURpt if Jiny they have, why the prayer of the State Assessors and ail persons inter
ested In the succession to said property, by
IPATENTEDI
Fcreign Trade Council, who w'll pre- i said petitioner should not lie granted,
L. R. CAMPBELL
side at tile convention, believes that' And it h further Ordered by the Court, that causing a copv of this Order to In- published
.
. . the Clerk shall send by mail to ail known once a week, three weeks successively in the
tn.s subject is one of the greatest C|f()Bots copies of said peti;ion and tills Courier-G lette a newspaper published at
Attorney At Law
importance.
Mr. Farrell is a New order, addressed to them at their places of Rockland in sal-,1 County, that they may ap
pear at a Probate Court to he held at
England?* by birth and worked his residence as stated.
Speed
Attention to Probate Matter*
Rockland,
in
and
for
said
County,
on
tiie
20ih
, ,
Hiniess the Honorable John A Peters.
way up ti« m laborer to exporc man- 1
of
slUd_____
C(Mirt.___
and_____________
lll(, »eal thereof. day of May A D. 1924. at nine o’clock in
___th<____
875
MAIN
ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
?ger, th'i to president.
H kr.ows at Portland In said District, on tiie" 3 d day !’he forenoon and Ik- heard in reference to
A D 1924.
«
I the determination of said tax or any question
A.J.TOWER CO.Bost
foreign trade as well as anyone in of May,
that
niav
arhe
In
reference
thereto.
|L S.|
JOHN F KNOWLTON. <’!erk.
America f^r.d is, perhaps as enthusi
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy Attest:
astic over its benefits as anyone in
Every issue of The Courier-Ga
A. C. MOORE
52
T-58
HENRY H PAYSON. Register
Know the tremendous pull

Brave the Wind

Estate of James Y. Wooster

Storm

the °

FISH BRAND

ORDER EARLY FOR SPRING DELIVERY
We Have In Stock a Gocd Line of

BARRE GRANITE MEMORIALS, VERMONT
MARBLE COMPANY’S HIGH GRADE MARBLE
AND MANY OF OUR LOCAL GRANITES

We will be pleased to have you consult us before placing your orders.
Telephone Connection

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
T-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

REFLEX
LICKER

"1

this country.

zette is a salesman, visiting three
vi- * PICTURE FRAMI NG—Saws sharpened, all
its kinds of shop carpenter work promptly and

making of Portland an impott- l times a week the homes of this
ing power of Courier-Gazette IjflntIn export
a>id import port, largely cinity and soliciting business for
ads.
(through State (help, Maine has ex- advertisers.

carefully done.

EDWIN II. AlAXtY, over

Paysou’s store, at the j

Piano Tuner
»
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

Page Six

Rockland Courier-Gaztte, Tuesday, May 6, 1924.

,

-

Every-Other-Day

_______

FJrJ id rJ rJEu

AMERICAN LEGION
MINSTRELS
'v
Thursday and Friday, May 8-9

'

50 Trained Voices!

8 Funny End Men!

Friday Night Show Followed by DANCE
MARSTON’S Music throughout

d,

6 Big Vaudeville Acts!

Tickets now being checked at Mixer’s Candy Store, Camden. Some
Good Seats Lett. Get Yours Now. Tickets to Show, 55c
»

THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. George Gillchrest who
spent the winter in Florida, wire in
town Saturday.
Maynard Shaw and Miss Alice
Cotter of Lewiston were guests of
Mrs. Henry Shaw Saturday and Sun
day.
Mrs. J. E. Walker will return Wed
nesday after several weeks absence in
Brooklyn and Hyde Park.
Baseball at Thomaston Saturday
resulted in two victories for the home
teams. Thomaston vs Vinalhaven.
12-0; Thomaston 2nd team, vs Ten
ant's Harbor. 4-3. Thomaston High
Will play Rockport Independents at
Thomaston tomorrow.
Allyne Peabody has offered his
howling alley for sale and plans to
carry on a real estate business. He
has listed the Bunker blacksmithshop and property on Beechwoods
street.
Capt. an(l Mrs. E. L. Mon'gomery
who have been spending the winter
in Shelter Island, X. Y.. are expected
home Thursday morning.
Village carrier service is very pop
ular and is on the increase. New
patrons are being taken on frequent
ly.
Rev. R. H. Short'and H. B. Shaw
went to North Haven Monday to at
tend the Lincoln Baptist Association.
The Mission Circle of the Baptist
church will meet Wednesday after
noon with Mrs. E. P. Starret:.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter Strout
went to Brunswick Saturday to visit
thelr'son Alfred, who is a student at
Bowdoin College.
They returned
back Sunday.
A quiet wedding ceremony was per
formed May 4, at the Baptist par
sonage, when Miss Doris Wincapaw
of Warren was united in marriage
with George A. Ronquert of Vinalhaven, by Rev. R. H. Short. After
the ceremony the young couple re
turned to Warren.
Mrs. Cyrus Newbert and son Rus
sell of Gardiner visited Mrs. New-

Events in the Lives of Little Men
—e —

>-•. ■ ■'

kr>
lw/

• ' ' tH- AV

....... -

Furniture ot Charm
For Your Living Room
k

RUSTIC in design, serviceable for its wearing ability—such is the Furniture you’ll

find among many sets at this season of the year.
As for value we’re ready to challenge the entire

OH.JIMlNy MA
IT HURTS

In Everybody’s Column

Ford ton truck with 8 foot oar
body, with cab in good condition.
TEL
Advertisements In this column not to 5M W.
53*57 :
exceed three lines inserted once for 25 cento.
FOR SALE Ford Touring Car $85; on,
3 times for 50 cents
Additional lines 5
cents each for one time, 10 cents 3 times. Ford Truck $175 fitted for hauling wood. Z
bargain for sonic one.
Must be sold h
Six words make a line.
settle estate of Fred ti Cleveland.
W. A
CLEVELAND, 33 Paclflc St
55-57 ,
FOR SALE Model 90 Overland In gone
Lost and Found
condition.
JOHN At. GAMAUE, 9.0 _Me
cltanlc
St.
53-55
. FOUND—Scotch ('ollie puppy. mile. MRS.
COLBY, 2 Lovejoy Street.
Tel. 313-W.
FOR SALE—Ford Coupe, 1923. up-to-date
Can he seen at FLYE'S GARAGE.
53*55
LOST_ Between South Warren and South
FOR SALE My Standard Eight Tourli i
Thomaaton. May 3. sheepskin coat.
M E Car at a bargain. In tine condition. Rut
WEBBER, 38 Water St.
Tel. 270-W Re SOHO miles
PR It. W. BICKFOKD. 42
ward.
_____ 55*57
Ylaio St.. Rockland.
51-tf 1
LOST—New 30x3'- Pennsylvania cord tire,
1923 BUICK 5-PASS. SPORT SEDAN-It
new rim, between Park St.. Itock’and to excellent condition and just like new. t’al|
Camden.
Reward.
PERRY'S LAN t'PRY. or write A. C JONES. 5 Talbot Ave.. Rock
578 Main St
__________ 54-58
land.
Phone 576-It.
52*tf
LOST—Plush lap rube between P. 1> StarFOR
SALE
—
Chevrolet
Truck,
just
over
pett’s store and toil of B E. Matts hill. hauled and In good condition.
t'
Return to WARREN GARAGE aud get re DONALD P. GEORGE, Thomaston. Apply
Ale
ward
___ •_______ 54-50
52-tf
LOST—New tire with rim. between Union
1922 APPERSON
5-passengcr touring
and Searenont Sundae
Communicate with
complete equipment: cac mechanically Per
ALBERT PEASE. Hope.
.53*55
feet and carries a new car guarantee, reasnt
LOST—Between Littlerock and Lincoln for sale, owner lias traded tilts car in on
streets, tortoise rimnted glasses in J. F. tow Apperson Sport Model
Car can b
Burgess case
Finder please return to seen at tlie FIREPROOF GARAGE, phon
SMALLEY'S law office.
53*55
889 or rail A. C. JONES. Rockland.
52*tf
LOST—Auto number plate 44.544 on way ~FOBSALE—1920 Special Six Stitdeliake
front Union to So Montvllte, Appleton touring ear. N'ew cord tires all around
Apply to DONAL]
Return to HENRY TURNER, Burkettvillc. in good running order.
I’. GEORGE. Tliomaslon. Me
FOUND—X Bitter Kerosene Lusterllte.
COLE SEDAN. DODGE
SEDAN, LA
Yon can have it delircred In 5 gal. lots to 1922 Revere Touring Sport Model, 2 Max
your home an' Whcrc in Rockland free.
For well Touring. 2. 91 Overlands.
STEVEN
service call ‘MOODY'S. 455-SL_______ 1-tf
GARAGE, 57 l'aciflc St
Tel. 563-R.
51-56
of
the
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given
loss of deposit book numbered Phi. and tlie | FOR SALE—DODGE TOURING CAR
owm r of said boot, asks for duplicate in AI shape.
Been run less than 5090 mile:
accordance with the provisions of the State HARRY FLINT, 202 Main St.
47-tf
law
Security Trust Co.. Union Maine
Branch
Bi JOHN 11. WILLIAMS. Mgr

4.T-T-55

Wanted

town.

Used Gars

WANTED—Second-hand weir twine.
Ad
dress WEIR TWINE cats Courier-Gazetl

FOR SALE

For Sale
FOR SALE—Harley Davidson motor cycl
13 speed with side car; or trade.
H. 1
1 TIEBETTS, It No 3. Waldoboro, Me.
j

FOR SALE -(Early ctrbbag. plants, cat
liflower anti tomatoes.
CHARLES FALL:
WINDSOR HO- 73 Materi k St. Tel 3312 II _____ 55*57
55-tf
Spring Seat, Back and Arms and Web Construc
SALE—Two good rows; early Ro*.
WANTED-Our Field MjitaiTer Sul .»'■ t< Seed iStAtoca $1™ l*r bu.; e<gs to set
*•' -7— ^
Rockland on May 13th to appoint a General 50c per 15 eggs. Reds, Wyandottes, M. L<
tion, only........................................................ $168.00
Agent to represent us in thia territory Lorn*. Anconlas Black Mlnorcas.
L.
Our organization is national in s.-ope and ROBINSON. Manager. Angler’a Farm _ Tel
CAMDEN
EMPIRE THEATRE
STRAND THEATRE
tite oldest ad its kind in America in the 9-5 I nion.
____ '
Other Suhes in Leather, Tapestry and Velour,
Health and Accident field.
An interview
be arranged by mail.
Address DOWN
wii
FOR SALE—Thomaston
In “The Dancing Cheat,” Universal can
Thursday and FriJay night
One of the best comedy dramas ever
ING, care Courier-Gazette.__________ 5.5-57
tenement overhead.
\S76.00 and upward
attraction
now
being
shown
in
the
for written is ‘“The Spenders,” which
Bunker Blacksmith^ Shop on I
WANTFD—Three finirh carpenters at once
n‘K>to in Camd
■ . .
»
— .. .
«
bwt'h eteCi Mr«. E. K» Wlnriiin60x70.
Would make tine garS
MAINE STATE PRISON, Thomaston. Me
he Ajn^r^nWLegion Min-streW x\ ill has its final showing tonight.
A Empire Theatre, Herbert Rawlirison.
54 - 56
Dwelling house on Beecliwo
bach Sunday.
rooms,
excellent
condition.
eo-starring
xvith
Alice
Lake,
does
his
William Tarbcx returned to New
be playing at thp Opera House, cultured society girl, accustomed to
WANTED—POSITION Capable young lady
rooir
Flint Hirm. Beechwoods strel
fighting
mentally.
Heretofore
Raxvwith
several
years
experience
desires
clerical
York Monday.
12
acres.
House
in good shape
every
luxury,
proves
herself
a
won

'There is little question that this will
position in Rockland, or some point near by
These
art
bargains.
Inquire
DR
ALLYN!
Thurman Sidelinger
xvho
has
ljnson
has
appeared
in
a
number
of
•lie the fitting climax of a season of derfully good spot t and clears her
t an 111011511 excellent referm-es.
Write I’EABDDY. Thomaiton.
55-57 p
worked at eteamfltting at the prison
extra fine shows. There are BOjfather
father from
from diagrace
A Universal screen successes which direct to MISS EVELYN I HINMAN. Crisdisgrace and debt.
has returned to his home in Minot.
AeM.
Man
.uni.
I
HARNESS
—
New
double,
new
single,
seco-fl
called
for
demonstration
of
real
fistic
| trained voices in the chorus and the I.. q„ mjng plotter receives his just
James L. Feyler is very ill of pneu
WANTED—Man to sell made-to measure band double aid single team llarneM ffl
'tnd men have a great line. There are j desserts at the hands of the man he prowess on his "part. Irving Cum
sale.
Cash
or
easy
payments.
direct to wearer
Si'OTT SYSTEM.
monia. He is 89 years old.
six vaudeville acts in addition. T—t* had wrong' d—with the assistance of mings directed from tlie Saturday clothing
PRESCOTT, Til. 462 J, Rockland.
55*57 1
Wholesale Tailors. 99 Bedford St.. Boston.
Rockland, Maine
Vernard Achorn, Haymond Young.
*t“
M 52-63
'cts are now on sale.
a tank full of gasoline.
It is a Evening Post story, "Clay of Ca’lina,"
FOR
'SALE
Two-horse
plough,
privet
$
Stephen Barry and Stanley Kelloch
.
The whist party which was given n'odern modification of the age-old by Calvin Johnson.
WANTED—At all times Shaggy rats and TECL. 26-11. THOMASTON.
j
who represented T. II. S. in the track
A western picture and a scenic will kittens. Highest prices paid. TEL 352-14.
by the Friends in-Council a; Masonic “badger game,”—and how the pros
FOR SALE Chase heading mi thia
races at Orono Saturday did not rt JOHN S RAN LETT. Rockville. Me 31-tf
Shall Friday afternoon for the benefit pective victim refused to "come complete the program.
i achine la good condition
Call •>» wr
turn as victors tn the half mile and
The attractions for Wednesday and
WANTED—Relics. Antiques. Curios, old HARRY A SMI FT. East Wii ren, P. 0
of the School Health Fund netted a through.” This interesting triangle,
pamphlets, pictures, mirrors, old col dr.‘s. Thomaston, R. F. D. 1
51*
mile runs, but they did have a great
substantial sum for that worthy ob —an experienced Wall Street broker, Thursday will be Bryant Washburn books,
ored glassware, candlesticks. lamps, bottles,
LINCOLN-BAPTISTS MEET
FOR SALE -40 h p. Steam Portable Shy]
time,
ject. The party was a social success a “young Loehinvar from out of the and Alice Lake in "The Love Trap.” vases, lustcrware, china, hooked rugs, cov
Baptist Church and Dr. Potter (Pres
Anson Bucklin, who has been out byterian) held in Carnegie
1 buy anything mill good condition sawed 400 M s
hall.1
-----as well. There was a dainty colored West,” and a beautiful girl with The entire story is one of compact erlets, clocks, furniture.
No more standid
old {hid pay highest cash prices.
E. R. etL'p tiuiliig List \t;ir
several weeks on account of sickness Manhattan. Subject. Resolved “That ] A large attendance featured the linen handkerchief as a souvenir at high ideals.
Iiiiv.Ikt and have other bueineM reason fl
The feverish activi character. The action is suposed to TROWANT, Damariscotta. Maine
51 56
resumed business Monday morning.
selling
Pine and Spruce lumber. TOUf||
Jesus was entirely human and nol in- Lir.eoln-Baptist Asso nation conven- each plate and refreshments were ties of a Wall Street broker's office take place in three days. The de
WANTED—Chambermaids to work at the and dr< ss“d Lath and Lobster Trap Stn l
Dr. and Mrs. B. W. Peaslee and carnate Deity.”
Everv word came i tion which opened in North Haven served.
during a time of panic.
“Uncle nouement is thrilling and the mystery THORNDIKE HOTEL.
sawed to order.
BERT A. MLKPHt
49-tf
Mrs. Marian Shrader will motor to to our hearing ns distinctly us if w.e last rriglit and continues through to
Mrs. Wallace Easton was called to Peter” Bines, arrives in New York well sustained. The love element; too,
Friendship, Me.
Telephone Waldoboro l
WANTED
—
Two
table
girls
at
the
THORN

••*>
55-T-8 9
day.
The
opening
sessions,
held
in
is
most
effective
hut
in
ex'ery
way
Portland today.
had been in presence of speakers,
Stonington last week by the death of from the West and becomes "tlie new
this is tt “different" picture. There is DIKE HOTEL.
The Thomaston Academy which and bursts of applause were fre the line new Baptist church, were ad her mother. Mrs. Amos Small.
FOR SALE—Thu homestead t»r the lal
Napoleon of Finance.”
Carl W Thurston in Union.
On StaJ
stood out so conspicuously has quite quent ir. which we sometimes joined. dressed by Rev. A. H. Page and Miss
Miss Julia M. Annis who has been
IPannie Hurst's startling matri a s-trong vein of comedy supplied to
Road j.t.d It. F. D. Route.
Less tha.i o
Miscellaneous
lost its identity in the structure now The strong Baptist man won out on Abbie Sanderson, workers in the Chi spending the past week with her par monial ideas have reached the balance the drama.—adv.
mile from schools, It K ami s’nr'*s
(•
Officers will ents. Mr. nnd Mrs. H. R. Annis, re screen at last. They will be visual
termed the High School building. A negative side as xve felt sure tin lis nese missionary field.
tains about sixty acres of excellent la<
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED Called for in a high state of cultivation
Cuts
catalogue of the officers and students tening to both sides) lie would. lie elected at the business meeting turned Saturday to Boston.
This ized Wednesday anil Thursday nights
and deliWred.
Work guaranteed.
ROCK tons of bay.
Large joung orchard
G.,*,
of the Academy dated April 15, 185". This radio set with its “loud speaker " today.
year Miss Annis is teaching in Need when "Daring Youth.” will be pre Summer Cottages and Board LAND HARDWARE CO. Tel Till. 55-tf
buPdlngs lighted by electricity.
Must
contains the names of many who have has brought to us sermons by such
so'd
to
settle
th
■■
estate
II.
L.
GRINNELi
ham High School.
TO LET—Newbert’s cottage on Irke and
sented by a cast of such popular
reasonable
GARDENS PLOUCHED at
55-tf|
been influential in town as well as preachers as Dr. G. Campbell Mor
CURTIS BOK TO MARRY
Mr#. Charles Rice is seriously ill at stars a.3 Norman Kerry and Bebe road a’ West Rockport- -5 rooms all fur prices. C Fy PRESCOTT. Tel 462-1 Rock- Admr.. Union, Me.
nished garage, city water, garden 1 miles land.
school affairs. The board of trustees gan of Londoner. Stires of Ft.
Invitations are out for the mar her home on Alden street.
7
FOR SALE Gray mare, all aouttd, weld
Daniels.
The well-known authoress from Ko k and
PRANK
NEWBERT.
21
13M lbs . 3 yean old. fesrleu, work tin
consisted of M. H. Ludwig, prtsident; Thomas’ Episcopal, Manhattan, Hr. riage of Miss Margaret Adams,
Miss Bessie E. Benson his gone to Fannie Hurst, contended, at the time Masonic St.. Rockland.
55-57
MAMM0TH DARWIN TULIPS for
Me or double, good driver.
LEROY WBGGIl
A. J. Fernald. secretary; Capt. Oliver Codman, Congregational, Brooklyn daughter of Mr and Mrs. William T Bangor for a visit of several weeks
morial Dav
$1 o«» doz
Order early. Tel. So Thomaston, Me.
Telephone 871-22.L
of her marriage, that too much fa
TO
LET
—
Furnished
bungalow
at
Friend

Jordan, treasury; Hon. John Rug and Dr. Keigwin. Presbyterian. Man Plummer of Philadelphia to Wm. Cur with htr uncle. Dr. Amos li. Smail.
54*501
93
R.
H.
I>.
AMES.
12
Florence
St
miliarity caused marriage to lose its ship. Me. Address GEORGE DYSON FrtlOl ,
55-63
gles. Hon. William Singer. Hon. At- hattan. Then we attended the Con tis link at Tite Memorial Chruch of St.
J. H. Hodgman as delegate and romance.
FOR SALE—Registereil Jersey Bull, elexj
As a result she and her 1S9 Mortague St , Brooklyn, N Y. 54-59
xcood Levensaler. John 1 >. Barnard. tinental Congress in Washington by Paul. Dvcrbiook. Philadelphia, at half Mrs. J. A. Brewster as alternate from
TRUCKING ANO.JURNITURE MOVING— montlis old; priced reasonable
B.
TO LET OR FOR SALE—At a bargain, two
husband keep separate establish
All kinds.
E. W. FARMER. 33 Tillson Ave. .\'I('HOI,S, K F. D. No. 2, Union, Me.
Esq., Albert P. Gould. Esq.. Hon. radio.
Heard- introductory address after four o'clock. Saturday, May 24. the Congregational church, leave this ments and make appointment with furnished summer cottages. K and 9 rooms, at Tel. 889.
54*591
55*57
Owl’s Head. Maine Address B. F. Hl'SSEY,
Joshua PatKrson. William C. Burgess anil presentation of speakers by the Mr. Bek is a son of Mr. and Mrs. morning for Skowhegan to attend the
each other over the telephone. This 30 Church street., Everett Mass.
46e85
NURSING—Mrs. A. T. Smith has returned
FOR SALE—Horse at your own pri(|
nnd Ipaac F. Chapman. The instruc President General of D. A. lb. fol Edward W. Bok. Camden summer State convention of Oongrogitionaljsts
scheme is worked out in the current
W.
FOR SALE AT MIRROR LAKE West Rock from out of town and Is at Mrs. Leo’s. 10 good driver and worker, also fat.
tors were A. K. P. Knowlton. A. B., lowed by addresses by President residents and has been a valuable to be held in that town May 7 and 8.
Will do general nursing or care LEONARD. Owl's Head Road, F. 0. Ro
attraction at the Strand, but prob port. ’ The Pines” cottage, nicely furnished, Gurdy St
principal; Miss Mary A. McGuire, as Coolidge. Ambassador Jesserand. Sir | member of the Camden baseball
TEL. 422-1.
54-56
land
34*5
Mrs. Eugene W. Herrick has re ably with far different results than including piano. Nestling among the pines. for invalid
sistant and H. M. Byron, teacher Eric Howard and Gen. Pershin
team.
Mr. and Mrs. Bok will lie turned to her home in Dext.-r after a Miss Hurst had ever-anticipated. In 75 feet from the lake and 30 feet elevation
I HAVE THE AGENCY FOR WALSH NO
FOR SALE—Seven room bouse, good cell:
a most beautiful view of the BUCKLE HABNESS
of music and pianoforte. The stu It was a wonderful evening.
1 set extra heavy electric lights. Hush closet.
Garage and '
at h me after September 1st at two weeks visit with her mother, the screen version romance, instead Itlakecommands
and mountains.
W. A. CLEVELAND, harness; 1 single express harness; also houses, one minute to electric cars,
dents were principally from Thomas
Woodside Road, Ardmore, Fenrtsyl- Mrs. II. S. Upton.
54-56
of remaining fresh with absence, 33 Pacific St . Rockland, Me.
second,hand
double
harness
and
second
hand
ation.
beautiful
view
of
harbor.
Pri
loe
ton. Other places that contributed
asonable.
TEL. 472-4
53T55
Don't insure your automobile until vania.
Cart Carlson of Lincolnville has re ripens into jealousy.
The various
TO LET—Furnished cottage at Crescent express harness ; also one-horse Hussey plow. reason
were Brooklyn. Union, Appleton. you have heard hqxv $1.00 bougn;
Casli
or
easy
terms
C.
F.
l'KESCDTT.
Beach
for
the
month
or
season.
Inquire
turned from Knox Hospital where he incidents leading up to the final cli
FOR SALE—Farm at West Rockport—
'
53-55
Warren, Nantucket. Mass., Rockland. $2500.
Wonderful values in coats and underwent a serious operation and is max nnd denouncements furnish one at C. A. ROSE CO., Rockland or MRS. C. A. Tel. 4D2-J.
res.
Best money maker In Knox Coni,
George Roberts & Co.. Inc..
acre
ROSE, 17 Wachusett St, Forest Hills, Mass
South Thomaston. St. George, Cush 10 Limerock
L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle Sj
XX'ill
remove
garbage,
rubbish
and
ashes
Easy
terms.
dresses,
just
arrived
at
Cutler-Cook
Street,
Rockland.
convalescing at the home of ills aunt, of the most interesting sequences
52-tf
53every
dav
Also
general
trucking.
O.
E.
Telephone 6G5-2.
Rockland
ing, Belfast, Jefferson and Topsham. Maine.—adv.
Co., Ro kland.—adv.
34-72
Mrs. Charlts Atkins.
ever offered screen patrons.—adv.
ROBINSO.N—44 Railroad Ave.
Tel 293 M.
FOR
SALE
—
Summer
cottage
tola
at
In

Of those whose names appear in the
FOR
SALE
Power
boat,
first
class
co
TS
53*55
graham Hill, price $100 and $150. Also
Masonic
assembly
Wednesday
dttlon.
Inquire* CHARLES McKlNNEY',
catalogue the following are known to
summer cottage to let, ti rooms, electric
evening of this week. Dtan’s orches
LIGHTNING
actually
charges
your
Battery
Cedar
St.
Tel
867-W.
S67
-\V.
53*r>.>
lights, city water, 3 minutes to electric
PARK THEATRE
be living—Mary J. Watts, Alfred
30 minutes.
Money back guarantee
ur„ut, a™ (ire
tra.
cars; prici $250 for season.
(». A. TARR, In
County agents wanted for Maine and New ,
’ ,r. i"n|!,n ' YI, ’
C. Strout, Lucy Woodhull, Aroline
Rockland, Me. Box 245.
47-tf
The Legion MinsUels Thursday and
Hampshire. ■; A Money Maker.
Gallon free TH1RSTO.N, South Union,
--Today will be the last showing of
Lermond. Antoinette D. Jordan, \\ ilFriday of this wetk. Dance the sec
THE LHHITNING CO. Ill j FOR SALE—Robert Hull farm. Warn’
Roadster
COTTAGE AT CRESCENT
BEACH-To to Agents
liam J. Toliey and Sarah E. Morton.
G2*55
Thomaston road.
Twelve acres clear;
ond night. 'Marston will furnish Mae Murray in "The Fashion Row.” rent for the summer; has five sleeping rooms Kinsman St , Everett, Mass.
land. 16 acres pine, several young hard wo
and large living room, with fireplace, fine
$490.00
Other surviving members of the
Miss Murray’s dual role, besides pre kitchen.
FURNITURE
MOVER
COMING
FROM
music.
Lights, to’
Every room furnished. Fine well BOSTON, would like load of goodt for re growth ; good blueberry land.
Academy whose names do not ap
water, new poultry house.
Inquire
David Stewart spent tile weekend senting her as a drab little Russian of water. E. B HASTINGS
45-tf
turn trip- about May 15th.
Special rates. place for terms
pear in the catalogue, ytt who were
53-55
in Waterville, the guest of his broth peasant girl, gives her opportunity far
cottage
at Inquire WILLIS E. CARLETON. Carleton
SELL OR RENT—Summer
students are Alary T. Levensaler.
Beau- Homestead. Rockport, or write to same. CamFOR SALE 34-ft. Auxiliary Cruiser. Go
display of a hundred magnificent Pleasant Beach. South Thomaston
er.
Sarah G. Fales and a Mr. Morrison
tiful location.
Cottage comfortable and (ien yie.
74*37
suit of sails
Two cylinder Hanford e
D. J. Dickens has bought a new gowns worn by Olga Farinova. the well
equipped for at least six persons. Good
Berths for fo«
of Methuen. Mass. A communication
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair poods at gine In tine condition.
Chevrolet touring car and W. G. Wil Russian tragedienne adored by Broad- garage
EXSIG.N OTIS, Rockland, Me.
Has
a
toilet,
shipmate
stove and other equi
the Rockland Hair Store. 336 Main St Mail ment
from Mr. Morrison recently appeared
39-tf
Can
be
inspected
at
Thomaston M
liams a neiy Dodge.
xvay.
For the opening scenes of i
orders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES
by applying to DONALD 1*. GEOBGK
in the Courier-Gazette.
1-tf
Mrs. Peter McGrath arrived from "Fashion Roxv." it was necessary to
CHARLES
W.
CREIGHTON.
32-tfl
A letter from Mrs. Abbie F. Rice
Boston Saturday and will spend the build at the Hollywood studio an ac
<1
NEW ANO SECOND HAND SIHOES. ClntliFOR
SALE
—
3
-room
house:
hot
water
To
Let
xvho Is visiting friends in Flushing.
xAods
Boi
Boupht cement cellar; modern improvements; he]
inc. Crockery and Household <
summer with her parents. Mr. and tual theatre, that will be recognized
la
N, Y.. is so interesting that it will
C. T. BRAGG, Rannkin Bloc k
TO LET—Furnished room at 22 MAPLE and Sold.
Mrs. S. G. Ritterbush.
garden.
New grocery business well stock
as an exact reproduction of a New
8-tf
be well placed in the columns of The
STREET.
Rockland
55-57
M.
G.
GURNEY.
3
Park
St.,
Camden
47-tq
Mrs. Lottie Pitcher has returned York playhouse.
Courier Gazette.
ft is noteworthy
SNOWMAN, TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
TO LET—Furnished rooms, excellent lo
FOR SALE--Gladioli Bulbs, large sii
home after a ten days’ visit in Port
Dan Mason in “Pop-Tuttles Tac11 *tf
as showing the modern way in
16 SUMMER STREET. Trucking and Moving
fancy bulbs, any color or mixed, 60c
Tics” and the International News cation, good home.
land.
55-57
PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING—For dozen. Sweet pea plants In pots 60c per i
which visitors arc now being enter
Rev. and Mrs. R. H. Hay len, Mns. completes the bill.
C C. Iceberg Lettuce plants. 15c per dozen.
TO LET—At Southend, upstairs 5-rooip. such work call 349-M Rockland.
tained.
Mrs. Rice writes “1 noticed
E CLARK. Tel. 864-R.
_________48-f1
C. O. Montgomery and Mrs. Julia
49*60
Reviving the noted stage success of flat with modern conveniences.
Sn.nny, JOHNSTON. 16 Pleasant St.
in Thomaston items of The CourierYoung couple pre
FOR SALE—Kineo parlor stove.
Larg«
Burgess were dinner guests in Rock 1883, “Hoodman Blind.” which opens witfi good sea view
Gazette that Mr. and Mrs. Charles
\Y. A. CLEVELAND. 33 Pacific St.
size
Good as new.
HARRY F
land of Jarvis C. Perrj- last evening, a txvo-day engagement at the Park ferred.
For
Low
Cost
of
operation,
ease
and
comfort
in
Eggs
and
Chicks
Dana Gibson were in Thomaston the
Main St.
followed by attendance on the Ny- Wednesday. Retaining the dramatic
riding the CHEVROLET has no equal for a low
23rd.
Two weeks ago Sunday I at
TO LET—3 unfurnished rooms for light
FOR SALE—Bouse in Camden, with
FOR SALE—'Hen pen large enough for 15
iregyhazi concert.
power cf the original, which opened housekeeping
Adults
only.
Call
at
16
tended the First Presbyterian Church
20 liens.
Easy to move
O. F. HILLS, modern Improvements, stable and garai
in Ixmdon and later, came to Wal BROAD ST . or Tel. 741-M.
54*56
slate
root on all buildings.
Call an
priced
automobile.
,
,
(’ouiier-Gazette
55-tf
in New York City with Che I s F.
5.30.
MRS XY
F. DRINKXVATF.R,
'Wonderful values in coats and laces theatre in New York, the screen
TO LET—Upstairs flat with modem con
Flint and we four. Me. and Mrs. Gib
WYLLIF
’
S
STRAIN
S.
C.
RED
May
19
Mountain
St.,
Camden,
Me.
Tel.
85-5.
dresses, just arrived at Cutler-Cook version is said to surpass the stage
Call 837-M and ask for a demonstration and regards
veniences. Coal and wood on same floor. and 26. 22c each
47-5S
June and July hatches
son. C. R- Flint ■ ad myself,
cupied
52-tf
Co.. Rockland.—adv.
play in the realism made possible by TEL. 436-12 for particulars.
I Sc « ac'’. nostpaid. Safe arrival guaranteed.
chet
FCR
SALE
—
Small
gas
heater,
a pew together whi! ■ listenin',' to
to our easy payment plan
the removal of stage limitations.
TO LET—3 furnished rooms, light house F H WYLLIE, R. No. 1. Thomaston. Tel COUHIEK GAZETTB OFFICE.
42-tt|
the service of splendid music and a
Know the tremendous pulling power
In the leading role first played by keeping. Modern conveniences. For adults 171-42.
FOR SALE The steam heating plant US
onlv.
MILTON M GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean St
scholarly sermon by Dr. Harry,Em
of Courier-Gazette ads.
$490.00 Utility Coupe, $640.00
Wilson Barrett, co-author of the play Tel'. 373-M.
Roadster,
our o'd office includes radiators and co)
48-tf
FOR SALE—Gardner house. Beech Street; In
erson Fosdiek.
The Gibsons have
So
’d as It or taken down. THE COL'RIK
with Sir Henry Arthur Jones, later by
Stover house. Limerock St.; 3 houses at GAZETTE.
TO
LET
—
STORAGE
—
For
furhlture,
stoves,
beaten me to Maine.
In the last
$495.00
Sedan,
,
$795.00
ANNUAL
MEETING
45-tf
Touring,
Kyrie Bellew in New. York, is David and musical instruments or anything that Southend. Nice house with Improvements at
mouthy I have had opportunity of
The annual meeting of the Corporators Butler, the young Fox star xvho has requires a dry, clean room
FOR SALE—5 draft horses—we arc n
Terms rea Northern!; 55 acre farm with plenty of wood
of the Rockland .Savlnjrs Bank v.ill be held
ALL PRICES F. O. B. FLINT, MICH
'"**tb^.ening in" and have had tem.tiksonable.
FLYE’S GARAGE, 221 Main St., $1500 Long list of other good trades ROB using auto trucks and must dispose of bort
at their hanking rooms YVednesdav, May 14. distinguished himself in the film Rockland
ERT COLLINS, Real Estate, 375 Main St. at once
H. n. STOY'EB &. CO , Rocklat
40-tf
eats in the way of preaching
4924,
at
9.30
o'clock
a.
nt
for
the
choice
of
world
in
a
period
of
txvo
years.
34-tf
Me.
40-tf
able sdays and addresses at other
.officers for the ensuing year and the tran- Gladys Hulette has the dual role per
TO LET—Small apartment at 20^4 Elm St.,
on Sun radio. Last evening we sat
FOR SALE—Burpee's
Furniture Polish.
FOR SALE—Second band Brunswick Cni
'saetlon of such other business as may prop
with all modern conveniences.
Will be va
formed at Wallack's by the beautiful cant. after April 7.
I.arge net Phonograph: 2 Cornets; 1 Baas Drum;
erly come before the meeting.
MRS C. E. HECK- Used in Buckland for sixty years.
times bT nearly midrright to get the
Telephone 837-M.
Main Street
IttM'KLAXD S.VVIXGK BANK
Annie Robe, then the “sweetheart of BERT. Rockland Ilair Store. 336 Main St bottle 00c: suiall liotllc 80c. Itt'Itl'FE FUR Flat Back Mandolin. STUDLEY INC.. Mu
up untif of the judges on the debate
NITURE
COMPANY.
1
tf
By K P Spe.tr. Clerk.
Dejit., Rockland.
38 tl
over Carini’s Fruit Store. /
.41 tf
Broadxvuy."—adv.
decision
Itocklaud, Me., May tl, 1924.
35-14
Dr. Straton of the Cahony

m

Suite like the above cut in best grade Art Velour,

V'1

CHAPPED
5EA50rT

WANTED—Housekeeper.
TJvL. .... "

k

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

l

SEA

between!

VIEW

GARAGE

Every-Other-Day

Social Circles

B~— —---■»—
n addition Io peraonal notes recording
epartures and arrivals, the department
ipedally desires lnt'nrmation of social liapenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
g mail or telephones will be gladly received.
ELEPHONE

................................................

771-770

X<adies' night at the Elks Home
tiureday evening will have an aus(pious preface, in the form of a turBy supper, which will be served
jtder the direction of Mrs. A. H.
ones and Mrs. A. C. Jones. Prizes
■111 be given to the winners at aucOn, and reservations for tables
Stould be sent in.

Jliss Martha Allen, who has been in
Zalthani for the winter, has reirned and opened her home at 170
ankin street for the summer.
Mrs. Edgar lirown of Ilockiand is
Isiting her mother. Mrs. Amelia
ayior, Tenant’s Harbbr.

Rockland Courier-Gaztte, Tuesday, May 6, 1924.
Robert Messer, Mrs. H. O. Gurdy,
Miss Maud Pratt; housekeeping com
mittee, Mrs. LeoU IWfggin, Mrs.
Maud Glidden, Mrs. Ruth Bird.
Miss Mildred Hopkins*’Of Somer
ville, Mass.. 1<T the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert A. Philbrook, Crescent
street.

Elliot R. Duncan has returned to
Danvers, Mass., to resume his dutjes
in the High School. Mrs. Duncan
will not return for this term but will
remain with her mother, Mrs. J. S.
Patterson, at Ingraham Hill. The
Duncans enjoy Danvers very much
and Mr. Duncan was pleased to re
ceive an offer to remain another
year as head of the commercial de
partment at a substantial increase in
salary. He is a graduate of the
Roekland High School and was con
nected with the commercial depart
ments of the local school and Bangor
High before making his present sat
isfactory connection at Danvers.

its tribute to the mothers who have
gone and stirring find serious in its
challenge to the mothers of today.
Those in charge of the program are
deeply grateful to Mrs. Lawrence for
her generous co-operation and all who
heard her wish to express their hearty
appreciation of her splendid message.
During the social hour which fol
lowed the program, refreshments were
served by a committee headed by Mrs.
Fred B. Smallwood.

- I—

Miss Shirley Doherty has returned
from a few days stay in Portland.

The Thursday Auction Club meets
with Mrs. G. A. Latyrence, Talbot
avenue, thia week.
|Edward O’B. Gonia motored to
Portland this morning, accompanied
by Dr. and Mrs. E. AV. Pcaslee and
Mrs. Marion Shrader of Thomaston.
Mr. Gonia plans to attend the ses
sions of Masonic Grand Lodge.

The Harmony Club will have a re
The officers of Golden Rod Chapter,
hearsal Wednesday night with Miss O. E. S., tendered Mr. and Mrs. Ar
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Jones left early Bernice Richardson, Claremont street.
thur AV. McCurdy a utility shower at
esturday for a short stay in Boston.
Masonic Temple last night.
Matron
Benjamin Wiggin has returned
Mrs. Clara AA’atts served as mistress
Mr. and Mrs. George Green, who from New York.
of ceremonies and also supervised
ave been spending the winter with
th^ preparation of the delicious sup
leir daughter, Mrs. Scott F. KitOwing to the mock trial Thursday per served in the small dining hall
•edge. In New York, have returned to evening for the members of Edwin
with covers laid for seventeen.
Mr.
leir home in South Thomaston.
Libby Relief Corps there will Ite no and Mrs. McCurdy as honor guests
public supper but a picnic supper in were tendered full homage and cer
Mrs. Lola Fitch, who has been stead. Mrs. Mary B. Cooper is to lie
pending the winter in Worcester, prosecuting attorney and Clara Cur tainly saw the regard held for them
(ass., returned home Friday.
Mrs. tis the counsel for defense. The ease by the “Star” officers.
itch was accompanied by her to be trieel is that of Miss Ella Day.
aughter. Miss Wlnnifred Fitch, who whom the prosecuting attorney ac
Supt. II. P. Blodgett of the Cen
ent back Saturday night.
cuses of having a "still" In her i>os- tral Maine Power Co. has bought the
session. The judge.is Mrs. Margaret Charles T. Spear house on Talbot
Mrs. George W. Foshr. who has Paladino. A great deal of interest avenue.
een confined to her bed for several is being shown and it Is hoped the
■eeks. is slowly improving, and is counsel "for defense will leave no stone
IF. L. Newbert has closed out his
ow able to receive callers.
billiard and pool 'business, and will
unturned to clear the defendant.
devote his entire quarters in Spear
Kalloch Class of the Baptist church
The May meeting of the Methodist block to the restaurant business.
ill meet Thursday afternoon in the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society
hapel to tack con^forters.
will be held at the home of Mrs. C. EJ Carpenters.
painters,
plumbers
Merritt, 104 Pleasant street. Thurs and ma.tons have a meeting in Car
The girls of the Know How Club day afternoon at 2.30. Mrs. Mary penters' hall at 7.30 tonight.
ntertained their mothers and a few Perry Rich will have charge of the
•lends at the Town hall in Owl's program and Mrs. Leroy Chatto will
AVonderful values in coats and
lewd Friday evening with a picnic conduct the mystery questions.
dresses, just arrived at Cutler-Cook
iiplter and entertainment. Most of
Co., Rockland.—adv.
Owing to illness Miss Mildred Wal
le cooking was done by members of
le club. After the lunch the girls dron is absent from the Rockland
Every issue of The Courier-Ga
till stories ami a very Interesting Hardware Co. office,
zette is a salesman, visiting three
ne was retd by Mrs. Wesley Post,
-----. I
times a week ti e homes of this vi
Menu’s 300 Years Ago.” Games and
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice C. Olbeton cinity and soliciting business for its
ptg« were enjoyed for the rest of and twin sons Maurice and Everett advertisers.
le evening.
Arhoid. of (iangor. were at Mr. Orbeton’s former home in this city over
Mrs. Evelyn B. Hix is making a the weekend.
iait in Boston.
A most enjoyable afternoon was
Miss Fiorenc Nelson of the Com- spent by the AV. C. T. U. and their
(frcicl Department of tlie High guests at the Universallst parlors
clfcol has accepted a pisition with Friday. Mrs. Myra Hodgdon extend- ■
5:03 to 7:30
ed cordial greetings to the mothers.1
. C. McLoon Co. as stenographer.
after which Mrs. B. P. Browne sang*
Mrs. Mary Vinal whj r.cently re- 'America the Beautiful," a favorite i
TOWN HALL
irned to her home from a 10 weeks’ song of Mrs. Hodgd n's. An extract ‘
:ay In Knox Hospital, continues to front a lecture of Mrs. Percy Penny-'
Head-o
f-the-Bay
packer, former president of the Gen-i
tow steady Improvement.
—Auspices— (
eral Federation of Women’s Clubs,
BAY VIEW SOCIE’Y
The regular monthly melting of the entitled "AA'atchman. What of the
Refreshments Served i t
>. and P. Women's Club takes place Night?” was read by Miss Alena
Intermission
frdn-fsday right. 7.30 o’clock and the Young. The address of Mrs. E. M.
esident asks that the members at- Lawrence was tender and sacred in , GENTLEMEN 39c; LADIES 17c
d, as important matt rs .will be J>1L J- 11
cussed.

. Mrs. Hester Chase’s charming Tal
bot avenue residence was yesterday
afternoon the sceqc i f a delightful
meeting cf the Daughters of the
American Revolution, as the Lady
Knox Chapter closed for the'season.
The business, literary and musical
program was followed by delicious
refreshments served by the host
esses, Mrs. Cross, Miss Cochran and
Mrs. Chase.
Mrs. Ethel Hayden of Camden ex-,
tended an invitation, which was acce|>ted, for June 2. for an afternoon
of bridge and mah jongg at her home,
the new rectory, to be preceded by
a luncheon at Green Gables.
A
picnic Flag Day will be held at Mrs.
Chase's farm.
The following offi
cers were elected for the coming
year:
Regent\-Mrs. Mary B. Cooper.
Vice Regent—Mrs. Mary Perry
Rich.
Secretary—Mrs. Hester Chase.
Treasurer—Miss Kitty Coburn.
Registrar—Mrs. Anna J. Thorn
dike.
Historian—Mrs. Mabel Sherman.
Auditor—Mrs. Lucie B. Walsh.
'The chapter voted to continue
gifts to the Knox Hospital aiyl to
replace flags on Revolutionary s 1diers’ graves at the cemeteries.
Miss Thorndike favored the chap
ter with an interesting reading from
Stiite Librarian Dunnack's Maine
book, “The First Naval Battle of the
Revolution.”
'The musicale included two vocal
solos. ‘ The False Prophet" and "Miss
Spring.” by Miss Adelaide Cross;
three selection "When You Are Truly
Mine,” the Berceuse from Jocelyn
(encore), gnd ’ Woodland Dance.”
two violins, Miss Lucy Marsh and
Miss Adelaide Cross, with Miss Mar
ion Marsh at the piano; anil violin
and piano selections by Misses Eliz
abeth and Alberta Knight.
The
program by these talented young
women was highly enjoyed.
The picnic committee for the sea
son will comprise Mrs. Eva Wisner,
Mrs. Mabel Sherman and Mrs. Mary
Cooper.

JESSE POMEROY

BAKED BEAN
SUPPER and DANCE
Wednesday, May 7

A. Skinner and grandchlM-

-THERE

Petersburg,
they spent the winter

IS IN

AHLfA BULBS

■1th William A. Skinner and family..

We Have a Nice Variety

Mrs. Leila Burkett arrived last
iglit from Boston and is the guest
f Mrs. J. A. Burpee, South M tin
treet.

Any Colors You Want in the $3.00 Collection
U. S. A......................................... $1.98
CAROINEL MERCIER
1.50
DR. GEVIS .................................. 75
MRS. CARL SALBACH .... 1.00
INSULINDE ........................... 1.00
MR8. EDNA SPENCER........ 50

Lufkin of Rockland and
Herman Robbins of Union motored to
'ortland to attend the annual May
all at the Gorham Normal School
aturdav evening. They were the
uests of Miss Harriet A. Hall and
Ilss Jeanette Johnson.

RED CROSS ............................... 75
MARY C. BURNS ..................... 75
PRIDE OF CALIFORNIA
.50
GEORGE WALTERS ............. 75
PATRICK O’MARA ................. 75
MRS. NAT SLOCOMBE ... .50

Over a Hundred Kinds To Select From
BY PARCEL POST ADD 10 CENTS A DOZEN

Rev. Stanley Manning. State superitendent occupied the •UnlvcTsalist
Ulplt Sunday, being a guest of Mr.
nd Mrs. E. F. Glover, during h;« stay
i the city.

C.

M.

TELEPHONE 225-M.

THOMAS
ROCKLAND, ME.

Pleasant Valley Glee Club met Fritiy evening with Misses Dorothy and
udrey Blaekington at The Highnvln. The members spent a most
leasing evening.

Mrs. Charles F. Sweetland of Ateboro, Mass., is at W. J. Fernald’s
jr an indefinite visit.
Mrs. A. B. Higgs and Mrs. Lloyd
. Bennera were hostesses at a small
liter party at the Copper Kettle in
ior of Miss Hilda George of ThomAtn. Saturday evening. After the
pper the party adjourned to the
>me of Mrs. Higgs, on Warren
reet, where auction was enjoyed,
iss George was presented with a
tuquet of jonquils, as guest of honor,
id won the. first auction prize for
.ving rhe highest score. Miss Har
ft Williams of Thomaston was also
prize winner.
■ ■"
‘
Mr. and Mrs. Carus T. Spear of
ngor have been spending a few
tys in this city.
“Cay” reported
lerably good
motoring between
angor and Rockland.
Miss Edna Payson spent the weektd in Hope, the guest of Mrs. Evert N. Hobbs.

The Woman’s Association of the
ngregational church holds a busl;s meeting at the auditorium W<dday at 4 o’clock to decide about
or ruogers for the same.

MASURY’S R. R. COLORS FOR OUTSIDE
Simply add LINSEED OIL

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST PAINT
CALL AND TALK IT

son C()ATS

4 DAYS ONLY 4 DAYS
FRIDAY
9th

16 PARK PLACE.

OVER

OPP. REAR HOTEL ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 745-W.

518&T53

»

iiitanuujijitiiriiiiL

We are Dividing These Coats In Four Lots For Fast Selling.

* • « •

The satin suit is tile last word in
the twi-piece combination. It is seen
in ®tri< tly tailored development, and
again with soft touches, like collar
and cuffs of cream colored lace.
Pipings of red ore used .to e nliven
the black satin suit, with the inevita
ble black and red buttons and possi
bly a tad trimmed narrow belt, to
accentuate the color scheme. These
satin suits are seen with the threequarter or longer jacket, as well as
with the htp length coat. I hid as it
This Special Sale includes all the latest Spring Sport Dress Coats, in all new
may sound, a sitk coat trimmed with
materials, for Ladies and Misses in sizes from 13 ta 19 and 36 t3 48.
frills of white lace on collar and
sleeves is smart and distinctive look
COME EARLY—GET YOUR CHOICE
ing. Lace trimming for coats and
suits is a logical outcome of the Lice
vogue in general.
Your Judgment of Values WiH Co nptl Your Enthusiastic Purchase.
e • • •
Flannel Capes For Summer
An innovation in light cummer
MAIL
wraps is a smart little cape of flan
ORDERS
nel. This may be in light or dark
FILLED
Corner Main and Elm Streets, Rockland
colors and collared with fur.
In the
higher-priced lines alpaca Is gain
Successors to Davis Garment Shop
ing favor, plaids being particularly
smart, as well as two-tone checks. In
teresting details in spoils wear are
the use of buttons as trimming, and
the introduction of seals as a relief or gored models featuring the mili
from the much-used monogram. tary heel, sturdier sole, and excess
They ace used in the same manner. ively trim linos. Besidt s calf, alli
Belts arc being seen more and more gator, patent leather, and suede—
and appear to be getting wider. the latter two often combined—on
above tailored lints are correct.
Some are placed in back only.
Fpr the ensemble or thrce-piecc
• • • •
suit and the one-piece silk dress a
Black Satin And Gold Kid
more fanciful shoo is permitted, in
That one item of dress influences which case applique and piping
anoiiht. is certain. More and mere rather than cut-work are adopted.
is tihe costume idea developing. Due Tlie materials are patent leather,
mention should be made of the grow suede, kid. the latter In gray, bitge
ing importance of the combination and even brown. Tills costume in
of black satin and gold kid. We first dorses the pump says the Dry Goods
perceived it In hats where a band of Economist tither plain or trimmed
gold kid. a rosette, or even quills of with a small buckle, the sandal not
tho -leather fillfd the function of I too low cut, and the instep strap often
adornment on a black satin chapeau. l buckled on tho top.—From the D. y
Next; in fine came the black satin Goods Bconomlet.
or patent leather slipper piptd in
gold, to which combination gloves
MRS. MARGARET AMES
also fell heir, combining black kid
with paid pyramid inserts in the
Puff.*“The exfl-tmilies having been
/Margnet (Milne) Ames, died at
dealt with the next partook in the 110 Broadway yesterday morning, af
complete costume idea when tlie
black satin coat came into being. ter an illness of about five months.
This coat dejrends on a restricted use Funeral services will be held at 2
cf gold kid in a tiny bordering scal •'clock tomorrow afternoon Rev. B.
lop and a bird motif for its trimming. I’. Browne of the Firs^ Baptist
» * » •
Church officiating.
The interment
Scarfs For All Hours
will be in Achorn cemetery.
Sea; s of all fabrics sw.'-di merrily
The deceased was the daughter of
on In » IvwiJAerJ.ng
spite George and Mary ^Barter) Milne, j
of t' ir representation in every phase and was born at Hurricane Islund 29
of f
don .life, women adhere more years ago.
During the World War
and ore closely to them, there be she was married to Jack Ames, who
ing a different kind of scarf for each was serving in the U. S. Navy. Af
occasion.
ter their marriage she made hetTo he smart in the street, one's home in Somerville, Mass., Norfolk.
throat must be muffled in a gayly Va.. and Lewiston, finally coming
printed affair which is wound around back to her own home, victim of an
the throat, both ends hanging front incurable malady.
Her ease has
ward underneath the coat. This is won the sympathy of all who knew
DON’T FORGET MOTHER,
correct with either the mannish her, and many sorrowing tears will
ta.lleur or the ensemble costume.
be shed because of her untimely de
SHE NEVER FORGETS YOU.
When it comes to formal after mise.
Mrs. Ames is survived by her par
noon wear either the dress wears a
CARNATIONS, SNAPDRAGONS, extra fine,
one
son—'William
Wtsley
scarf of its own fabric or selects a ents,
contrasting medium of softly striped, Ames; one brother—George Milne;
EASTER LILIES,cut and in pots, CALENDULAS
plaided or flowered chiffon. In the and two sisters—Mrs. Annie Condon
evening, every gown must needs trail and Minnie Choate, both of RoekPANSIES,
SWEET
PEAS,
COLONIALS.
a m itching scarf edged in marabou or lajid.
PLANTS:
PELARGONIUMS,
HYDRANGEAS
ostrich. The only alternative is a
shawl or matching ostrich boa.

2<I COATS

$J|0.

$2 0. 29 COATS
$25
■LFormer Values $15.00 to $35.00

CUTLER-COOK CO.

• • • .

Roman Stripes Rule
Roman- stripes continue their gay
ami luminous race. Daily we find
new adherents to their creed, 'the lat
est l-elng Shetland sweaters and
scarfs striped in the softest pastel
shades. Worn with the soft colored
flannel skirt, the effect is charming.
Belts, which are rapidly gaining
momentum, give full recognition to
the Itotnan striped craze in adopting
brightly striped ribbons for their
newest medium and using leather and
a buckle as fastening. Again 'hags
deride on stripes for their center
motif bordering the silk with colored
kid or leather for both practical and
decorative purposes. Other enve
lopes prefer tho striping throughout,
omitlng the leather altogether, while
on others, merely a striped band ap
pears on the black silk or leather.
The newest five to six foot scarf in
exclusive shops uses Roman striped
or pliiideei chiffon as fabric.
• • • •
Wearing The Right Shoe

The right shoe ior ihe right cos
tume is the motto of the well dressed
woman. The advent of tailor-mades
revives tho use of calf, ewpeciotly in
tan shades, .for oxforels—with real or
imitation lacing—brogue shoes, per
forated pumps, one or two-straipped

EMPIRE

Metal, Drums —

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

Last Showings Today

HERBERT
RAWUNSON
AND

ALICE LAKE .

•

—IN—

'THE DANCING CHEAT
Wednesday-Thursday

Bryant Washburn
AND

SILSBY’S
399 Main Street.

Rockland

White and red is a world beater
for a striking combination.
In fact,
the old hunting scenes of England
are to be reproduced, insofar as the
colors worn are concerned.
Instead
of the red coat and white ‘'pants'’ of
the English huntsman, the summer
girl may adopt a red jacquette, a
white skirt, a hleck hat and black
suede shoes, and bo in good form

for an outing at either a seaside or
a mountain resort. If one hesi
tates to go the limit in a combina
tion of red and white, it is permis
sible to adopt a white dotted Swi^s
for summer wear, but tt)e dots must
be of red. The accessories must of
eourese, he red, but white has first
call, insofar us area is concerned.—
Dry Goods IL onomist.

Mabel Forrest
“THE LOVE TRAP”
Action, Mystory, Humor and Love.

PARK

“FROZEN~HEARTS”

MATINEE, 10c, 17c
EVENING, 10c, 17c, 22e
THREE SHOWS: 2:00, 7:00, 8:30
NOTE CHANGE IN TIME

The Theatre with the Big Pictures-

PATHE COMEDY
NEWS

FRIDAY—“SPORTING YOUTH”

-

Joseph J. Dowling in “THE SPENDERS”
Two men and a girl—a very beautiful girl, a Wall Street mag
nate and a young man who had looks but no money.

and

NORMAN

“DARING

Thursday nights

KERRY
YOUTH”

Oh, Yes ! BEBE DANIELS is in it
WIVES ! Do you agree 7 Freedom for wives; see your hus
band only four days a week; do as you please: go out when you
please; with whom you please; where you please: no breakfasts
to worry about; follow a career if you please?
HUSBAND ! What do ycu think? Is it right; should a wife
have at much liberty as a man; should she place entertainment
above home worry; should she go out with other men; would you
agree to that?

Quarter-Barrel Drum

See our Attractive Specialty for the New Mother

THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

*LThe Strand Wednesday

^OMf

GERANIUMS of various sizes.

MAE MURRAY

LAST TIME

-in-

__

Half-Barrel Drum

$15

32 COATS

4() COATS

TONIGHT

No more drying out

Barrel

TUESDAY

130 Smart New Coats in the Season’s Latest Models Fresh
from New York. Most of these Coats came in within
the past Ten Days

JOHN A. KARL & CO.
5

MONDAY
12th

SATURDAY
10th

The Very Last Word

I

AND

X

easter

BIouh s stm {,iii0W a good deal of
the Chinese feeling, in design and in
■tnimmi; g detail. This applies both
to the l„ng tunic styles and the short
overblouse.
The peasant sleeve,
gathering into a narrow wristband. Is
a new note, coming as it does in the
wake ot the short sleeves, anti the
sleeveless blouse. Jabots continue to
touch the high spots of the blouse
mode, end the scurf collar is a de
tail that becomes increasingly im
portant.

Know the tremendous pulling power of Courier-Gazette ads.

PERFECTION FLAT WHITE
VALSPAR VARNISH
KYANIZE VARNISH AND ENAMEL
CARMOTE FLOOR ENAMEL

“apt. Israel Snow, Miss Kathleen
ow, Francis Snow and Hugo Cross
tored to Guilford Saturday, re
nting next day.

The nominating committee of the
liversalis-t Society reported the fblving slate o-f officers at a meeting
Id after church Sunday, the nomitlons being confirmed: President.
Lucia F. Burpee; vice presl•t, Mrs. Nina Beverage; secretary,
iss Ellen Cochran; treastlrer, Miss
ora Wise.
The advisory board,
naists of Mrs. A. K. P. Harvey,
ss Myrtle Herrick. Mrs. Chefrles
ctlardson; flower committee, Mrs.
E. Daniels, Mrs. Annie Haskell and
s. Albert Thurston; hospitality
llttee, Mrs. Edward Berry, Mrs.

Jette Pomeroy, who was con
demned to life imprisonment in
1876 as the murderer, when a boy
of fifteen, of a young boy and girl,
is playing the stock market these
days with the permission of prison
authorities. He has been operating
from his cell in the Charleston
(Mass.) state prison, and thus far
is ahead of the game.

PAINTING
PAPER HANGING
KALSOMINING

The Patchwork Club of Edwin Liby Relief Corps will meet in G. A.
. hail Thursday afternoon to finish
p some necessary work.
There
111 be a picnic supper and mock trial
t the evening.

What the Women Folks Are
To Look At This Season.

MOTHER’S DAY OFFERINGS

IN THE DOLLAR COLLECTION

it<ichard

COLUMN OF STYL.ES

LADY KNOX CHAPTER
Daughters of the Ameican Revolu
tion Hold Their Annual Meeting.

Page Seven

PERFOBMANCES AT 7:00 AND 8:45

TODAY I

“THE FASHION ROW”
NEWS

COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

a

HOODMAN BLIND
Featuring

DAVID BUTLER,

marc

GLADYS HULETTE,

McDermott and

others

From the stage play by Henry Arthur Jones and Wilson Barrett.

“Hoodman Blind,” brings home the foregoing facts with emphasis
and at least one more—

—(ALSO—

NEWS

“FIGHTING BLOOD” Number Four
FABLER

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

“HELD TO Al>

1ER,” All-Star

Cast

OUR MUSICAL NOTES

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gaztte, Tuesday, May 6, 1924
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WOMAN’S EDUCATIONAL CLUB

With the Radio Fans

Telephone
Directory

Yes, It’s a Kineo
Pipeless Furnace

(By tho Radio Editor)
‘Fond of music as I am, I must ad
ff
In writlrg the last column I made
mit I cannot learn to like B.ten. Completes Its Fourth Successful Year With a Mem
the mistake of wording one para
Two or three times have got myself
bership cf 300—Senator Brevzstcr the Speaker,
graph. and it nppearad ns though 1
"in Dutch” but confessing this <1,
was placing the super-neterodyr.i
ticiency.
I meet with the same re
ahead of all other types of receiving
ception accorded n. • when i an
The Woman’s Educational Club Fri-. Alice Hovey. Mrs. B?r;ha V. Orbesets In superiority.
This may lie
nounced that I thought the saxo
phone was delightfully like the hu day night closed its fourth successful |toil. Mr.--. Jeanette Bun-ton, Mrs. Ida CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE so. hut as I never had the pleasure cf
listening to a super-hetrodyne I
man voice. One kind sou! to whom 1 year, with a membership nearing the • Bradstrcel. Mrs. Jennie Dick y. Mrs.
cannot give my opitupn in this re-1
OILS AND GREASES
made this confession w is kind 300 mark. Tbt club’s chief object is Abbie Conners. Mrs. Dora Crockett,
CHEVROLET GARAGE
spect.
What 1 intiwded to say in 1
enough to talk witih me about it. Slit to prchix te intelligent discussion ofiand Mrs. Winnie Horten,
Call 127
Call 837-M
The meetings have been well atthe last'tqlumn was this.—With the
said she thought it was because I had present-day problems, from all posexception of the super-hetrodyne I
had no opportunity to study Bach as sible angles. The method followed is j tended as many as 127 being presTHURSTON OIL CO.
SEA VIEW GARAGE
do not believe that there is a reeeiv-;
a piano or organ student: that Bach t ) se ure as the main feature of each ! ent and new names have Ixen added
This is not a cheap
Wholesale and Retail
Chevrolet Cars, Parts and , ff
ing set made, using four or live tubes,
was difficult to understand and up-1 session a l ading State speaker, who rat every meeting, the largest number
furnace, it is the best
is
an
authority
in
rotne
line,
who
being
31.
At
this
final
meeting
Mrs.
that
will
give
a
'better
account
of
It

preciate unless one analyzed his mus
Oils for All Purposes
Service Station. Auto Ac-|
and one of the heaviest
self than a properly constructed su
ic, and that possibly my love for mel holds or desires to obta.n a response-John S. Marshall. Miss Frances Harcesscrios.
GARGOYLE
MOBILOIL
built, with asbestos be
perdyne such as that developed by
ody stifled the beauties of technique, b’e position in Maine. These ad-frington. Mrs. Sarah C. Weed, Miss
689 Ma.n St., Rockland
tween two double walls,,
70*72 Tillson Ave. Rockland Mr. Miner for the C. D. Tuska Co.,
construction, etc. However. I an .-till dresses are given by mtn cf all Clara Bostell were elected to memwhich I have mentioned several times
ina’ .ig a gallant effort to learn to parties, and the discussions also maybership and other names were pro
inside the outside wall.
previously.
1 know very little of
GARAGE
• love Bach. For those who do now love be* from a partisan standpoint, at the seated fcr the next meeting. There
LAUNDRY WORK
All walls made of heav
the performance or construction of
him, this item from Mephisto’s pen discretion only of the disputant. Poll-j were 113 present to hear Senator
iest galvanized iron.
tics r.ot to'hoo is the emphatic | Prewster’a address and refreshments
the super-hetrodyne, which is in a
will add a ray of happiness:
Call 170
Call 124
clas.s .by itself.
diet.
Since discuss’on is educa were served at the close.
With double or single
People
’
s
Laundry
Dyer
’
s
Garage,
Inc.
* * • *
• « « •
Bach!
The very name of the tional. this unique club puts no limit
feed door.
17 Limerock Street
Senator Brewster Speaks
grandad of music sends a shudder on it. except such as is dictated by
Fans who like to experiment with
REPAIRING, STORAGE
ff
We do all kind3 of Laundry
Do not let anyone tell
through the spine of our devoted -he speaker’s own good taste, good
radio posibilities should not overlook :
The Woman’s Educational Club
ANO SUPPLIES
Work.
Family Washing a
friends of jazz. As to listening to I manners, and becoming deference to heard .another candidate for the gu
you that it is not the
the performance of spider-web eoils,
” Agent for
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
the compositions of Bach, they had all who have a perfect right to dif- bernatorial nomination Friday night
which in most instances can lie
best one built, because
Dry.
Finish
Flat Work.
just as leave be locked up in some fering opinions, and to maintain the|^n
person of Senator Ralph O.
DODGE BROS. CARS
adapted to almost tiny circuit in I
our price is much lower
Shirts,
Cellars.
musty museum with a pile of Sans-! same in the face of opposition. The | prewsler f f Portland, who is conplace of the usual rolls that are
EU than other high-grade
krit and Egyptian manuscripts to de-'fact that this emirs** has been
1 testing with Frank G. Fnrrirgt n of
wound on tubing and most widely
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
MONUMENTS
11 makes. The difference
cipher. At least that is what our c ssfully maintained during the club’s Avgrsta for the right to have his
used today.
During my recent;
friends think. As a matter of fact, if four sedsons and that no blood has name*placed at the head of the State
spare
time
I
have
wound
a
series
of
J
is in the profit, not in
Telephone Connection
Telephone 205
they could become properly intro- been shed is a marvel to many skep- ticket in the Republican c lump..
t oils and adapted them to my little
the quality.
duefd to Papa Bach, they would be- Fes who be’ieve it unsafe to life.—
favorite, the Haynes 1)N eir nit, and
Senator Brewster’s sp?e h
was
PREPARED DRY PASTE
Gilchrest
«
>
come infatuated with his wondrously limb and peace cf mind to ncour£~e very largely devoted to tae matter
I am more than delighted with the
I have a cheaper fur
Monumental Works results which 1 have obtained with
melodious tunes as they would with or even permit unbridled partisan ut- of non-sectarian academies in Main?,
Mixed With Cold Water
nace made by the Homer
the jangle and thump-thump of the teranc".
because
peop.e
usual.y i setting forth views on which he has
them.
Try It sometime; it's sure
Main Street
Furnace Company, size
H. H. Crie & Co.
I already been runted at considerable
latest hl by Berlin or Gershwin, o'Jarrel so b teriy ver “pol.tics.’
worth while.
Thomaston, Maine
22 inch, price $165.00,
• • • •
How do I know this? 1 can p’ ove it.
When a rennet« f this lub was g.yen ; le* h in th‘*se . luir.ns. He el issed as
456 Main Street, Rockland
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
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